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THE YEAR'S anaemic record sales
may regain a full-blooded look ihis
month, with the release of four bigname albums from the Beatles, the
Beach Boys, Nana Mouskouri and
Neil Scdaka. Advance orders for the
quartet, all but one of which are to
iraite/s
to Rye
ADMINISTRATION OF Bradley's
Records, offshoot of ATV Music,
has been taken over by the record
division of Pye.
This move follows the departure
of Geoffrey Heath, former ATV
Music managing director, to set up
his own publishing operation Heath
Levy Music.
Commenting on the move this
TO PAGE 4
Muxlow to

copies
be TV-backed, total almost 700.000.
According to Bob Mercer, EMI's
director of repertoire and
marketing, 225,000 copies of the
Beach Boys' 20 Golden Greats will
be shipped to the trade by the end of
this month. Close behind is Neil
Scdaka's Laughter and Tears, some
200,000 copies of which arc going
out this week, reports Polydor
deputy managing director, Tom
Parkinson.
Phonogram marketing director
Ken Maliphant. meanwhile, declares
that in 14 selling days, Nana
Mouskouri's Passport LP attracted
orders of 170,000. The album is
being distributed this week.
But perhaps the most interesting
success story of the four is the
Beatles' Rock 'n' Roll Music. For
without any small screen advertising
imminent or planned, and a single
from it not yet issued, the two-LP
set took upfront orders of 100,000
before it went out to retailers last
Friday. The Beatles clearly retain
much of their Midas touch.

head WEA

distribution company
distribution division. The move
by PETER JONES
follows W-EA's unsuccessful
THE LONG-standing distribution
takeover bid last year for Island
association between CBS and WEA
Records.
is to be dissolved by next summer
Although this brings to an end the
when WEA expects to open its own
previous WEA distribution deal with
distribution company.
CBS,
the company's manufacturing
Brought in as managing director
agreement with CBS has been
of the new company, which is to
extended- In fact, "mutually
operate as a separate division of
satisfactory" arrangements have
WEA. is Tony Muxlow, who
been Inadc for CBS to continue on
recently resigned as managing
the distribution side as well until
director of Phonodisc. Negotiations
are currently going on for premises
TO PAGE 4
in West London to house the

FROM NOW on il is Sir John Read.
The chairman of f he EMI group was
given a knighthood in the Queen's
Birthday Honours List, announced
last week. Read joined EMI from
the Ford motor company in 1965
and was deputy chairman and chief
executive until 1974 when he
succeeded Sir Joseph Lock wood as
chairman. He was one of 16 Knights
bachelors included in the honours
list.
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LAST WEEK'S personal appearance by Julie Andrews was one of the most
successful ever organised by the Chapped store Her arrival brought Bond
Street to a halt and she had to fight her way into the shop through a crowd of
cheering admirers. Inside she autographed 300 RCA albums and afterwards
attended a reception in the Chapped boardroom where she renewed
acquaintance with veteran publisher Teddy Holmes, a friend from her
childhood days. She is pictured here, with (left to right), Steve Gottlieb,
executive vice-chairman of Chapped, Madeline Kasper of RCA, Pat Harrison,
record deparfment manageress, and Tommy Loft us of RCA
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by CHRIS WHITE
THE CHARTS are alive with the
sound of Liverpudlian music,
probably for the first lime since the
days of Merseybeat nearly 13 years
ago. With three Merscyside groups
already poised for top chart honours
— Real Thing, Our Kid and Busier
— other Liverpool names are
already lining-up to bring the name
of the city to the fore of pop music
again.
Leading the talent invasion in this
week's Music Week Top 50 is the
Real Thing whose You To Me Are
Everything goes to number two,
with Paul McCartney and Wings one
place lower with Silly Love Songs.
Polydor's Our Kid — average age 14
— moves to fourth position with
You Might See Me Cry, while Buster
is a new entry at 49 with Sunday on
RCA.
Waiting in the wings are such
names as Supercharge on Virgin.
Champagne and Freddie Starr (the
Liverpool comedian) on
Thunderbird. WEA's Liverpool
Express and Deaf School, Decca's
Candlewick Green, and Island's
Dodger, formerly Badfinger.
Former Merseybeat editor. Bill
Harry — who came to London from
Liverpool in 1966 and now runs his
own PR company — said:
"Liverpool has always been a great
TO PAGE 4

bottoms
THE CONTINUING lull in the business early in the year caused a
record market coupled with heavy lot of them a great problem simply
discounts attracting.regular custom
in meeting bills. I think we are going
awa< from small retailers and into to see quite a few more close to be
the n tdliplcs is forcing a number of. quite frank."
often long established businesses, to
He said that pan of the problem
close down. Furl her closures are was that very few small retailers had
ever been able to stock their shops
expecied if the market docs not pick
right. "Wcllard was a victim of the
up.
changing patterns of trade and the
This week comes the news -thai
Chris Wcllard. the Eltham record current problems in wholesaling.
retailer and wholesaler, has gone out
TO PAGE4
of business despite last minute
atiempts to save his company. The
company was officially wound-up
PHILIPS
on Tuesday last week and a
liquidator has been appointed.
In Scotland four branches of
Bruce's Records nine-shop chain
have been closed resulting in 15
redundancies following what has
§5%
been described as the worst six
months in the company's history.
"fete
Sounds New, which has three shops
Cs<
in Glasgow, has also decided to close
mi
Vv—v//
?
down one of its stores.
Further stories of closures are also
circulating bin it is difficult to
obtain verification since small
businesses which cease trading are
LOv.
impossible to contact.
A major record company credit
control manager, however
r
confirmed that, "there are certainly
OVER ANDO?
Oo So
a lot feeling the ninch at the present
moment." He said: "The drop in
*23
WAZINC
Streetlife closes
last to 4V
Mi
■RACF
woi/stf
STREET!. IFE IS to leave the
-Sistreets. The consumer fortnightly,
launched late last year by Wulkeror SUM^
Shechan Publishing with an editorial
outlook covering the music scene as
6>
well as current affairs, politics, films
PASSPORT
and books, has apparently run out
of money. The current issue, dated
21 SONGS THAT
June 12-25. is the last.
No official comment was
MADE NANA MOUSKOURI
available this week from publishers
Billy Walker and Andrew Shechan,
INTERNATIONALLY
who left posts as editor and
advertisement manager respectively
FAMOUS.
of Spotlight's weekly Sounds to start
Streetlife last November. But it is
marketed by
TO PAGE 4
phonogram
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Phonogram
PHONOGRAM IS imponing
quantities of live new U.S. Mercury
albums, and will make these
available to UK retailers through
Phonodisc. They will carry a
suggested retail price of G.75.
The records are When You're
Young And In Love bv Ralph Carter
(SRM 11080), Odyssey by Charles
Earland (11049). The Runaways by
the group of the same name (11090),
Nightflight by Gabor S/abo (11091)
and 2112(11079) by Rush. The latest
Spirit LP, Farther Along (11094),
will also be available in this fashion
as soon as it is issued in the U.S.
There are two main reasons for
the scheme's introduction,
according to Phonogram American
product manager Tony Powell.
Firstly, it will provide the company
with direct feedback about UK
consumer interest in new U.S.
albums which, for various practical
reasons, cannot be simutaneously
released in both countries. "W e can
observe the movement of stock",
said Powell, "and gauge what
demand there is likely to be for
British release of the records." The
information will be firsthand from

on

seek feedback

impertei

Phonodisc, too. he added, as
opposed to second-hand via the
usual import channels.
The Phonogram plan will also
enable all retailers to handle the U.S.
titles, instead of only those who have
accounts with importers. The disc
can be ordered through Phonodisc
in the normal way from next
Monday (21); they offer the normal
dealer mark-up.
Special arrangements will be made
with the trade if an LP has to be
rush-released here soon after import
copies have been distributed,
although Powell docs not generally
expect this to happen. He went on to
emphasise that the idea is not
intended to undercut the established
importers, whom he regards as
useful. "They have a valuable part
to play in the record business here,"
he declared.
Although the first batch of
imports feature Mercury product,
future items will not neccssanlv be

r>v'

LFs

confined to that label. Others
associated with Phonogram may
have product suitable for the same
treatment. "We're not talking about
the obvious material, but about
talent which otherwise wouldn't get
proper exposure in this country,"
concluded Powell.
Jazz Centre
summer school
THE JAZZ Centre Society's 5th
Annual Lambeth Summer School
will be held at Stockwell Manor
School from July 26 to August 6. As
well as individual tuition there will
be classes in arranging, composition,
basic and advanced harmony and
ample opportunity for participants
to enjoy informal jam sessions.
Further information can be obtained
from the JCS. c/o ICA. 2 Carlton
House Terrace, London. SW1.

S7

MIKE BONE, Phonogram's EM P^olion manager in ilw^
London presented
pre
with a gold album for his efforts in bttaking
Thin Lizzvin the St ales
iniaallvand
pushed
the album
Jailbreak
on sthe
FMHestations
also helped
break
the group
single Tin Boys An
Town. Both album and single are Top 30 in the Billboard t hat .
^
Pieture shows (left to right): Phonogram international manager Puss Curry,
marketing director Ken Maliphant: Mike Done; and Thin Liz A' manager
Chris Morrison.
flMIM miMi |iis to
THIS YEAR'S Design and An
Director's Association Silver Award
Pisch®
for the outstanding record sleeve ol
the year has been presented to John
Pasche of Gull Graphics for his session to achieve the desired el loci.
Pasche received two Music Week
design for the album cover of
design awards last year lor Gull
Seventh Waves Psi-Fi release on
albums by Isotope and Judas Priest.
Gull. The photograph featured on
the sleeve was taken by Phil Jude The DAD A awards were presented
at an awards dinner held at
who worked with Pasche on a
London's Hilton Hotel last week.
marathon three day photographic
PRS

new single from

C-ctXtUtij

ship

licensL )
FURTHER TO your article
regarding PRS licensing (A/IF June
12) n is not the case that PRS "has
decided to lake no further action in
regard to licensing shops to playrecorded music for the time being".
Our licensing programme is
continuing and although (as
correctly reported in your article) the
Society is not at all anxious to have
to resort to legal proceedings, we
have recognised all along that this
may unfortunately become
necessary. What has happened is
that we have given an undertaking to
the Music Trades Association that
we shall not institute legal
proceedings against any of its
members until we have had a further
opportunity of discussing with the
Association the application of our
tanfl to its members. I would be
grateful if you would publish this
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letter, as otherwise those retailers
who have already agreed to take out
a licence may wrongly gain the
impression that thev need not have
done so MICHAEL I REEGARI),
General Manager, PRS. London
Wl.
WE WERE disturbed to read the
repon on the from page of Music
Week, (May 29) relating to the
Creditors Meeting of BTM (Artists
Management) Limited.
Renaissance were on tour in
America at the date of this meeting,
received no notice of it and were not
represented at it.
We should like to point out that
no money is owed by us to this
company, indeed to the contrary, we
are advised that we have a
substantial claim against the
company. MICK DUNFORD,
Renaissance, Windlesham, Surrev.
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(June 16. 1966)
POLY DOR INTRODUCES two
new labels. Alp for Scottish
material, and Clan, formed In
Milch Murray - first release
Sky liner In the Mitch Murray Clan
...... Pickwick opens new depot in
Shipley. Yorks, and makes
(list rihu lion arrangements
(Jyde I" actors and Solomon with
ind
, ms
* '
Decca releases 10-paoe
Bachelors alhum. Hits Of The 6ft\
priced at 37s 6d
RR
reviewer comments "And what sort
of name is that?" as Decca releases
. Ia> In Lngleherl llumperdinck
•
record department manageress
at J. McKen/ie of Wirral writes.
" I he delivery service from Philips,
I 1,1,(1 Select a is good and reliable
orders phoned to depots before
a tertain lime in the mornin<< are
always delivered the same day""
Barry Morgan and Moni\ Bahsoii
register Morgan Music ..... EMI
■signs Singing Postman — after
months of negotiation
John
Culshaw. Decca's classical artists'
manager, awarded an OBI in
Birthday Honours.

(June 19, 1971)
POIADOR OFFERS Sound Sel
dealers 35' y |)er miJ discount
'apes
CBS previews fi
quadraphonic discs at I MIC 1
Monlreux
Donovan's I
recording contract ends with rele;
of HMS Donovan double alhi
c,is
and RCA consideri
entry into retailing
Chrysa
plans new label. Butterfly headed
Boh (irace, general manager
( hrysalis Music, with first release
the auiumn by Mike d'Aho a
David Bowie
Roy Orhis
signs five-year contract with Dec
;
Brighton dealers, Michael a
I earl Clayton, sign four acts t
their liger Moth label
Rodn
Burbeck appointed press a
publicity manager at RCA
Dcke Arlon joins York Records wi
additional responsibility for runni
•he Chevron Music publishi
^'"Pdny:
in an inters iew. N
Joseph says, "I would love to (hi
U l,ri
e ' going to get a high standa
ol commercial radio - but 1
virtually certain we won't".
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Chapman-Morris set

op
ill

Euro moifc consultancy
A NEW company specialising in
which smaller American linns would
a retainer basis and supply
rcprcscniai ion oi' US music
not consider as being a viable
representation for smaller American
companies in ihc UK and Europe
proposition. But this is an imponani
companies and labels withoui the
lias been formed by Dave Chapman,
territory and we feel that what EMC
resources to maintain their own
formerly market ine manager of
can offer is the next best thing,"
personnel and offices in Britain and
Polydor. and managing director of
Chapman told Music Week.
the Continent. It will specialise in
Probe, and Don Morris of the
Following a U.S. visit by
liaison with local record companies,
specialist youth promotions
Chapman, EMC has arranged
publishers, managers and promoters
company AMC.
American representation and signed
and negotiate European and
its first clients. Handling the UK
The company will be known as
worldwide dealers for clients. "In
company's affairs will be the law
European Marketing Consultancy
the present economic conditions,
firms of Leonard Korobkin in Los
and is based at 2. High Street,
establishing their own companies on
Angeles and Lewis Harris in New
this side of the Atlantic would
Hat field Broad Oak, Hel l's (027 970
York,
512). The aim of EMC is to work on
represent a big financial investment
The first clients are record
producer Papa Don Schroeder and
the Bun Taylor Company.
Schroeder is producer of James and
Bobby Purity's UK hit I'm Your
Puppei and EMC has completed a
deal with Island Music to handle his
Mama Gail and Penelope Music
companies for the world, outside
U.S. and Canada. In addition
negotiations are in hand for
Schroeder to produce at least one
UK artist at his Nashville studio.
The Bun Taylor Company
represents Nickey Barclay, former
keyboard player with Fanny, whose
Ariola America album Diamond In
A Junkyard was released here by
EMI, and a new signing to Playboy
Records, Joey Sleek who is being
produced by Jimmy Miller.
CBS PROMOTION staff providing back up for the Johnny Cash
single, One Piece At A Time.
Disco video
DJM's Womblebashers
REACTION FROM the radio media
being supplied with window stickers.
has resulted in DJM Records
DJM UK creative services coreleasing The Womblebashers of
ordinator Barry Saich said: "We
Walthamstow, a track from the
decided to release the song as a
Grimms' LP Sleepers, as a single.
single because of the good response
The group — described as a band of
it has received on the LP from
musicians, comics, songwriters and
various radio producers,"
poets — includes former members of
the Bonzo Dog Band and Scaffold in
its line-up.
Consumer and press advertising
will support the single and in
First mm
addition there will be tee-shirts,
badges and slickers. Dealers are also
Forym
Best if
icittiffltnidl
THE MUSIC of Scotland is the
theme for a north of the border
catalogue campaign by EMl's m-o-r
division
Spearheading the
promotion is a new album, The Very
Best of Scotland, a 20-irack
compilation featuring such Scottish
names as Moira Anderson. Andy
Stewart, Jimmy Shand and The
Corries.
The campaign starts this month
and is due to run through until
September. There will be 150
window displays throughout
Scotland, and in addition posters
will be supplied to dealers in three
languages — English, French and
German. Back-up material will
include browser cards, streamers
and consumer leaflets for in-store
displays.
M-o-r division a&r controller,
David bale explained: "We have at
EMI one of the Finest catalogues of
Scottish music and this promotion
will centre around 33 particular
albums, available on our various
labels include Wavcrley and
Talisman. Scotland is a very
important market at the best ol
times but even more so at this time
of the year when there arc thousands
of visitors to the country — The
Music ol Scotland campaign is
designed to draw attention to our
product."

extended
THE FIRST Music Publishers'
Association Forum, long-planned by
president Dick James and a
committee, has already been
extended by half a day and a
warning has been issued that
delegate numbers have to be
restricted to around the 300 mark.
The forum starts on Monday,
September 20. with a visit to the
Mechanical Copyright Protection
Society headquarters in Strealham.
and a lunch is being arranged there.
In the evening delegates will go to
the revived Tin Pan Alley Ball, at the
Hilton Hdtel.
Main registration for the
conference side of the forum will be
at the Intercontinental Hotel on the
Tuesday. Topics for discussion at
meetings through to Friday include
mechanical aspects of publishing:
the business side of publishing,
notably contracts; and imernational
affairs.
Fee for the full forum, including
lunches at which there will be guest
speakers, is £50, plus VAT. and
priority is at first being given to
members of the MPA. Other
interested parlies will be allowed in
if space permits.
The forum is being co-ordinated
by Jason Pollock, of Ladbroke
Productions, 4 Kensington Park
Gardens, I ondon W.I I (phone: 01727 3541) to whom registration
applications should be made.

on big screen
VIDEO TV pop music programmes
may soon be seen in British
discotheques on the large screen,
following the introduction of a new
projection system by TVL (TransVision Leasing), the company which
was responsible for the first video
TV shows in teenage nightspots.
The new system involves the CV3
Superscrecn which, according to
TVL director Steve Webber, enables
video films to be shown on screens
up to eight feet by six feet square.
He explained: "We did quite well
with the introduction of video TV
sets into discotheques and this is
really an extension of that
experiment. The new CV3 system is
tailor-made for venues like
nightclubs or discotheques although
previously the equipment has only
been available for educational
purposes."
The screen was used recently by
TVL and Chrysalis on a successful
European promotion of Jethro
TulLs Too Old To Rock 'n' Roll
album which included a 43 minute
film shown in all the main European
centres at a cost to Chrysalis of
£23,000 including £17,500 for the
film.
TVL, based in South Moulton
Street. W.L, leases video shows
featuring top pop names and
combining current hit material with
soul, rock and pop music to
discotheques in seven European
countries, but until April last year
copyright law in the UK prevented
the films being distributed here.
First club to use one of the
programmes was Tito's in
Beckenham High Street, South
London, and since then several
others have started showing video
Films.
Webber commented: "The system
is still very expensive but what is
required is more software
manufacturers. At the moment
people arc naturally reluctant to
spend a lot of money on hardware if
they can't get the films. We do 90
1XT cent of our business abroad, but
feel that there must be considerable
British interest in installing the CV3
system in various entertainment
venues."

NEMS ON the verge of making a considerable investment in
its own chain of record stores
at New York presentation
of BMI awards for most performed songs of 1975, ATVMaclcn was leading publisher with II awards
DJM
release of Grimm's Womblebashers single not the most
tactful gesture just before distribution switch to
CBS
possibility that forthcoming Stcvie Wonder album
may be sold with single enclosed — which could create an
intriguing chart situation
awaited from BASF, statement
regarding its future involvement in the record business.
FREELANCE PRODUCER Tony Satchcll recently spent
several frustrating hours in a studio trying to record a juggler
before discovering he was on Candid Camera! Thames
Valley Radio presenter John Flower searching for Barry
Humphries album asked Bell for help; Capitol record librarywas contacted and the record was sent to LBC, which piped it
to TVR in time for Flower to tape and use in an interview with
Humphries — surely it would have been easier to have asked
Transatlantic?
Bing Crosby extending his forthcoming
visit to lake in concerts in Dublin and Edinburgh in July —
plus a little golf?......what was RCA m.d. George Lukan
doing at last week's Rod Stewart party at Searcy's?
QUEEN TO record next album at the Manor — producing it
themselves
EMI press officer Brian Southall in Black
Knotley Hospital, Essex recuperating from a cartilage
operation
another hospital casualty, Charly's Joop Visser
who was detained overnight after being struck by car while
alighting from a taxi
Polydor cricket team looking for
Fixtures — contact Mike Hitches
Leeds Castle Foundation
which puts on medical research seminars will receive £2000 as
a result of Rolling Stones party at Sotheby's to end London
concerts — Sotheby's provided galleries and staff free in
return for charily donation; Atlantic's contribution was
£1400.
MORE HOAGY Carmichael copyrights being revived after
Robin Sarstedt's My Resistance Is Low hit — Lazy Bones by
ubiquitous Jonathan King (UK) and Georgia On My Mind by
Alan Carvell on UA
exceedingly sad that Billy Walker's
brave Strectlife publishing venture should have to
fold
Give Us A Wink by Sweet expected to follow
Desolation Boulevard in States as a gold album
also in
States, Columbia has signed Ron and Russel Mael of
Sparks
music for new Alan Drury play, Sparrowfall,
which opens at Hampstead Theatre on July 5, written by
Brian Eno
ex-Decca promotion manager Lyndon
Holloway joined NEMS label this week
Eurobeat's Irving
Wilson seeking UK and US licensing for Black Emanuclle
soundtrack album, made in Italy, with title song sung by UK
group Bulldog.

JULY SPECIALS
IN MUSIC WEEK

July 3: "Salute to America"
Help celebrate the U.S. Bicentennial. Your
chance to thank your U.S. friends for their
contribution to popular music.
Final advertisement copy date: June21.

July 10: "Record Merchandisers"
Join the others in congratulating Record
Merchandisers on its tenth anniversary.
Final advertisement copy date: June28.
Contact Nevil Skrimshire 437 8090
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FROM PAGE 1
Smaller dealers than him have lost
heart a little bit mainly due to
discounting."
Wellard started trading 22 years
ago and hoped to be able to raise the
necessary finance to continue {Music
HVeA" May 29). but wholesaler
manager, John Glocklcr. said this
week: "We had meetings with the
record companies and with our
wholesale creditors and received a
very sympathetic and helpful
hearing, but in the end our
accountants advised that even if we
could raise the money to carry on.
the business outlook for the next six
to 12 months was so gloomy that
we'd probably be in an even worse
position at the end of that period."
It is understood that the business
was in debt for something like
£10.000. As well as a full range retail
operation, the Wellard company was
a very active wholesaler for more
than 40 small British and foreign
labels, largely devoted to jazz, folk
and contemporary music.
The Bruce's shops to close include
the company's first retail outlet in
Edinburgh's Rose Street and three
stores in Stirling. Perth and Leven
(reports Scottish correspondent Ian
McFadden). Director Brian Findlay
said that until the closures the
company was seriously in debt. "We
have suffered drastically from a
tremendous fall in sales," he said.
"The red lights started to flash in
October, and Christmas was
dissappointing. January was well
below estimates and with our new
shop opening in Edinburgh

overheads exceeded profits more
quickly than expected. We made
cuts in expenditure but suddenly
found ourselves in very deep water."
The five remaining shops. Findlay
hopes, are the ones most likely to
benefit from an upswing in sales, l ie
said major record companies had
been sympathetic. "Their
accountants seem to be sure it is a
nationwide problem. We can't
expect to return to the kind of sales
figures we were reaching last year.
We hope, as I am sure many other
dealers do, that in this climate the
record companies will support the
dealers who are prepared to work on
new product."
Sounds New Hamilton branch
closes on June 27. Manager Philip
Payne cited similar market pressures
to Bruce's. The closures have
concerned a great many retailers in
Scotland. Although the slump is a
national one, Scotland is affected
most severely. The apparently openhanded way in which record
companies have opened new
accounts has been harshly criticised,
although for obvious reasons
nobody is willing to be quoted.
A straw poll of retailers in
Scotland revealed a determination to
pressurise major companies for
support. One retailer remarked:
"This is the beginning. Unless the
record companies want to see the
end of the independent dealer, the
lime has come to back us. Times arc
lough enough without having to
compete with the manufacturers
themselves, which is what we seem
to be doing a lot of the time."

Motown will

launch

Ales' Prodigal label
fol'owing year by its managing
PRODIGAL, THE companydirector of the time. Ken East. Since
launched by Barney Ales before he
then, both Ales and East have joined
rejoined Motown U.S. as executive
Motown, the former returning to the
sice-president, is to get its own
company which he helped to build
identity in Britain in the near future.
during the Sixties, the latter signing
This follows the label's absorption
on as the London-based vice
into the Motown family, and the
president of international operations
expiry of its licence deal with Decca
after resigning from Decca.
here.
Among the artists who will appear
During its Decca days, Prodigal
on Prodigal UK will be Michael
product appeared in the UK on the
Quatro, brother of Suzi, who was
London-American label, and
signed to the label from United
offered singles by Shirley Alston,
Artists earlier this month His
Ronnie McNcir, Jack Ashford and
current album. Dances, Romances,
others, plus an album by Alston. No
Dreamers And Schemers, will now
firm date for its rebirth has yet been
be released on Prodigal, except in
fixed, but like Motown, it will be
France. Scandinavia, the Phillipines
licensed through EMI.
and Canada, where it stays on UA.
Prodigal was set up by Barney
Ales in Detroit in late 1974. and
Streets ife deses
signed to Decca for Britain early the
FROM PAGE 1
believed that the fortnightly's
financial backers, never publicly
named, have decided to end their
investment in the paper. Full-time
staff were reportedly told of the
closure early - last week, and
Don't miss
freelance contributors informed as
they contacted the operation's High
Holborn headquarters.
At prcsstime, the distributors of
Street life, Condc Nast, had not been
officially informed of the
publication's demise. Nor was any
reply forthcoming from its office
switchboard, although staff were
apparently still occupying the
premises.
lV»c
St reel life had not been in existence
long enough to gain an ABC (Audit
Bureau of Circulations) figure,
although the initial print order was
quoted by Walker-Shechan as
^tulde
225,000 copies. Sources report,
however, that towards the end of its
the paper was failing to reach
©msj mm life,
sales of even half that.
PAGE 4

Pirate in
r?
court
THE BPI has successfully prevented
further business in pirate and
bootleg recordings being carried on
by Lee Alan Wallace of Portsladc,
Sussex. In the execution of an
inspection order on his premises in
May a large number of master tapes
and records and a quantity ol
documentation relating to his
business were seized.
At a subsequent hearing in the
High Court, Wallace undertook not
to make or sell pirate or bootleg
tapes for his customers until trial or
further order. An order was also
made for Wallace to reveal details ol
his sources and customers for
pirated and bootlegged material.
irai@/s
FROM PAGE 1
week, Pye Records managing
director Walter Woyda said: "This
is a matter of rationalisation in the
upper structure of the company. It
makes no practical difference to the
status of Bradlcy's as an
autonomous and independent
label."
Woyda explained that Heath's
successor as ATV managing director
Peter Phillips, concentrated on
publishing and it had therefore been
decided that Bradlcy's would be
brought under the control of Pye's
record administration while Marble
Arch Music (Pye Records'
publishing arm) would be brought
under the ATV music-publishing
"umbrella".
Principal hit records for Bradlcy's
have been those by Stephanie de
Sykes, who has now left the label,
and the Goodies.
Meanwhile. ATV Music has
decided to close down the Brighton
office and incorporate all publishing
operations in London premises.
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rpfrhrate the success of Cliff Richard's I'm
AT A special dinner
]Voman single, Eric Hall (promotions
Hearly Famous album and D
c/lir/ev Natanson (EMI label manager)
n.ana.er, EW
^
Welch. Hall .as present
Are Famous With Us .lulc Nalanson .as men
a gold I'm Nearly Famous medallion.

WE^ istritatSm pSiP
independent in all aspects of
FROM PAGE 1
marketing and distribution.
WEA has phased in its own
"In any case, many of WEA's
operation.
major
artists internationally are
Nesuhi Ertegun, president of
British and the company has to be a
WEA International, told Music
leader in all fields in the UK in order
Week: "The growth of WEA in the
to give the best service to these
UK has been so great that setting up
artists. Really the UK market has
our own distribution outlet was
unique requirements in this matter,
inevitable. In the first four months
not least of which is the belief of the
of 1976, WEA had the second
U.S. parent companies that WEAlargest share of the UK albums
UK
will continue to be a major
market, and the share of the singles
source
of new talent."
market has shown outstanding
Muxlow, who will be based in the
growth.
WEA offices. 69 New Oxford Street,
"For this reason, the board of the
London, WCI, resigned from
U.S. parent company has authorised
Phonodisc in mid-May. He has been
this major investment in the UK,
in charge of the Polygram pressing
Personally I find it especially
and distribution subsidiary for the
gratifying that, despite the current
last seven years, since he was
economic situation in Europe, belief
engaged to set up the operation.
in the long-tenn future of the UK
After leaving university, Muxlow
operation is stronger than ever."
worked for some years with Proctor
Ertegun said it had always been a
and Gamble and then with British
good relationship with CBS. "But
Domestic Appliances, on
our m-depth study of the UK market
distribution, sales and marketing.
has shown that .we can best achieve
Fie moved into the music business in
greater penetration by being fully
1968 and became managing director
of Phonodisc in 1972. He was also a
member of the International
Liverpool chart revival begins
Phonodisc Management Committee
which co-ordinates Phonodisc
FROM PAGE 1
district. Since the original
activities through Europe.
breeding ground for musical talent
Mersey beat boom the kids there
but this is the first lime since the
have always been more conscious
Beatles' heyday that the spotlight
than most of pop music, and their Hackett dies
has moved back on to Merseyside
talent is now coming to light,"
BOBBY Hackett,
names. We could soon be in a
Former Beatles' PR man, Tony CORNETTIST
who
died
of
a
heart
on June 7
position where the top three records
Barrow said that Liverpool by at the age of 61, wasattack
one of the most
in the chart are all by Liverpudlian
tradition was a very important area
tasteful, lyrical and elegant players
names, an event which hasn't
for music. "Maybe a lot has to do
in jazz — and also one of the most
happened for about 12 years now."
with its cosmopolitan environment,
Harry said that after the initial
but I think that the latest spate of self-effacing.
Born in Providence, Rhode Island
pop invasion from Liverpool in the
chart records by names from
in January 1915, Hackett began his
early Sixties, there had been a
Liverpool is more due to coincidence musical
career at the age of 14.
deansweep of talent there with most
rather than a step back towards any
playing banjo, violin and guitar.
of the big names based in London.
particular trend. In fact there never
Hackett's sweet-toned cornel
"However there was still a lot of
was such a thing as the Liverpool
gained wide appreciation as a result
young talent left in Liverpool and in
'Sound', not in the way that you can of
albums he made with Jackie
recent years it has found different
talk about the Motown Sound
musical outlets, such as large pubs,
Gerry and the Pacemakers were as Gleason and for Enoch Light's
and youth and social clubs. The
Project 3 label. He made a number
different again from Billy J.
ol trips to Europe, the last one being
situation has slowly been building up
Kramer," he said. "1 don't expect
again and now that someone has
anything to happen on the scale of in July when he appeared in the
stumbled on the music coming out
the Beatles — Liverpool is always Grande Parade du Jazz in Nice.
of the city, everyone is looking
producing talent. Even people like
towards Liverpool again."
Tommy Handley, Arthur Askey and
Harry added that he thought it
Kenn Dodd came from Liverpool."
possible more Liverpool names
Tony Hall, manager of The Real
would figure in the charts in the
lung — whose disc, You To Me
Ar
future "The big names of the early
c Evcryihtng, has been selling up
Seventies like Bowie and Rod
to o.OOO copies a day - says that he
Stewart were the embryo talent of
bmISS
is totally convinced that there will be
the late Sixties — similarly much of
b,
aC
S0Und
comi
the new talent from the last few
out
out'oM-r'
of Liverpool. shortly,
^
followed
"8
years is likely to be big in this second
hopin
half of the decade."
Ro-il Thing
Th " have
i ' finally
S 'hai the
Real
opened
RCA manager of public affairs,
door because there are n lot of
Rodney Burbeck said that Buster —
lalcmcd musicians who arc mainly
formerly known on Merseyside as
black m Liverpool.
"'dinty
Flie New Attraction — now have a
,la vc be cn
fan-club membership of 5,000.
i! , music. since
connected
Liverpool
1968 wh with1>
"They have been popular in the
handled Arrival and since th>
Liverpool area for quite a while and
now that appeal is being spread
ac.s have benctCn t: men
,s
nationwide," he commented.
wVeo«®^ef
"However generally speaking 1
don't think that it is right to call this
Callcd
AbVlan^Alfwho
interest in Liverpool groups a sound
revival, although certainly there is a
lot of talent within the citv and
musical talent " Pr0cluccs ^client
phone il >437 8090
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Polygram

TV:

promotions
WOLFGANG HIX has been
promoicd 10 senior vice presidem of
Polygram in Hamburg. Hix, who
has been general counsel and vice
presidem since 1973, joined the
group in 1962 when the partnership
of Polygram Siemens and Philips
was started.

Phonogram, she joined DJM's
international catalogue department
two months ago assisting manager
David Yeats in marketing,
protnotion and compilation of
licensed product. She will continue
to liaise closely with this
department.

GEORGES MEYERSTEINMA1GRET, chief executive of
Polygram SA. France and president
of the Polygram music publishing
division is to assume responsibilities
as vice-president of the Polygram
group. He has been in the music
business for over 40 years.

PHIL PRESKY is the new press
officer for EMI's American division
third party labels. He replaces Keith
Peacock who is now label manager
for the division. Prcsky joined the
department from another area of
EMI and will handle press activities
for Casablanca, Fantasy, Ariola
America and EMI International.

P1ET SCHELLEVIS, president of
Phonogram International in Baarn,
Holland has also been promoted to
vice-president of the Polygram
group. Schcllevis is experienced in
a&r management, marketing,
merchandising and corporate
affairs. He joined the group in 1955
leaving again in 1960 and rejoining
again ten years later as deputy
managing director of Phonogram
International.
TONY BYWORTH has resigned
from Acuff-Rosc Music, but will
continue with the company on a
consultancy basis dealing with
aspects of the country music
catalogue. He will also be furthering
his writing interests — including
columns for Music Week, Sounds
and Country Music People — as
well as being involved with
independent work within the
industry.
SUE REGAN has been appointed
Music Week's classical editor
succeeding the late Evan Senior.
Miss Regan has been working for the
past seven years in the marketing
and services department of EMI's
International classical division,
during which time she has gained
writing experience both for EMI
house publications and for music
magazines. She holds a BA Honours
degree in music from Bristol
University. Miss Regan is planning
to make her future career as a
journalist and her appointment at
Music Week marks the beginning of
her freelance activities. She wilf be
working in a regular capacity with
effect from July 1, from which lime
regularly weekly coverage of
classical music will once again be
featured in the paper. In the
meantime. Miss Regan has been
working in her frcctimc to produce
this month's Classicscene section
which appears in next week's issue.
TRISHA O'KEEFE has been
appointed press officer for DJM
Records with Elaine Preston acting
as her assistant. Formerly director of
creative services for Power
Exchange and press officer at
Don't miss

phone
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STEVE SMITH has been appointed
to the newly created position of
international a&r manager of Island
Records. He will work closely with
Chris Blackwell in coordinating
recording activities and overseeing
the label's artist relations on a
worldwide basis. Smith has
produced albums by Island artists
such as Bob Marlcy, Robert Palmer,
and Jim Capaldi and will act as
consultant to the a&r departments of
Island offices in London, New York
and Los Angeles. He will have no
permanent headquarters for the lime
being. Immediate projects include
production for Speedy Keen, Joe
South, Jamaican r&b artist Tyrone
Taylor and a third album by Robert
Palmer. He joins the Island staff
after years as an independent
producer and engineer. His first
involvement with Island was as a
member of the band Smith-PerkinsSmith.
Atlantic's
jazz

IgMlMililii
THAT'S JAZZ is the name of an
ambitious campaign which is being
launched by Atlantic on its extensive
jazz catalogue. Twenty albums are
to be produced initially all from the
Atlantic archives and one from the
Warner Brothers jazz library. They
have all been remastered and repackaged.
The albums, mostly made on
eight-track recorders at a time when
single or double-track machines
were more common, will be
accompanied by extensive sleeve
notes by experts along with full
discographical data and complete
lists of personnel.
Starting from the end of June, full
page and double spread
advertisements will appear in Music
Week, Melody Maker and Jazz
Journal. Advertisements will also
appear in the Observer and
Guardian. A major feature on the
series is being negotiated with the
Sunday Times for early July. WEA
International president, Ncshui
Eritgur, has made himself available
for press and radio interviews.
Commercial radio spots will be
taken on all stations which carry
suitable programming.
Artists included in the That's Jazz
scries are: MJQ, Charles Mingus,
Roland Kirk, Ray Charles, Milt
Jackson, Freddie Hubbard, Man
Mimaroglu. Woody Herman,
Wilbur de Pans and His New
Orleans Ja/.z, Herbie Mann, Bill
Evans, John Coltrane, Orncitc
Coleman, Lavern Baker,.Gary
Burton, Keith Jarrett, Errol Garner,
Joe Turner, Lennic Tristano, Nat
Adderly, Shorty Rogers. An Blakcy,
Thelonious Monk. Mose Allison and
Chico Hamilton.

where the money goes
in around seven million homes (iha
is a current figure, and lower
usual for seasonal reasons; j "
people watch the box during
summer). Spread a corhnicrcjQi
across that sort of audience in f0u
or five prime spots per week in every
key region in the country and
number of adults who see it co^
run into tens of millions. Only a
small percentage of them will be
product should actually reach the motivated to buy the record. of
small screen at all, never mmd the course.
stores. Some record companies
It's no surprise, then, that TV
absorb such costs. Brian Baird.
advertising is expensive. And it's
advertising manager for Phonogram,
becoming more so all the time. This
claims it docs, but points out that —
month, television advertising Wil]
even if it didn't — the II per cent
cost, on average, 20 per cent more
reduction in the dealer margin on
than it did eight months ago.
TV albums probably wouldn't cover
Inflation has been at work, although
research and development outlays,
Roger Miron, marketing manager
anyway.
for one of the top TV companies,
What that 11 per cent docs mean,
Thames, is someone who believes
Baird continues, is the difference
that the medium is still cheaper, in
between profit and loss on a specific
theory, than it should be. And, he
campaign. When Phonogram sells
adds, rates may be 20 per cent up,
250,000 copies of an album, he says,
but that doesn't automatically mean
"we are lucky to make 1 Vi per cent
that advertisers pay 20 per cent
profit."
more. To refer again to advance
Such a small return would not be
booking (done more than four weeks
tolerated by companies operating in
ahead), that can save a prospective
other industries, but in the disc
advertiser up to 15 per cent on the
business, manufacturers look for
residual benefits. Phonogram's case cost of TV time.
It's a seller's market at the
with the Best Of The Stylistics amply
moment, and the TV companies'
illustrates this.Before that particular
revenue figures are very healthy. But
TV campaign, the group's albums
it is also true that, for a number of
were selling an average of 60,000
copies each. Now they sell in the reasons that are not exclusively
ratings-related, those companies are
region of 150,000 — without
most open to negotiation on
television.
advertisement costs during the
What about audience ratings?
months when record sales are at
How many people docs a TV
their slackest, like the end of June to
commercial at prime lime reach?
Again that varies, not least of all if the beginning of September.
It could be even more of a TV
there's stiff competition from the
BBC, but a strong ratings regular summer for the record industry this
like Coronation Street is seen nightly year.

bv ADAM WHITE
PHONOGRAM'S NEW Nana
Mouskouri album ships to the trade
this week, although whether it
(along with other imminent and TVbacked releases from the Beach Boys
and Neil Sedaka) will turn out to be
one of the small screen's greatest hits
Is still an open question. But there's
no question that a great deal of
money is being spent on all these
records' behalf. Phonogram, EMI
and Polydor are all claiming
campaigns worth £100,000 and
upwards.
But how much TV time docs
£100,000 buy? It depends, of course,
on exactly where the money is spent.
On a national level — that is, with
the commercial going into all the key
markets — it could by a respectable
number of prime time ads for two to
three weeks, although those weeks
wouldn't necessarily run
concurrently in every market.
But some advertisers may feel that
one region merits greater aitcniion
than another, for demographic or
other reasons, and spend
accordingly. London, for example,
often consumes one-third of a TV
budget. Its audience is a muchcouncd one, but it is very expensive
to reach them. The rate for a 30sccond advertisement on London
Weekend television during prime
time (7 to 11 pm) on a Sunday night
is £3,450.
It's worth bearing in mind that the
television campaign costs quoted by
record companies generally reflect
rate card levels, i.e. the most an
advertiser can pay for the time
booked. But rate cards arc really
starling points for negotiation, and
no time-buyer is going to pay the full
rate — especially if a lot of
advertising is involved. And there
arc all sorts of discounts offered,
too, such as with advance booking.
So when a firm claims its TV
campaign is worth £100.000, it
doesn't always mean that's what it
will cost them.
The expenditure for record
campaigns on TV is often decided
after the audience base line has been
determined — in other words, how
many people the commercial has to
reach for it to become effective.
How many people must it reach,
then how much will it cost? Which is
not to say that predetermined
budgets don't exist, of course.
Then there is the cost of
producing the advertisement, which
can rise to £10,000 (the sets alone for
Phonogram's Peters & Lee
commercial last year cost £3,000).
The reasons for such high bills arc
many. A record company hires an
advertising agency to buy the TV
lime and probably to write the
advertisement script. The agency
then hires a production firm to shoot
the commercial, which may in turn
employ an outside director for the
job. Now, a good director can cost
as much as £500 a day, and lighting
and camera operators arc very
expensive as well. Add to this the
fact that at each stage of the chain,
profit margins arc being added, plus
the belief held by many advertisers
that their commercials must exude
'quality* to work (Peters & Lee
again). Quality costs money.
It is possible to make commercials
cheaply, and they don't always have
to look cheap. Derek Aslctt of
Graves/Aslctt Associates, which has
produced commercials and
organised TV campaigns on a
limited basis for Warner (on the
Everly Brothers) and Anchor (Pat
Boonc), claims that an
advertisement which some agencies
would make for £5,000 can be
produced for half that sum. He has
done it, and, most importantly, does
not believe the results arc any less
effective when the commercial is
shown.
Research is another expensive
ingredient of TV advertising, but
necessary to verify whether the

Glitter

man signs
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manager Barn- Manstnff Rnccntt
McA leer.
20TH CENTURY Records has
signed the ex-leader of the Glitter
Band, John Rossall, to an exclusive
recording and producing contract.
He was the composer of most of the
act s biggest hits, including Angel
Face, Just For You and Let's Get
logether Again.
First single under the deal is It's
No Use You Telling Me No,
Ih? rGluier,nlQancl
!1llck,ul
>- Sincehasleaving
llK
' Rossall
l
working on new
material been
and
rehearsing his band, who«>sc name
will simply be Rossall
Announcing the signing, 20th
Century general manager
Dave

Of ex-Glitter Band leader John
"Pany markelmk and promotions
general manager Daw

i)
' leer said, "Having established
me company in Britain over the past
year, the next logical steps in our
plans was to sign a UK act with
international potential, such as
John. We believe he is one of the
most commercially-minded singersongwriter-producers
in the business
today."
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Johnnie Taylor
The Best of Johnnie Taylor
STX 1049 ZC STX 1049
Margie Joseph
Margie Joseph Makes A New Impression
STX 1051
Various Artists
A Tribute to A1 Jackson
STX 1048 ZC STX 1048
Booker T and The M.G.'s
Melting Pot
STX 1054
William Bell
Bound to Happen
STX 1050
Frederick Knight
I've Been Lonely For So Long
STX 1006 ZC/Y8 STX 1006
Mavis Staples
Only For The Lonely
STX 1053
Isaac Hayes
The Best of Isaac Hayes
STX 1041 ZC/Y8 STX 1041
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Polygram announces

Dutch

Europarade

for

new promotions
HAMBURG — Coen Sollevcld,
president of Polygram, has
announced the promotion of Dr.
Wolfgang His to senior vicepresident and of Georges
Meycrstein-Maigret and Pieter R.
Schcllevis to vice-presidents.

French music
PARIS — A French Institute for the
Promotion of Music has been
formed and the record side of the
industry is deeply involved.
Christian Kicffer, commercial
technical assistant to the Minister of
Finance had the original idea. Aim
and objective is to help form and
promote the industrial and
commercial side of music.
The institute should encourage
commerce by instigating sales
techniques in the music field, in the
running of retail record stores and in
technical development in
manufacture of musical instruments
as well as records.
Its members will comprise
publishers, importers, retailers,
super-markets with record
departments and, generally,
anybody involved with the
organization of music in all forms.
And it will also examine the existing
chart structures as well as the record
market as such.
The need for such an organization
is apparent particularly to retailers
who have difficulty finding trained
and knowledgeable staff and it is
being supported by the National
Music Committee.

Flix has been general counsel and
vice president since 1973, joined the
group in 1962, the year in which the
partnership of Polygram
shareholders Siemens and Philips
started in the music business. In 14
years Hi\ has assumed a key
position in the areas of legal,
personnel and social affairs for the
company, Meyerstein-Maigrei, in
addition to his present job as chief
executive of Polygram France and
president of the Polygram music
publishing division, now has vicepresidential duties. He has been in
the record business for more than 40
years.
S c h e 11 e v i s, president of
Phonogram International in Baarn,
Holland, since 1972, has
international experience in a&r
m a n a g e m e n t,
marketing,
merchandising and corporate
al fairs. He was with the group from
1955 to 1960. then again from 1970
when he became deputy managing
director of Phonogram
International.
Polygram is a joint subsidiary of
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken and
Siemens AG, each of which has a 50
percent interest in the firm. In recent
years it has acquired a number of
leading U.S. companies, including
Mercury and MGM.
The group is active worldwide in
recording, manufacture and
distribution of records and tapes,
and has diversified into various
leisure-field activities. Group
companies include Chappell and
Intersong in music publishing and
Polytel and Polymedia, producers of
tv films and video programmes.

six countries' hitsfive of the six countries involved.
charts from Buma/Stemra is used.
Bui Dutch record companies arc
AMSTERDAM — Dutch radio has
The latter means a change o
introduced a new idea, a
not
entirely happy with the idea
policy for TROS. till now the on > Suddenly,
they claim. Dutch
"Europarade" based on the charts
station that did not use the listeners are faced with all kinds of
of six European countries and
••offieiar chart but instead records — from Spain, for instance
broadcast weekly on Thursday
broadcast the Top 40 com p.led by — which normally would not be
afternoons.
former pirate radio station
The list is compiled and presented
in Holland.
Veronica. Now that Veronica is an released
by TROS Radio, one of the eight
And
another
is ihai
authorised radio station, TROS did singles which arc argument
broadcasting companies on official
no
longer
hits in
not want to be linked with a chart
radio and tv channels in Holland.
Holland can still be heard on
from an important competitor.
Europarade covers the U.K..
Europarade
because
of
their
ratings
To obtain the Europarade, every
France, Belgium. Germany, Spain
other countries. For the Dutch
number one on the different charts is mrecord
and the Netherlands. Lists used arc
given 30 points, number twos receive confusion.companies this spells
those from Music Week (U.K.),
29 and so on, down to one point for
Hitparade Nationale du Disquc
number 30. First Europarade was
(France), BRT (Belgium), Musik
headed
by "Save Your Kisses For
Informationen (Germany) and
Me." by Brotherhood of Man and Gold discs
Superventes Singles (Radio Madrid
"Fernando" by Abba, both hits in
in Spain). For Holland the official
Jazz names at Festival
Hungarian, featured in his own
HELSINKI — Some of the bestconcert and backed by guitarist H.
known representatives of the
Ray Crawford and bassist David
modern jazz world will be at the
11th. Pori Jazz Festival here (July
Friesen.
16-18). If the accent will be on
Late negotiations involve such
electronic wizardry, there is to be
names as Johnny "Guitar" Watson,
something to suit most tastes.
Stan Getz, Cedar Walton and Cecil
International artists appearing
Taylor. A total of 21 concerts and
include Weather Report, Billy
jam sessions arc arranged, along
Cobham. Larry Coryell. George
with the usual lectures and film
Duke, John Scot Held and Alphonso
presentations.
Johnson, ail from the modern
Finnish names appearing include
school. Big band music comes from
UMO, strengthened by Nielsthe Buddy Rich aggregation and
Henning Orsted Pedersen, Allan
Dixieland style is recognized by the
ten-man Preservation Hall Jazz
Botchinsky and Dexter Gordon; the
Band.
Ecro Koivistoinen Quartet;
A festival highlight is pianist
Piirpaukc and Mike Koskinen
Frigyes Plcszka, 16-vear-old
Quintet.

for Hicky
ROCKY AWARD — During a
recent trip to the U.S., Trudy
Mcisel, on behalf of United
European Publishers, presented the
writer and publisher of the German
version of "Rocky" with gold discs
for sales of more than 500,000 in
Germany alone.
The Hansa recording has gone
Top 5 in Benelux, competing there
with a version by Don Mercedes.
There are some 10 covers versions of
the song in Germany, six in Benelux,
four in Scandinavia and two in
France. Spanish and Italian versions
are on the way. "Rocky" came from
the first catalogue acquired last year
by UEP, a new operation
comprising top European publishers
co-operating on a "closed" basis.

*
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If ever there was an outfit to make
the wires hum outside of the small
and frequently introspective world of
British contemporary jazz, its John
Stevens' jazz-funk-blues-country-you
name-it band. Away ....
John Fordham
Melody Maker

*

In jazz and avant garde rock circles,
Stevens - an intense, totally
dedicated musician who constantly
strives for perfection - has acquired c
cult following that threatens to
explode into mass appreciation
James Wynn
Sounds

The more formal sections of their
tunes made their presence felt more
quick y and effectively, greater risks
were taken and greater things
achievBd, but with a grace and style
hat made everything seem - if not
effortless perfectly natural....
Album 6360131
Steve Peacock
Streetlife
Out Now - new single Anni Pts. I & 2 feoturinq John m
6059140
® 0™n Martyn on vocals
(Courtesy ofliland Record.)
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June 27-July 3
Wakefield Theatre Club

July 8"10
Barnstable Chequers Club

July 11~17
Purfleet Circus Tavern

July 25 31
Cleethorpes Bunny Club

CBS
ORDER FROM CBS ORDER DESK Tel 01 960 2155 CBS/WEA/A&M Distribution Centre Barlby Road London W10
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SACEM

collection
PARIS — SACEM. ihe French
eopyrichi socieiy. has asked ihe
Minisiry of Culiural Affairs 10
examine closely e.xisiing condiiions
whereby anisiic creaiions are
proiecied and due royaliies
collecied.
Basically ihe socieiy wants a new
system, less complicated than at
present, which will preserve
SACEM's independence but ai the
same time permit it to give the same
protection 10 its members as those
enjoyed by ordinary wage earners.

O

new

proposes

system

A
worked out. but SACEM wants to
he deeply involved. But whatever is
decided," the socieiy insists on
retaining its financial independence
and autonomy.

The socieiy does not. in its present
form, help members who might be in
needy circumstances in old age. Aid
K given from time to lime, but it is
the exception rather than the rule.
But a law was passed last December
which is intended to protect the
artistic fraternity and world and is
expected to come into force early
next year. It provides greater
security for artists, authors and
composers as well as covering audiovisual and cinema artists.
Details of the law have vet to be

I
f

Barclay
campaign
PARIS — BARCLAY is taking
advantage of America's bicentennial
celebrations to launch a marketing
operation in the U.S. on finished
product of four major artists —
Charles A/.navour, Jacques Brel,
Jean Ferrat and Leo Ferre.
In collaboration with Peters
International, the New York-based
wholesaler/distributor of Barclay,
3000 American dealers will be
serviced with catalogue by these
artists in a campaign based around
the Chanson Francaise.
The campaign starts this month
and continues until July 4, by which
lime all dealers taking part will have
been made aware of the slogan,
Barclay The French Name For
Music. This will be printed on tshirts distributed to the trade,
together with slickers and
catalogues. Trade advertising is
being placed and other special
features will include competitions
for salesmen and dealers, with a
week in Paris as guests of Barclay
being offered as first prize.

Opera ultimatum for
French trade unions
PARIS — The French Government
action, the Government finally made
has given the French Trade Unions
up its mind. The attitude was: if the
until June 30 to make an important
Unions were not prepared. to
decision: do they want to offer cocollaborate, in terms of saving the
operation in trying to make the
famous Opera, then it would have to
French Opera pay its way.
close.
If the Unions insist on current
If. by June 30, the agreement is
demands, then the Opera will be
reached, then the Government will
closed for an indefinite period.
increase its subsidy to over CIO
Over the past few months, wage
million which, with a grant from the
and other demands by the Unions
Paris Municipal Council, will mean
have pushed the national theatre
an increase of 50 percent.
into the "red" to such an extent that
The Unions will, however, have to
its future is doubtfull.
agree to a number of condiiions to
When, on the evening of a
which they have previously been
performance to which the President
opposed, including televising the
of the Republic had invited
Opera. But the Prime Minister has
hundreds of guests, invitations had
announced that rejection will mean
to be cancelled because of strike
closure.

PARIS Adamo, big-scllin,s songuviier-sin.ucr, Iws signed a jonR-ienti (i^i
wi/h CDS D tsq iws France for the world and is pictured (left) with, in the con ire,
Jacques Souplef. president CDS Disques France; and Pascal Farcou/i. Financial
manager. CDS Disques France.

iisaud air for
Friiroelhi ire[hi®iiis
who hoped to make it an annual
PARIS — Gilbert Becaud, who
event have now been prevented from
accompanied the President of the
French Republic when he visited the
holding it at all.
U.S. recently and entertained
But the International Song Grand
President Gerald Ford at the French
Prix, organized by Artistes ct
Embassy, has written an air which
Variete, with SACEM and television
will be played by hundreds of
journal Tele Poche, will be held.
amateur orchestras.
Writers and composers interested
It is part of a national competition
should send entries to Artistes et
in France, under the patronage of
Varietes Service du Grand Prix de
Radio Luxembourg, to find the best
Paris International de la Chanson, 2
of these orchestras. Judging has
bis rue de la Baume 75008, Paris,
already started and the final ten will
France.
compete on July 4.
Another musical competition, to
find the best saxophone player,
EUROPEAN NEWS
planned for Aix-les-Bains. had to be
cancelled because the Ministry of
EVERY WEEK
Cultural Affairs was unable to give
IN
MUSIC WEEK
financial support. The oreanizers

\f[\ l9TI?e/T\oo
Europe's top sellers
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Spain
*Denotes local origin
(Courtesy of El Gran Musical)
1 SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR
ME. Brotherhood of Man.
Belter
2 SABADO POR LA TARDE,
Claudio Baglioni, RCA
3 FLY. ROBIN, FLY, Silver
Convention. Belter
4 VOLARE, AI Martino. EMI
5 HURRICANE. Bob Dylan
CBS
6 ECHAME A Ml LA CULPA,
*Albert Hammond, CBS
7
A,V,E
iDo
' *Juan Camacho.
CBS
8 LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY,
Donna Summer, Ariola
9 B E
F
. Micky,
J , BYE
Ariola RAEULIEN,
10 AMORE GRANDE, AMORE
p'r
nUAa RO' I, Guardiano dilFaro

w
3tcartja/lps.

•■y

HoSSanii
(courtesy Stichting Nederlandse)
1 ROCKY Don Mercedes,
Philips
2 THIS MELODY, Julien Cierc.

The Smash hit single of1935 on Bradleys Records )

n.-. vj-. i -. f(/

iu

I
Produced by Barry Leng BRAO yeiA l'

I 3 COULD IT BE MAGIC, Donna
Summer, Groovy
4
CNRGLE R0CK' Ha|il< Mizell,
in

PAGE 10

5

ACK WHERE
START
WE
l=n
STARTED
FROM, Maxine
Nightingale, UA

6 A GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE,
Sailor, Epic
7 SWEET LOVE. Ferrari.
Negram
8 ROCKY, Frank Farian. Hansa
9 REQUIEM, Slik, Bell
10 MOVIN, Brass Construction,
United Artists

ieflpom
(courtesy Humo)
1 MUSIC, John Miles, Decca
2 THAT'S MY NUMBER,
Trinity. Philips
3 BARETTA'S THEME. Sammy
Davis Jnr. Philips
4 SWEET LOVE. Ferrari.
Negram
5 COULD IT BE MAGIC, Donna
Summer, Basart
6 DONA CARMELLA, Will Tura,
Topkapi
7 ROCKY, Don Mercedes,
Phonogram
8 YOU'RE THE REASON WHY,
Rubettes, State
9 RIGHT BACK WHERE WE
STARTED FROM. Maxine
Nightingale, U.A.
10 FERNANDO, Abba, Vogue
11 SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR
ME. Brotherhood of Man,
Vogue
12 THIS MELODY. Julien Clerc,
EMI
13 I'M LOSING YOU, Benny
Scott, Monopole
14 HIT THE ROAD JACK,
Stampeders, Philips
15 NA MOETE TROUWEN,
Strangers. Decca
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Which way
EMI

push

EMI IRELAND has distribuicd a
free proniononal single by John
Dawson-Read to record dealers. It
features Good Living and Sally Ally
Sunday, two of the tracks front the
artist's debut album. A Friend of
Mine (Chrysalis CHR 1075). which
was released last summer in Ireland
and the UK.
"John Dawson-Read's music is
both melodic and very lyrical and we
believe his folk-influenced- style
should ultimately find a ready
market in this country," says Derry
O'Brien, EMl's marketing manager.
"Our intention with the
promotional single was to draw the
dealers' attention to the talent of this
artist. John Dawson-Read is
undoubtedly one of the best new
singer/songwriters on the English
music scene and yet his first album
was virtually ignored.
"The cover letter which we
Joe's journeys
JOE DOLAN will appear in Spain,
France and Australia in the next few
months.
He will go to Spain for radio work
in Madrid from June 10-12, will sing
at the Festival of the Roses in
Antibes, France, from July 8-10.
lours in France from July 11-26,
after which he will give three shows
in Spain.
Dolan will go to Australia for
cabaret appearances five nights a
week in Svdncv from September 726.
His Irish recording outlet has
changed to Release Records and a
new single. Sister Mary, has been
released in Europe, South Africa
and Australia.

Dawson-Read

with

free

despatched, along with each copy
of this record, gave background
information. It suggested that the
American record-buying public had
been quick to spot his potential, by
virtue of fact that his debut album.
A Friend of Mine, and the single of
the same name, both made the
charts in the States.
Polydor
improved
JOHN WOODS, managing director.
Polydor Ireland, in a letter to
retailers, has said that over the last
few months Polydor has spent
considerable effort in trying to
reorganise all facets of its business to
meet the changing demands of the
economy.
This has meant pruning the
catalogue considerably, setting up a
Special Order Department,
rearranging staff functions and
some other internal alterations in
order to be as viable as possible. The
new premises have been laid out to
facilitate self-selection.
"We are now confident that we
arc geared to promptly meet all your
demands for top product in record
and musicassette during what we
think will be an improved summer
market, he states.
The new address of Polydor
Ireland is P.O. Box 813, J.F.
Kennedy Industrial ' Estate. Naas
Road. Dublin 12. Telephone 508256.

si nil®
"It also referred the dealer to his
second album. Read On (CHR
1102). which was released m May
and is every bit as good as his first.
Cliff Richard has already recorded
one of John's new compositions.
Such Is The Mystery. O" his 1
Near I v Famous album (EMC
)
and other cover versions of his songs
are bound to follow.
O'Brien says that reaction to the
promotion has been immediate and
exceptionally good and many dealers
are ordering the artist's first album.
Demand for his new album is also
very encouraging and EMI Ireland is
optimistic that, with the
promotional efforts it intends to give
it. Read On should establish John
Dawson-Read as an important new
artist in Ireland.
Negotiations are taking place for
him to record his own programme
for the RTB Television series. Me
and My Music, in September.
Tomorrow's

talent
THE GOLDEN Disc chain of record
stores is sponsoring a talent contest
for solo singers and groups. Voice of
Tomorrow, in conjunction with the
Dun Laoghaire Festival which will
be held from June 19-27.
Heats will be staged on June 6 and
13 and the grand final on June 27 at
the Royal Marine Hotel.
First prize is £100, with £50 for the
runner up, and both will get
recording tests.

YOU HAVE only
Record Music
heads in
(RMI) aroutul * C
1 jjverse and
nublin to at omt t - ,
somciimcs volatile opimoin _
,s
Roughly equivalent to ^
,
BP I. the RMI was
as an association ol ni<j
distributors.
"There was a loose sort of
organisation lor a number ol
vears " explains Irish Record
The
Factors' Michael Geoghegan and
wholesalers met r?Smu,arl
>
.0
discussed things of J. P°3r caI
the industry but we ff™ '7 ^
together in 1970,Comcs
and in 197 the
Eurovision Song
'
^ as
held here and we were asked t o act as
host, and so we decided to forn, at.
association.
"Generally we do exactly the same
as BP1 but we do a lot ol advertising
m common, in the same way as say
the Milk Marketing Board. The
money comes from subscriptions.
All the members give £400 a year as
a basic contribution. Now last year,
to counteract the inroads being
made by K-Tel and Ronco, we made
our own RMI record, and got a
silver disc.
"The industry runs a stand at
Ml DEM as a joint effort and wc do
a joint brochure, and then each
company brings out their own
literature".
The RMI also presents an annual
Irish music awards dinner in
conjunction with monthly Scene
magazine. It was this "prestige"
operation which drew criticism from
other parts of the industry, mainly
because it was felt the money could
have been spent on more practical
measures.
Mick Clcrkin of Release Records

for RMI?
felt that up to now the RM| ,
been "more of a talking shop
anything else" and his new parl
in business, Brian Malloy of Ha\vk
suggested that some son of reiaijJ
education course should be set un
Clcrkin did concede that it Was *•
always simple to call record indusirv
people for a meeting since J!
everyone might be in Dublin in aJ
particular week.
David Duke of CBS was qUl[
straightforward. "What I
about it is that it s a total waste of
time. And for that reason I Ver
seldom go to meetings or get in aiC
way involved with it. It doesn't do
anything for me, the Awards and ihe
Top 20 Irish Records, I have noihine
to put into it".
With his wealth of British
American (and currently Swedish)
rock talent, Duke feels basically iha|
the RMI should bo working towards
practical ways of expanding the Irish
market. He loo felt that the Rmj
was too much of a talking shop.
Guy Robinson is currently
chairman of the RMI and he
concedes that the organisation is still
developing. He feels that it should
now be broadened out to conclude
all significant record producers, "i
don't think thai retailers should
feature in that organisation but |
would like there to be a retailer's
organisation so that we could talk
together. We should try to get the
point in Ireland where they're at in
other countries".
He hopes that the first IM1S
seminar in Dublin, which was
organised by RMI and which was
attended by invited speaker
Geoffrey Bridge, will see the striking
of some common aims among
industry people at all levels.

You've seen the face and you've read his
sensational story, now conies the first solo
album from the man who is already the
owner of three gold discs for
his outstanding guitar work o
Bawld] Bowie's
Americans" "Dawisi Uwe" and
to Stoftoon9' aDtoflomiSo
Earl Silek strikes out will
"Th© Earl Sick Band99 his
debut album on Capitol
ree@rdsn EST11493
''HIS ©urmn PLM1M©
@U8¥E TAKES TOPP
BREATH AWAY"
GEOFF BARTON (SOUNDS)

'

y R—rTT"""'Marketed by EMI Records Limited, 20. Manchester Square, London W1A1 ES, Sales and Distribution Centre 1 -3 Uxbridge
Mld
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Ym've had
but a sip of her

magic on the

singled The album

will intoxicate you!
It was really only a matter of time before
the super-talented Ms. Moore came up with
the right producer and her recording career
would make an astronomical ascent".
"The teaming of Melba with Van has the same
kind of magic that Dionne Warwick and
Bacharach-David generated".

"NOBODY could ever ask Melba Moore where
she was when the talents were being handed
out In fact, she probably went round two or
three times".
SOUNDS MAY 29TH
"Where Diana Ross and Dionne Warwick lead
Melba Moore may well be booked to follow.
She exhibits the vocal poise and good taste of
her predessessors".
MUSIC WEEK MAY 15TH

"An excellent album that will enjoy success
because of "This Is It'" but that will stand up
to criticism in us own right. Certainly Melba's
best yet and a credit to the talented genius.
Van McCoy****".
BLUES & SOUL MAY 11TH

the Top

"No messin' this time
the lady means
business! Ms. Moore's "Peach Melba" album
paved the way and now she's really cracked it
with her new Van McCoy produced set.
BLUES & SOUL MAY 18TH

Ten sv

MELBA
MOORE
%
"This Is

D
D

u

Slades papers
*
O/-.Ivflnr in 1970 and ,
Polydor
YEARS
o.-S.adc.oEC'h^a
breakthrough hit Get Dmvn I
TEN
f e years as
Get
With It was a 1971 hit.
and
five
group
a Jc con."menioraicd in
Mostly the book is an ii|u a
chart
tcamSlade Papery
book The
year-by-year,
blow-by-blow ac N
of 25 Slade
of record releases and gigs ,%!
1, features the «ords Publishing„
Due credit is paid to Chas Chan,?'
hits, copynght Pf^L'bvGcrcd
cx-Animal and the man who n
(Slade). pins
1 senders. H is
Jimi Hendrix to fame.
Mankow.iz andd,strlb
R '
bv Ml,sic
Dave Hill contributes
marketed
and
Tn0 al £i 95.
Salesin London,re^gaiT.^^
i u 111 o n,
u d i n g ch 0
r(]
illustrations.
The story opens for Fontana,
album
But the most notable finder j.
trom a first Jack
ho
Bavcrsiock
produced by
of the year 1973 when three s. "
j
from the
changed the group s nameSlade.
singles — Cum On Feel The n?
The
Inbcfweens 10 AmbroseThey go for
Skwccze Me Plcezc Mc and Nj?
Xmas Everybody — all went straff
to number one in the weeks' 01
sound thai can hardly be bciiercci
release in the Music Week charts
for shear tenacity and power .
Bui The album, called Begmnmgs,
vinually sank wilhout irace The
group switched from Fontana to
Micky

ATV-U.S.
expansion
WITH PLANS for expansion in the
various publishing areas of ATV
Music, managing director Peter
Phillips is in America visiting
company offices in New York,
Nashville and Los Angeles, linking
up with chairman Jack Gill.
He said: "The ATV Brighton
office is definitely closing down later
this year and the idea now is to
house everyone in the company
under one roof, in London. In fact,
two possible premises have already
been found".
In the meantime, Phillips has
made changes in the promotion and
creative divisions of the company.
Two new promotion men, Oliver
Smallman, formerly head of
promotion with Private Slock, and
Chris Bryant-Smith, who was with
MCA. now run the department,
reporting to Len Beadle, who now
becomes creative director. Beadle
had previously been general
manager of the Brighton office.
One further change is that Keith
Hillcr has been appointed 10 the
professional department, reporting
to professional manager Paul
Bessell.

Hulls
MICKY HULLS, one of the
respected and senior sale'
representatives in the musi^
industry, died suddenly aged 75 u
had only recently retired from EMl
Music after 60 years in the music
business.
Horace Percy Hulls originally
joined the Herman Darewski
company in 1916. In 1921 he went
on the road as a traveller selling
sheet music copies to dealers in ihe
north of England.
In 1927, by then known
throughout the trade as Micky
Hulls, he joined Keith Prowse and
soon broke the company's all-time
record by selling £1000 worth of
music to a Glasgow dealer.
By 1942 he was in the Army, and
involved in the cmenainmcni side of
the service. In 1946 he rejoined Keith
Prowse and became provincial sales
manager.
Hulls stayed with the company
through the various changes which
led to the acquisition of KPM and
affiliated groups by EMI, resulting
in the creation of EMI Music Group.
He was a widower, leaving a son
and two dauehters.

Best selling

K»
BDLP4040
Available on cassette
9th July
ZCBDS 4040

Produced by
Van McCoy

\

AVAJLABti
FROM

mum
PAGE 14

RECORDS
GROUP

l>

sheet music
Rocket fed
with Carlin
ROCKET MUSIC, the parent
company which handles the songs of
Elton John and Bcrnie Taupin, has
signed a worldwide co-publishing
deal with Streaker Music, civiim
exclusive rights to all compositions
by Joanna Carlin.
1 hc rlist h
f
ad a major role in the
UK last year, has completed 17
fnc a debut
fl! 0single
-s ,0r1 Harlech
TV,
and
has
Live In The
1 nc Chv
out on DJM Records
U'ty
""-it is a creat Music
'merest m her single son deal of
and the
reactionindeed.
,1° herSite's
television is very
good
John Starkey, ofmanaged bv
Musical
Entertainments in Studlcy,
Worcestershire, and ,h
same
company handle Jaspe
Garroti,
wi Inh whom
she
has
toured.
■
fact, Chandler nlaved i tnc
Piano for Joanna Caidin ^ S -Icctric
fore he joined Ro"^ ^i0lc."s
A^■Pari
from the Joh' Taup,nmaterial, Rocket handl?
w- by
(who wrote
Musicc In
^oVlohn^An^th^ or ,lle
^We,sh singer-^

Week ending JuneB
FERNANDO, Bocu
ARMS
OF
MARY.
Island/Smash Brothers
SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR
ME, Miller/ATV
LET YOUR LOVE FLOW, EMI
MY RESISTANCE IS LOW,
Chappell/Morris
SILLY LOVE SONGS,
McCartney/ATV
NO CHARGE, LondonTree
DEVIL WOMAN, Chappe''
Robinson/Sparkle
FOOL TO CRY, Essex
DO YOU KNOW WHERt
YOU'RE GOING TO, Screen
Gems/Columbia
JUNGLE ROCK, Carlin
GET UP AND BOOGIE
Magnet
iicU
13 THERE'S A KIND OF HUSH.
Donna
FALLEN ANGEL. Big Secret
HONKEY TONK TRA'^
BLUES. KPM
Tn
15 REGGAE LIKE IT USED iu
BE, April/Rio Cartel
17 SILVER STAR,
London
BE n
S-S-SINGLE
Gurusama/Chrysalis
19 I'M YOUR PUPPET, Lowe'L
20 ALL BY MYSELF, Camp0
Connelly
. f5
Compiled by Music Publis
Assn.
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Reduced

margin

i
mmmmm
here
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stay?

, MAKE
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HAMMERSMITH ODEONJune 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th (2 shows)
CARDIFF FESTIVAL June 19th BIRMINGHAM ODEON June 22nd''
COLSTOL HALL June 23rd BRISTOL, EXETER UNIVERSITT June 24th
LEEDS UNIVERSITY June 26th BELLEVUE, MANCHESTERJune 27th
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facing many setbacks ,n 's
'
to establish the trmntng c - m ;
m^rmancni home. An>oii«.
atended one of her courses cou d
noi help reaping ihc bene'it ol h^
vast experience of this business
could no. fail 10 apprec.a c her
enthusiasm and dcdicaiioi . oroaniser of the annual conferences
and in her duties with the naming
courses she seemed constantly to be
fighting apathy on the part of the
very dealers m whose interests she
/as working, and it would probably
be true to say that she is more
properly appreciated by ihe
manufacturing side ol the industry
than by the retail trade.
Nevertheless, on behalf of all
retailers for whom she has done so
much I should like to take this
opportunity to wish her a warm and
sincere thank you and a restful and
happy retirement.
Several of the majors arc running
TV advertising campaigns during the
summer, most involving a reduced
margin to the dealer. It is, perhaps,
time to consider the effect of such
ventures on the dealer's overall
trading profits and whether the
reduced margin for specific
campaigns is likely to become a
permanent feature of the record
market place. The success of the
recent Abba & John Denver
campaigns has briefly revitalised a
flagging market, and has proved
once again that good product well
promoted, particularly if it has
middle-of-the-road appeal, can still
produce huge sales to a re-awakened
public.
Acceptance of the reduced margin
offered by the manufacturers during
such promotions can be regarded as
the retailers' contributions towards a
joint promotional venture which
should result in vastly increased
turnover. The reduced profit
margin, while contributing towards
the substantial advertising which
effective TV campaigns require, also
has the dual effect of forcing the
piratical multiples to suspend or
reduce the amount of price-cutting
on that particular product. If a
dealer is in direct competition with
the multiples and is forced into a
competitive price cutting situation
he is already operating on reduced
margins when selling chart albums,
so the extra sales generated by TV
advertising can only be regarded as a
welcome bonus for his business.
I hore is of course the reverse side of
the com from the specialist dealers'
pom. of view that TV campaigns on
particular artisis have an adverse
, 011 sall-,s ol ibai anisi's back
caialoguc material. This is cenainlv
lhe
on term,
is my
cxpenenee ihai
after bm
an i,imerval
!, i 's a renewed interest in the
efto on dtat'pLiicii'lar argumem"'0

the lull margin Ik r. " ? ,onS as
campaign is over, andtur ^ lhe
campaign itself
y of lh .
name and not n h-.tr i
c
Whld
SL as
'
f-ycusc to cut the romil"
hls own advantage Th'' P''01'' lo
ca
counted by rnc'
,
mpaign
> Ll!s lor the Abba

by MIKI*: DAVISO.N
package was
roy mind
exemplary performance of i^VInnd
— the allowance of s-o-r ri|^ h
quality of the advertisenicnt hJn
the amount of exposure given iq and the back-up publicity w'u
allied with prompt delivery and least as far as we were concerned !!
a permanently in-stock situation All
of these factors combined m (jy
campaign to ensure an unexpectediJ
healthy sales performance. CBS of
course, also maintained full deaiCr
margin, but when the manufacturer
gives this son of co-operation unhc
dealer I do not believe anyone could
quibble over a reduced margm.
Unfortunately, not all campaiens
have been as well organised and l
hope that other manufacturers will
have learned from CBS's success for
their own as well as the retailers"
benefit.
In an attempt to generate sales
which quite obviously are not takins
place within the normal trading
pattern, we can presumably expect
to sec more and more tv campaigns.
Dealers must be prepared to guard
against the possibilities of
exploitation if the reduced margin
becomes accepted as a norm for The
purpose of such campaigns, just as
the manufacturers must be prepared
to guard against the possibilities of
exploitation if the reduced margin
becomes accepted as a norm for the
purpose of such campaigns, just as
the manufacturers must be prepared
to guard against saturation of on
already well-watered field. If the
dealer is prepared to regard the
reduction in his profit margin as the
price he has to pay for extra
advertising
power and
simultaneously less direct
competition from the multiples he
has a right to expect the
manufacturer to be involved in
equal partnership in providing all
assistance possible via SOR and
quality of advertising, witlioui.
incidentally mentioning in that
advertising that the product is
available at particular multiples. On
this basis and with care tv can, and I
am sure will, play a major part in the
future of our business.
Nothing arouses the hypocris)
latent in the British character morer
than a debate on eroticism J|
sexploitation, call it what you wil ■
The comments which have appear^
in recent months regarding d'O*n L
record sleeves which feature yon ladies in varying degrees ofnudi>
have been notable for the lailure^
admit that such sleeves do lielp
sell the records they contain. _
not know what kind of custom^
other shops have but we have m.w
received any complaint rcgar ' any sleeve and we would nCJ^
refuse to stock a record or a diT1 11merely because of its erotic natu
".
The at t it tide of sonic 0' ^
multiples towards record
contrasts oddly with their d'T -jU
paperback books and niagn/feat urine book covers and c0' a-s
of a litiHatinii naiurc. Covers such
those featured on recent rclcawesW
Ohio Plavers, Boxer, BeBop 'Deli'*k"
and others, are an obv'^,
sexually-based sales gimn^'k'
what is wrong with that if il;IS .-L.i?
sell the product? SalcabiliD' tri.
1 am concerned is the only %|;i
and as long as we think we can(,l0v-J.
record we shall continue to ^
and display it. and enjoy v |S
pleasure it gives aurally and
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ANNOUNCING

BRITAIN'S

FIRST

WEEKLY

SSp!
every Wednesday
HI-FI

116.
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starts September
o
*
i
m* and only 25p

Ifll

getyou

monthlies
On ist September we're
launching Britain's first
weekiy hi-fi magazine. Hi-Fi
WEEKLY & RECORD REVIEW.
The initial print order is
125,000. There's going to be
a massive TV campaign. And
it's great news for every hi-fi
and music advertiser.
Welcome news for
manufacturers.
Hi-Fi WEEKLY & RECORD REVIEW will
give you a single, powerful, cost-effective,
bursting-with-news medium for your
product.
You'll be able to gear new product
advertising exactly to launch dates.
And, with highly favourable colour
rates, your products will always be able
to look their best.

results

before the

get to the

Big news for retailers.
Hi-Fi WEEKLY & RECORD REVIEW will
bring you the frequency and immediacy
that's vital in the retail market place.
It will mean instant booking, short
copy dates, flexibility and fast results that
only a weekly can offer.
Great news for record
companies.
With Hi-Fi WEEKLY & RECORD
REVIEW, you'll have the short lead dates
you need to tie in advertising with concerts,
promotions and new releases.
At last you'll have a hi-fi mag that
covers pop, classical, MOR, the whole
music scene with hot news'editorial.

printers.

Call Advertisement Manager,
Bob Thrussell, now on 01-607 6411. He'll tell
you the whole exciting story.

& record review
It's number one.
Spotlight Publications Ltd.
Spotlight House,
1 Benwell Road,
London N7 7AX.
Tel-01-607 6411.

Great advertising deal.
6 insertions for the price of 4. Book
four insertions during the first twelve
issues of Hi-Fi WEEKLY & RECORD
REVIEW, get two more insertions free.
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I'VE BEEN taking a busman's
holiday in the hi-fi business, until I
get enough strength to learn the Top
50 alt over again. I'm son of musicman's yo-yo. having bounced
backwards and forwards between
the record/tape business and the hifi jungle these last eight years.
Customers are just the same in each
corner, needing help and guidance,
sometimes completely confused and
apt to switch on all the cassette
recorders on display as
enthusiastically as they get your
record sleeves out of order. One
thing strikes me though, customers
apart, and that's the value of
knowing a bit about equipment
when customers come in and berate
the record salesman for LP faults.
Many a unit I've seen brought in for
repair could hardly have made LPs
sound their best. One bright bean
brought in a music centre unit,
complaining of this that and t'other
— and we found that his stylus
wasn't in straight. Indeed, it was
almost at right angles to the record.
"Is that why 1 couldn't make my
records sound right?" he said.
"Yes." we replied. "Well, fancy
making a unit which /els styluses fall
about!" he retorted. Passed along to
British industry for comment,
including those companies who
make warped turntables on which to
play all those warped records we see.
The dear old British consumer,
innocent to the last, seems to think
that his equipment could never be
wrong . . . like that fellow who
claimed that he cleaned ail his
records with "Lux" Liquid before
playing them. I suppose his
favourite record was "I'm forever
blowing bubbles" (apologies to
"Lux", for whom we have the
gentlest regard, but that's what he
said). I'm afraid that there is quite a
lot of faulty equipment about these
days. Nothing too serious, but 1 get
the distinct impression that some
audio units leave the factory with

Hi
Fi
Foolish!
minor faults which don't get spotted
D
U
until the customer tries to play his
tapes or discs. Then, tearing his
n
imported suit, and wailing in
appropriate fashion, he returns to
u
a
the store and declaims against the
n
n
nearest salesman. Even when the
unit is put right — often just a
by DAVID LAZELL y
matter of a quarter of an hour's
work — the customer has deep
(Based on an inierview with The
suspicions that he has been
Radiogram Kid)
'conned'. I feel sure that 1 have been
followed home one or two dark
just think how often people ask lor
nights by angry men with sticky
rea/ stereo records lor their brand
pick-ups.
new hi-fi forty quid unit. One
Now. 1 want you to know that the
American company plans to meet
situation is much the same in the
this demand by introducing stereo
U.S.A.. where discounting is very
sound effects on classical records,
much more aggressive than in this
including the Concorde taking off at
country — on the other hand,
Washington halfway through the
competition is keen so the consumer
doesn't do too badly. On a recent
William" Tell Overture; a house of
goodwill tour to Britain, the
Commons debate on nationalization
President of International
Radiograms Preservation Society,
the Radiogram Kid himself, said
that he thought that the word 'hi-fi'
Pfiii for
was one which had completely
confused the average person.
"To appreciate hi-fi," the Kid
AS PREVIOUSLY mentioned, 1
said, "a person should be able to
was saddened by the failure of
hum all of Beethoven's Late String
Avgarde Gallery Ltd. To-day, I am
Quartets." They are the siring
sickened once again by seeing
quartets which Beethoven stayed up
umpteen sales of LPs taken away
late to write, as all music-lovers
from me by the '60p off brigade.
know. Most modern records,
On inspection of my stock-bags 1
according to the Radiogram Kid, do
find that my reduced takings are
not have the kind of stereo
made up of sales of LPs which the
separations which ordinary folk
others wouldn't have known about,
appreciate. "Most people expect to
and wouldn't have been able to find
have trains passing by, racing cars
if they did know of them.
whizzing past, and table tennis balls
In this one day alone I have lost
bouncing between speakers — even
sales not only of TV-advcnised
in classical records, so that they
product, but same label product
know that they are getting real
because my prices were not cut by
stereo." And, in ease anyone doubts
60p! Needless to say, the multiple
the Radiogram Kid's views on this,
isn't cutting on that number either

:X
new singles
from

itr1
n

riwEi

AVAILABLE JUNE 25TH 1976
IIdeccr||
FR.13656

CAMEL
ANOTHER NIGHT/
Lunar Sea

fpEta

MICHAEL CHAPMAN

FR.I36S8

LOVIN DOVE/
Steel Bonnets

BR34

CHI-LITES
YOU DON'T HAVE TO 00/
You don't Hove To Go (Inst)
BING CROSBY

HLU.10532 WHERE THE MORNING GLORIES GROW/
EresTu
JSPI CISCO KID
WOT.5 THE GIRL FROM ROXYVILLE/
Autograph Book
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i cr0
rrowd scenes troin
during
Carmen, Jic
and a :I,(juslry open-an
strike meeting
- Kadiogram
8 20
hcpil 0
•'"• having
' TZJ^°r'
,'
Kid.
hcaid _
jn|V make
■apes. say^'^S'pu.
records sound dtfl cr
is truc
fi in its proper ff * .
reCords to
"? '•0hheyc sa>5,
sayf "bat rccorc
.hereis is,hala
relax,
match economic forccas.s on TV for
SSssssi

hardly spent a penny on I ' ^
,0 tell him that such PtrltL'10" ^
disappeared long since, .hough a
new radiogram in the boiler price
bracket might be a good inves.meni
as lone as he didn't throw his old
one out. We told him that he would
need it as a spare, in the event of his

by E. B. Whitehead,
Central Records,
Lytham St. Annes
— because they do not stock it.
The price-comparison cannot be
made in their record department.
Yesterday, I surprised a customer
by informing him that the record he
enquired for was only £1.49 and not
£2.99 until August 1st. The customer
thought thai only Boots and Smiths
had this offer. (He had mentioned
this disc as an afterthought as he was
on his way to another town where
there is a Boots' branch).
Not only arc the independent
dealers having to suffer reduced
margins for TV-advertised product
to help cover the cost of promotion,
but they are subsidizing the
advertising of those multiples whose
names are specifically mentioned in
the advertisements.
It must, by now, be admitted thai
the multiples arc offered extra
discounts in many instances of 'hot'
new releases, special sale-or-rcturn
arrangements, special facilities for
the return of over-stocks, and
preferential advance release
information and delivery.
I have been lied to by salesmen (or
they have been lied to by their
superiors) when they have blithely
told me that their company does not
have any special discounts or
arrangements. They must be
extremely naive if they think I am
feeble-minded enough to believe
them, when it is perfectly obvious
that extraordinary terms are being
granted to the multiples.
Do other dealers really believe
that the multiples are working on a
loss-leader principle in its true sense
when lhey offer 60/75p off newre ease LPs, and when they sec
whole-page adverts in consumer
magazines
incorporating
^mfacturers' blocks and lettering"B.tLPn,,"','n8 — PUbl^ and save
75
p?
Ho c
^. an an independent purchase
in sufficient quantity to justify anv
xrs;be,heyd
~-any
seeyou-safc
arrangements?
How do
the manufacturers
1
Sma
Chough cxcellcmj dcaler' 10 "
"
place a
sizeable order for
material when the dealc rnew-release
cannot be
sure that he isn't
bo
undercut by 60/75|V' Si,,10SOmc
very exiraordinary terms ,1'
multiples are aKdv u ^ Wulhc
as i hey couldn't take ih"
-Vs'
wiihou, somc^on orassurmT''11'1-''
Unionunatclv
ih.. .^ ! "I'Shrc.s
.;
which
are published
rr
t, mc 10
do not show whan
,
nal
m
L'
I would like
1° know,
and. .it
^ofiheZ nl,,acUlrer
^ uulikcly that
tell mc.
sisKgoing
oino to

nv one breaking down.
According to research
by the Radiogram Kid. in ,hc
of Nosey Junction, K.M near
Marshal McCloud's home time
most satisfied users of record lfle
radiogram users. On reflection ,K^
Radiogram Kid declares that 0J '
ba|
S
of radiograms arc svell-bai
wholesome members ofanccd
community, not given
complaining to record store 0
'All this talk about hi-fi ^_
^
they buy. They should be safisfj
they get niiy kind of noise from m?neir
LPs."
Well, that 'any kind of noise' •
what we're getting on many a relc lS
now. You-can't tell if it's hi-n^
not, because of all the electronic01
percussion and repeats. But anyhow
it has a nice label, which •
something. To record store owne*
who consider their sanity in dance^
the Radiogram Kid has a
word: things ain't no better in the hi
fi business. Or anywhere else in rh
U.K. right now.

(1) What percentages of retail sales
— in cash value and units — are
made through the multiples against
the percentage through
independents?
(2) Of these percentages how much is
cross-sectional back-catalogue, and
how much top-selling 'hot" LPs.
The answers to these questions
would be most illuminating, and
would show the distribution side of
the trade whether the present
marketing-methods are justified
and, therefore, downright
dangerous to the independents,"or
whether they are unjustified and,
therefore, equally dangerous to the
manufacturers.
It is well-known that multiple
stores justify the space devoted to
any line by the profitability in
relation to occupied store-area.
When there is a change in this ratio ii
is not known for a multiple to dose a
department over-night. What would
the manufacturers do if the
multiples were to reduce their
activities in the record trade? Make
the product remain sufficiently
profitable? This is what appears to
be happening now. Eventually they
will be absolutely dictated to by the
multiples because the independents
will have disappeared, and there
won't by anyone else to turn to with
their very specialised catalogues.
Certain manufacturers arc
pruning their accounts, and advising
'uneconomical' dealers that they can
no longer afford to service them.
This is not before time! Indeed, it is
loo damned late, as some of those
dealers have become uneconomical
due to the intense price-cutting on
'bread and butler' lines. Will the
manufacturers have the guts to turn
to the multiple stores and prune
them when they find that the
distributive side of the industry has
been modified to the point where
their complete catalogues are
becoming stagnant?
i@i/t raiss

ph©n© @1-4378090
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Obtainable from your WE A Salesman or the CBS/WEA/A&M Depotjelephone 01-960 2155
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x
Joe Smith

mean

l ie Joe
talent says
l hands u, recoM
Cvcr i"
01 „ .,»• lthese will have
companies
to
assist the develop^
year's timento
^.
,aei
g
director
n frec 10
a
developed ' . ( Frtecu^
of music and the musical educaiin
of the public. "Radio stations in nT
of WEA leaving brtcgu
States arc now saying they have n
return
the Slates. do - - h havc
In theto meantime,
ir\ the
the record
rp^/".rvl ind. "0
a&r obligation to
Ust
ell you they have
Broadcasters tell
n
UK
anv
plans
to
expand
'he
no
activities of Elckna." I e ;
v
1°
d
responsibility
to
develop
new
i
aic
• vrhe'oalyBrnis act - have.
-m.xv, play
nlav the
the same
same eight
cifhi recorric'■
They
over and over again. This make
En^iThcompanyf ^
uk
releasing and promoting a single *
very expensive thing with 4,50() £
copies of a record to send out
with five years ago.
e
only a slim chance of exposure.
2
understandable, because bothtalcn
d not need 0
on the other hand you do
sinele therp
and executives have moved away out
release a single
there to sell
of the country. YourIfar
econ^cs
album.
have driven people out.
^ts 'l1^
"The audience here is much les
Rod Stewart, Mick dagger and John
susceptible than in the States. You
Lennon are not around all lhc l""
almost can't sell an album here
you have lost some ol their impact
without a hit single where in
on the musical scene.
America you can, for example'
"The reason California is so good
Jcthro Tull. Jimi Hendrix, Joni
for talent is that artists are around
Mitchell, Led Zeppelin. We sold half
and they bounce off each other. In
a million Judy Collins albums but
the last three years there are not
Send In The Clowns was never a hit
more than eight or nine acts that
single in the States."
have happened out of England, it
How does he feel about the future
used to be two or three a month.
of the singles market?
One of the most difficult things to
"The singles market is dying
accept is that England is no longer a
because people would rather buy an
record centre outside the USA.
album, but you can still get a
There are still bands coming out ot
number one hit with an artist who
here, but nowhere as many. As a
has no appeal to the album buyer."
marketing operation in the UK,
Where does he see the UK market
WEA concentrates more on selling
going?
the records from America."
"You have got to open your
He adds that WEA does seek to
market to things like racks, which
find acts over here, but he believes
will come eventually. They will give
that all record companies have
you more penetration into
become apathetic in the area of
department stores, markets and
finding talent. Their a&r men, he
hotels. And you will have to have the
says, should be putting bands
returns problem here to. In the US
together made up of established
35 to 40 per cent of all records sold
professional musicians as well as
arc returned which is another reason
listening to a lot of different kinds of
music.
whv singles arc not a panicularlv

less

by REX ANDERSON
. o,
BRITAIN CAN no longer be regarded as Americas oisx
state where the search for new saleable recorded talent is
concerned. According to Joe Smith, newly appomte
president of Elektra, the level of British talent is in
and the lack of suitable artists in the UK means that WEA
in this country must concentrate on sellings American
recordings, rather than in searching for British '9n'n9s'
Smith was recently in the UK to be given the VIP
treatment by WEA shortly after his side-step ^r'oryj
president of Warner Bros. Records. "Let's hear it for Joe,
was the theme of a party that the company lavishly threw
in his honour. At the same time he talked to Music Week
about his new job and why he agreed to do it
can be built slowly and grow as large
"I'VE BEEN at WEA a lot of years
as Warners or Atlantic."
and for the pasl six Mo Osiin and I
Smith confides: "I once
have been running Warner Brothers.
approached Clive Davis because we
When it became apparent that David
didn't want him to be in competition
Geffen would be moving into our
with us. We said he could be chief of
particular division we had an
all of us, but what would he do?
authoritative, professional company
There was nothing for him to do as
and we didn't envisage that one of us
long as we had this executive line-up.
would go over to Elektra." So says
It was more said in fun than
Joe Smith, pointing out that the
anything else."
group once had seven executives. It
The WEA set-up in the UK, even
is now down to three, Ahmet
now that all the companies have
Ertegun, Ostin and himself.
been brought together under
"It's not one record company. It's
Ncsuki Ertegun for the first lime,
a shotgun wedding. Our strength has
always been that we are three strong
is very different from the way the
companies are run in America.
companies. The three of us always
There, although they share the same
gone for talent in competition with
distribution set-up, they are far
each other. The only place we arc
joined is at distribution level."
more autonomously run. Smith says
None of which really explains why
that in the UK it makes sense for the
Smith switched companies. Why did
companies to be together. "They
he move over to Elektra?
don't have the individual
"It needed somebody to be
personalities that they do in the
there," is all the answer Smith will
Slates."
Ncsuhi Ertegun has already made
give and he does so with a smile and
a shrug of the shoulders. "It's a
it clear that his UK managing
smaller record company than
directorship is not at all permanent.
At present he has two assistants,
Warners, but it is dynamic. Its roster
artist roster is superb. I haven't had
Richard Robson and Derek Taylor.
to make one chance. The eomnanv

Tune

Wherever yourinterests lie, here's
your chance to tune in and influence
broadcasting forthe nextyearand
beyond.
Simply register as a delegate for
the 2nd MUSIC WEEK Broadcasting
Forum and let your voice be heard
loud and clear.
All the important issues of broadcasting today will be discussed in open
forum by some of the industries most
influential and progressive speakers.
Check the programme. As you can
see, there's something of vital interest
to everyone. Make sure your finger's
on the button.The 'Early Bird" booking
office is still open.

in...oruou

2ND BROADCASTING FORUM PROGRAMME
Day One

Friday October 8th

10.00
12.00
14.45

Delegates Registration and Coffee
RUNNING BUFFET
Introduction to Conference by
Brian Mulligan editor of Music Week
NATIONAL BBC BROADCASTING
INDEPENDENT LOCAL RADIO
RADIO LUXEMBOURG
TOMORROW S AUDIENCE
Radio and Britain 10 years on A look
ahead to the possible future of music
broadcasling
The panel will consist of a ■
Sociologisi
Adveriising man
Economist
Radio Station
Journalist
Controller
Musician and Delegate Parlicipalior
TEA

16.30

lid SiiSiC iliii

16.45

18.45

A Tale of Two Industries
Chairman:
A discussion on the relationship
between the record and broadcast)^
industries-past and present
Delegate Participation
Session ends

Evening Events: Friday October 8th
MUSIC WEEK SALUTES THE THIRD BIRTHDAY
OF INDEPENDENT LOCAL RADIO with a dinner
Guests of Honour; All Managing Directors t'0'11
on the air radio stations
Day Two
08.00
09.15

Saturday October 9th
BREAKFAST IN THE LIBRARY
MARKETING AND RESEARCH
Marketing Music and Music Mar1
How to sell a Station to national
aC ,
local advertisers and the relevaP
g|ino
ma f k
research figures as an aid to ' ^

Forum-October ffl'l'
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The music world
turns to Billboard

ieaSers sought for irtofirs range
MARKET RESEARCH undertaken
by Metrosound Audio Products at
MEDA last month has aided the firm
in deciding exactly which of the new
Ortofon loudspeakers to launch in
Britain. Furthermore, marketing
director David Mason has
announced Melrosound's intention
of setting up a national dealer
network for Ortofon. "We arclook ing," he said, "for contact with
retailers over the next few months
who may be interested in handling
the line."
The models to be introduced as a

S
■/

to
Refuse Dup^
U.s Courts
Cart
C-rlflHi
A/»

result of MEDA are the small 1115
(4-8 ohms; power rating40W) priced
at £50 each; the PI5 (4-8 ohms;
power rating 45W) priced at £75
each; the P30 (4-8 ohms; power
rating 60W) priced at £100each; and
the P45 (4-8 ohms; power rating
70W) priced at £150 each. Cabinet
finish of all models is walnut;
suggested list prices quoted here
exciude VAT.
Metrosound. a long-established
Brinsh com pany wh ich
manufactures its own range of
record care and equipment

accessories, has represented Ortofon
in this country for many years. It is
only recently, however, that the
Danish-based outfit has moved into
the loudspeaker-market; it was
previously know n for its moving coil
cartridges and disc cutter heads. It
made the move by buying out
another Danish loudspeaker maker,
Scanspeak. Until the takeover,
Scanspcak models were distributed
in Britain by Highgate Acoustics.
Now the brand name will disappear,
with the introduction of the new
Ortofon loudspeakers.
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HAYDEN LABORATORIES. UK
disiribiuors of Sennheiser sicreo
headphones, Empire Cartridges,
Isophon loudspeakers and Nagra
tape recorders, is to open its first
London showroom, at 6 Bendall
Mews, Bell Street, N.W.I. Open
daily from 9am to 5.30pm, it will be
staffed by technical personnel

lould

iiiiiii

equipped to deal with professional
and trade visitors. Equipment from
the company's distributed lines will
be on show.
Hayden, which has its main
headquarters in Amersham,
Buckinghamshire, has also opened
enlarged service and repairs
departments in London.

*>920 $

L.
NA TIONAL PANASONIC has introduced a new music centre. Model SG-I060L. offering stereo radio, a record player
and a cassette deck. Supplied with matching speakers, it has a suggesting list price of £189.95. including VA T.

miss out

~N\

Broadcasting Sells Music
A look at radio advertising from
creation to air play including
discussion of effectiveness and the
way m which radio advertising relates
to and complements a television
campaign.
Does Music Sell Broadcasting?
The way in which radio stations use
the music industries to promote
themselves. Including ciiscussion on
concerts and special promotional
events.

•
I
I
I
Day Three Sunday October 10th
09.00
Brunch with EMI Records

.U\CH
14.00

Music Programming Formats
Skeleton or Straight Jacket ?

16.30 TEA

14 30

The Mystery Group
A light-hearted look at the launching,
promotion and marketing of the
world s most exciting new group to be announced
Closing Announcements by Mike
Hennessey-Editorial Director of
Music Week.

|
I

To: Avril Bairc.v, 7 Carnaby Street.
London W1V 1PG.Tel:01-437 6090.
Please register me lor tne Music
Week Broadcasting Forum (Early
Bird Registration).
Fee. C80.00-i-£6.40 VAT per person.
Early Bird Registration is open only
until 1st July. Ffom then on the fuli
price will be C90.00-f£7.20 VAT.
Fee includes single room hotel
accommodation trom OctSth to 10th
in the Warwick Hotel adjoining the
Conference Centre - plus meals
TL and
full conference facilities,
'For those travelling by car there will be a car parking fee of C 1.50 (or the
duration of the conference.
For more than one registration please send names and details on a
separate sheet.
1 enclose cheque/PO Value
Name

| Company _ _
mmm mc

| Position _ .
I Address. _ .
□ Please send me special details about spouse tales and social activities.
L

9th iii 10th at the Hotel Metropole, Birmingham
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Joe Smith

'nterna^^Qti

economics

U.K

rO

mean

less

by REX ANDERSON
A^orirp'c Blst
BRITAIN CAN no longer be regarded as Americas bisx
state where the search for new saleable recorded talent is
concerned. According to Joe Smith, newly appointed
president of Elektra. the level of British talent is dec
and the lack of suitable artists in the UK means that WEA
in this country must concentrate on sellingsi American
recordings, rather than in searching for British 9n,/19sSmith was recently in the UK to be given the
treatment by WEA shortly after his side-step from
president of Warner Bros. Records. "Let's hear it for Joe,
was the theme of a party that the company lavishly threw
in his honour. At the same time he talked to Music Week
about his new job and why he agreed to do it.
can be built slowly and grow as large
"I'VE BEEN at WEA a lot of years
as Warners or Atlantic."
and for the past six Mo Ostin and I
Smith confides: "1 once
have been running Warner Brothers.
approached Clive Davis because we
When it became apparent that David
didn't want him to be in competition
Geffen would be moving into our
with us. We said he could be chief of
particular division we had an
all of us, but what would he do?
authoritative, professional company
There was nothing for him to do as
and we didn't envisage that one of us
long as we had this executive line-up.
would go over 10 Elektra." So says
It was more said in tun than
Joe Smith, pointing out that the
anything else."
group once had seven executives. It
The WEA set-up in the UK, even
is now down to three, Ahmet
now that all the companies have
Ertegun, Ostin and himself.
been brought together under
"It's not one record company. It's
Ncsuki Ertegun for the first time,
a shotgun wedding. Our strength has
is very different from the way the
always been that we are three strong
companies are run in America.
companies. The three of us always
There, although they share the same
gone for talent in competition with
distribution set-up, they arc far
each other. The only place we arc
more autonomously run. Smith says
joined is at distribution level."
that in the UK it makes sense for the
None of which really explains why
companies to be together. "They
Smith switched companies. Why did
don't have the individual
he move over to Elektra?
personalities that they do in the
"It needed somebody to be
States."
there," is all the answer Smith will
Ncsuhi Ertegun has already made
give and he does so with a smile and
it clear that his UK managing
a shrug of the shoulders. "It's a
directorship is not at all permanent.
smaller record company than
At present he has two assistants,
Warners, but it is dynamic. Its roster
Richard Robson and Derek Taylor.
artist roster is superb. I haven't had
Smith gives the impression that in a
io make one change. The company
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0 Pe
year's time on
Weekk rie
developed into
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V- Req^
of WEA leav
return to the St
CoQst t
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In the meant
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any plans n
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activities of EU
to
"TheTmly B
Co
ver k7''C0Ver
in America is
English compe
we can have <
talent activity
Who'sanv!Qnyone
with five
undcrstandabl
and executives
them,? yonein
of the count
u^sic world
have driven pc
Rod Stewart, !
Lcnnon arc m
Howa
^tyS
you have lost
on the musical
"The rcasoi
for talent is t
and they bom
the last three For off!
more than ci
cial Usg only
have happenc Date
used to be i\
- Europ
One of the ir
U.K
accept is that
□ Other
record cenir<
□ U.S.A
There are stil
□ Classification
here, but no
□
marketing opcia..~WEA concentrates more on seiii..&
going;
the records from America.'
'You have got to open ym.,He adds that WEA does seek to
market to things like racks, which
find acts over here, but he believes
will come eventually. They will give
that all record companies have
you more penetration into
become apathetic in the area of
department stores, markets and
finding talent. Their a&r men, he
hotels. And you will have to have the
says, should be putting bands
returns problem here to. In the US
together made up of established
35 to 40 per cent of all records sold
professional musicians as well as
arc returned which is another reason
listening to a lot of diflerent kinds ot
why singles arc not a particularly
music.
nmfitnble nan of the business."
He points out that it is more than

lUnEin...oruou
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Wherever yourinterests lie, here's
your chance to tune in and influence
broadcasting for the next year and
beyond.
Simply register as a delegate for
the 2nd MUSIC WEEK Broadcasting
Forum and letyourvoice be heard
loud and clear.
All the important issues of broadcasting today will be discussed in open
forum by some of the industries most
influential and progressive speakers.
Checkthe programme. As you can
see, there's something of vital interest
to everyone. Make sure your finger's
on the button.The 'Early Bird' booking
office is still open.

2ND BROADCASTING FORUM PROGRAMME
Day One

Friday October 8th

10.00
12 00
14.45

Delegates Registraiion and Coffee
RUNNING BUFFET
Introduction to Conference by
Brian Mulligan editor of Music Week
NATIONAL BBC BROADCASTING
INDEPENDENT LOCAL RADIO
RADIO LUXEMBOURG
TOMORROW S AUDIENCE
Radio and Britain 10 years on. A look
ahead to the possible future of music
broadcasting
The panel wilt consist of a:
Sociologisi
Advertising man
Economist
Radio Station
Journalist
Controllei
Musician and Delegate Participation
TEA

16.30

16.45

18.45

A Tale of Two Industries
Chairman:
A discussion on the relationship
between the record and broadcasting
industries- past and present
Delegate Participation
Session ends

Evening Events: Friday October 8th
MUSIC WEEK SALUTES THE THIRD BIRTHDAY
OF INDEPENDENT LOCAL RADIO vvithadinn^
Guests of Honour: All Managing Directors fro
on the air radio stations,
Day Two
08.00
09.15

Saturday October 9th
BREAKFAST IN THE LIBRARY
MARKETING AND RESEARCH
Marketing Music and Music Mar
How to sell a Station, to national an ^
local advertisers and the relevan^
,(!g
tosearch figures as an aid to n^ar

2nd fflUSIC UI0EH Brondccistiii Forum - October Stl
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South

East test for

new HCL blank tap®
THE SOUTH Easi of England is
being used for ihc tcsi-markcting of
a new range of blank tape from
EDITED
HCL, with advertising time on
by
London Weekend Television booked
for a four-week period throughout
ADAM WHITE
June.
HCL claims to be the largest
manufacturers of compact cassettes
in the UK but during the last 10
company's products have been
years has concentrated on supplying
available only to the professional
product exclusively to the music
recording industry, for retail as preindustry. The new HCL Super
recorded cassettes under their
cassettes, featuring ferric oxide tape,
publishing companies' labels. The
will be available in C60, C90 and
TV campaign will introduce the
C120.
cassettes to the public at large and
The television commercials will
we arc confident, with the special
include 25 spots for the launch, over
boxes and poim-of-sale material that
a four-week period, and according
we arc providing for retailers, that
to HCL — based in Crawlcy, Sussex
the promotion will soon be spread
— will be seen by 42 percent of the
nationwide."
region's population. The theme of
the adverts will also be used on
posters on 150 London
AUDIO MEWS
Underground stations. Invitations
have also been sent out to 5,000
EVERY WEEK
retailers in London and the South
East to view an exclusive trade
commercial.
IN MUSIC WEEK
A spokesman for HCL. Richard
Robinson said: "Previously the

1

Dealers sought for Ortofon range
MARKET RESEARCH undertaken
by Meirosound Audio Eroduets at
HEDA last month has aided the firm
in deciding exactly which of the new
Ortofon loudspeakers to launch in
Britain. Eurihermore. marketing
director David Mason has
announced Mctrosound's intention
of setting up a national dealer
network for Ortofon. "We arc
looking," he said, "for contact with
retailers over the next few months
who may be interested in handling
the line."
The models to be introduced as a

result of HEDA are the small H15
(4-8 ohms; power rating 40W) priced
at £50 each: the PI5 (4-8 ohms;
power rating 45W) priced at £75
each; the P30 (4-8 ohms; power
rating 60W) priced at £100 each; and
the P45 (4-8 ohms; power rating
VOW) priced at £150 each. Cabinet
finish of all models is walnut:
suggested list prices quoted here
exclude VAT.
Meirosound. a long-established
British company which
manufactures its own range of
record care and equipment

accessories, has represented Ortofon
in this country for many years. It is
only recently, however, that the
Danish-based outfit has moved into
the loudspeaker-market; it was
previously known for its moving coil
cartridges and disc cutter heads. It
made the move by buying out
another Danish loudspeaker maker,
Scanspcak. Until the takeover,
Scanspeak models were distributed
in Britain by Highgatc Acoustics.
Now the brand name will disappear,
with the introduction of the new
Ortofon loudspeakers.
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Hayden's in London
HAYDEN LABORATORIES, UK
distributors of Sennhciser stereo
headphones, Empire Cartridges,
Isophon loudspeakers and Nagra
tape recorders, is to open its first
London showroom, at 6 Bendall
Mews, Bell Street, N.W.I. Open
daily from 9am to 5.30pm, it will be
staffed by technical personnel

equipped to deal with professional
and trade visitors. Equipment from
the company's distributed lines will
be on show.
Hayden, which has its main
headquarters in Amershatn,
Buckinghamshire, has also opened
enlarged service and repairs
departments in London.

mm
NA TIONAL PANASONIC has introduced a new music centre, Model SG-I060L, offering stereo radio, a record player
and a cassette deck. Supplied with matching speakers, it has a suggesting list price of £189.95, including VAT.

lould miss out
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16.45

10.15

COFFEE

10.30

Broadcasting Sells Music
A look at radio advertising from
creation to air play including
discussion of effectiveness and the
way in wnich radio aaverlising relates
to and complements a television
campaign.
Does Music Sell Broadcasting?
The way in which radio stations use
the music industries to promote
themselves Including aiscussion on
concerts and special promotional
events

r

^

13.00

BUFFET LUNCH

14.00

Music Programming Formats
Skeleton or Straight Jacket ?

The Industry
NeedletimePRS MCPS MU Equity
Audience Participation
Evening Events: Saturday October 9th
The Second Annual Music Week Awards Dinner.
Introduced by: Mort Nasatir-Managing Director
of Music Week. Featuring lop live entertainment,
cabaret and dancing.
Day Three Sunday October 10th
09 00
Brunch with EMI Records
11.30
Session Commences
12 00
The Mystery Group
A light-hearted look at the launching,
promotion and marketing of the
world s most exciting new group to be announced.
14.30
Closing Announcements by Mike
Hennessey - Editorial Director of
Music Week.

■
I

|
|

To: Avnl Bairo-.v. 7 Carnaby Street.
London W1V iPG.Tel, 01-4378090.
Please register me for the Music
Week Broadcasting Forum (Early
Bird Registration).
Fee; C80.00-rC6.40 VAT per person.
Early Bird Registration is open only
until 1st July. From then on the full
price will be C90.00+C7.20 VAT.
Fee includes single room hotel
accommodation from OctSth to 10th
in the Warwick Hotel adjoining the
ConferenceCentre-plus meals
andfullconferencefacilities
'For those travelling by car there will be a car parking fee o'C 1.50 for the
duration of the conference.
For more than one registration please send names and details on a
separate sheet.
I enclose cheque/PO Value
Name

I Company
Position

CMKBH HtC
I
%

Address. „
Please send me special details about spouse rates and social activities,

9th and 10th at the Hotel Metropole, Birmingham
'
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Janis is back
by V ALT AL LOON
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BSRP?"!
Already recognised nationwide through radio
and TV performances, now their first single on EMI.

'(I'll Akays Be)

In LoveWfthYou'
EMI 2476
See them ON TOUR in your area
June 14th-19th

Wakefield Theatre ClubTWakefield

June 20th-26th

New Cresta CiubTSoiihun

June 30th-July 3rd

Crystal Rooms, Hereford

July 11th (with Mike Yarwood)

New Theatre, Southpnri-

July 12th- 17th (with Mike Yarwood)
July 18th (with Mike Yarwood)

NiteOut, Birmingham

July 25th

Paienton
Opera House, BlacHanol

July 30th

Kings Country Club,'E^tbom^

July 31st

Kings Country Club, Eastbourne

August 8th-14th
rVIRt.r.,rtvl
PAGE 22

Caesars Palace, Lutnn

c-i-.tf "jfj.vK lor-(I(;.i V/IA ItS SdleMind 0<Mr>bulian Conce 1 3 U«b".dQti Roirt Hotel. Vidillcux Tol (01) 7!,0 4"Jiy.4f |,

TEN YEARS ago. a 15-year-old
American girl became a minor cause
celehre by writing a song about
interracial love. She became a star
rapidly, dropping out of school,
louring, and appearing with
Leonard Bernstein on a tv special. A
one-hit wonder. The star faded, the
demands were too great, and she
disappeared. Not that the single.
Society's Child, was an easy hit!
Janis Ian, then signed to MGM after
they heard the Society's Child tape,
had written a problem song which
didn't readily get airplay. But the
company, confident of its potential,
re-issued it — a thing rarely done in
the U.S. — and with intensive
promotion it got the right son of
airplay and eventually was a smash.
What all this has to do with 1976
is that CBS UK has recently reissued a single by that same
American singer/songwriter — now
aged 25 — and hopes history will
repeal itself. The single. At
Seventeen, made the Music Week
breakers in October last year. The
album from which it came. Between
The Lines, is being re-promoted.
CBS has good reason to have faith in
it. At Seventeen won a Grammy this
year for the best female
performance, and the album was
awarded one for best engineered LP.
At Seventeen was a U.S. chart
single, and to cap the lot, Between
the Lines made number one in the
Billboard album Top 100.
Janis Ian has just completed a tenday visit to London, which included
a taping of an Old Grey Whistle Test
special, and climaxed with a
standing-room-only concert at the
New Victoria.
The stock one-hour interview is
not the best situation in which to
find out what makes an artist like
Janis lan tick. At her best situation
in which to find out what makes an
artist like Janis lan tick. At her best
on stage, in a formal interview she is
shy, a little tense and seems
concerned to give the right answers
to questions. She's objective about
her songs, retreating behind a veneer
of matter-of-faciness, as if talking
about a third party. The
vulnerability expressed in the songs
themselves perhaps explains this lack
of ego in an artist of her stature, at
least in her home country. They are
mainly soul-baringly honest
numbers about
universally
recognisable and usually private
emotions — modern blues, in fact.
She doesn't sing about drugs, riding
home along country roads, or war.
"Well, I've never been in a war,"
she says. Her inspiration comes
totally from within, and she is
almost never influenced by other
artists. 1 his means of course that the
lyrics are mostly introspective,
melancholy ditties about emotional
setbacks that are usually attributed
to adolescence, but as adolescents
find out, appear in adulthood too.
l ot innately she stops well short of
'he maudlin and avoids
sentimentality, rarely actuallv
describing
the feeling. The sugar on
10
pul is the music, always
aitraclive, immaculately crafted and
often individual, with a mixture of
tempos Irom torch ballad to salsa to
7 10,y rockm
^ anwrites
ommc",gi
about - being
uglv

ir

&
Jan is /an

lite." (She slaned at 12)"Ouinf,k
three or four hundred songs i'Y
ssnuen she only chooses ihc bcsi
Bm she s constantly scribbling down
new ones. While in London shc
bougln a huge stack of notebooks 10
keep up wnh her omput. She's not ai
all worried about running out of
ideas. "That would mean I'd run
out of emotions. "In the studio, she
doesn't waste too much time on a
number; either it works or it doesn't
She writes most of her own
arrangements, and taught herself to
score, doing it from her head - a
facility she says her music teacher
father envies her. She also writes in
her head, cither at the piano or the
guitar, never using a tape recorder.
Apart from these abilities, she has,
by general consensus, improved as a
vocalist, her mostly gentle voice now
well able to belt out a bluesy ballad
or a cynical rock number.
Of her new LP. Aftenones, she
talks little, being disappointed in it.
In fact there is little she wants to talk
about except music. She is most
interested in improving her piano
and guitar playing, which she
doesn't rale very highly. Band
guitarist Jeff Layton is teaching her,
and she hopes to include electric
guitar in future concert dates and
records.
The nice thing, to her, about being
a number one artist is the ability to
have enough money to sit at home
and write songs, and small
professional pleasures like having
Odetta — once an idol, now a
friendly acquaintance — Joing
second vocals on her new album on a
track called Hymn (Incidentally, her
father also joins in on this one).
She is naturally pleased that other
people record her songs, but ha>
little ambition - apart Irom a
perfectionist attitude towards e
craft - except to go on working,
writinc, and making record^ _
would not be at all surprising d sne
started producing them as well.
Even if the British record buye
don't take to her at once, lhe
have plenty of opportunity. time, Janis lan is here tostav
Don't miss

bask ,1S J or SVilS nevcr ehosen for
bm Y •
who'd like to dance,
1C
10 80
she lea t' 8C
'
'
'
where
writes law 8 ■ '1cr toes. She also"
ioneline also
i ""';>bo1ballads about
ud rt.
" ''oping —ToihailUo,ff lhe nuKK] of her ssongs
ong5 is
cenainlv " ! J'T
slm is
hC wril,n
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chart

... If you are subscribing to Music
Week for the first time... if you are
changing your address... or if you
simply wish to renew your
subscription, please tick the
appropriate boxes below. This way
we can all keep right up to date.
And you won't miss a thing!

up...

NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
If you are a new subscriber, tick the appropriate box and fill in your name and address below.
Remember: MUSIC WEEK is the UK's No.1 music trade weekly. Music Week reaches every
segment of the industry... record companies, music publishers, record dealers, radio and TV
producers, disc jockeys, tour promoters, etc. etc It's packed with news and views and its TOP 50
charts are the most authoritative in the business - the backbone of the record trade.This is your
scene, so MUSIC WEEK is your magazine.

ADDRESS
If you are moving, please tick the appropriate
box. Do remember to let us know at least 3 weeks
in advance, indicating your new location below.

□ wish to subscribe to MUSIC WEEK

□ Please stick your old address label in
the space provided

Name
Address

Company.

From (date)
our new address will be:
Name
Company
Address

Signature
Payment must accompany order.
Subscription rates - airmail
U.K.
Europe
Middle East. North Africa
U.S.A., S. America. Canada
Africa, India, Pakistan
Australia, Far East

CHANGE OF

e 19.00
C21.50
C32.50
237.50
237.50
245 00

El S [fl E
Credit facilities available

Please tick nature of business
1. Record and tape dealer
2. Record company, disc producer, record
wholesaler, accessory manufacturer
3. Artists, managers
4. Audio Hi-Fi retail specialist
5. Music publishers, song writers
6. Broadcasting and TV
f"
7. Publications and publicists
8. Libraries and official organisations
9. Halls, hotels, discos, studios
10. Miscellaneous

Signature . ...
Credit card No
Payment must accompany order

Signature
Subscription No

Attach your current
address label here
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ON OP1 "0® GREAT SONGS
*18GREATSEDAKA SONGS*
LAUGHTER IN THE RAIN
BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO
STANDING ON THE INSIDE
(I'M
A SONG) SING ME
THE HUNGRYYEARS
LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER
BETTY GRABLE
THE QUEEN OF 1964
SOLITAIRE
BRIGHTON
BEAUTIFUL YOU
THE OTHER SIDE OF ME
THAT'S WHEN THE MUSIC TAKES ME
CARDBOARD CALIFORNIA
A LITTLE LOVIN'
OUR LAST SONG TOGETHER
BAD BLOOD
LONELY NIGHT

* EYE CATCH!!!NIG POINT OF SALE MATERIAL DESIGNED TO
LINK UP WITH THE TELEVISION CAMPAIGN AND BRING
CONSUMERS INTO YOUR STORE.

* NESL SEDAKA'S WIDE AUDIENCE MAKES HIM A CONSISTENT SELLER
* NATIONAL T¥ ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN-COMMENCING JUNE 23
THROUGH TO AUGUST 21. CHECK YOUR AREA NOW!
MIDLANDS GRANADA

-THREE WEEKS COMMENCING JUNE 23

LONDON

TWO WEEKS COMMENCING JULY 7
"TWO WEEKS COMMENCING AUGUST4

TRIDENT

TWO WEEKS COMMENCING JULY 7
'TWO WEEKS COMMENCING AUGUST 4

STAGS • WALES • SOUTHERN
ANGLIA-WESTWARD

-THREE WEEKS COMMENCING AUGUST4

BORDER • CHANNEL
* TV ADVERTISING AIMED AT 85% OF THE AVAILABLE VIEWING AUDIENCE

♦ 'LAUGHTER AND TEARS'-'THE BEST OF NEIL SEDAKA TODAY'
-AN ASSURED VOLUME SELLER.

* STOCK UP NOW-ENSURE YOU HAVE ADEQUATE STOCKS
TO MEET THE CONSUMER DEMAND.
RECOMMENDED
ALBUM 2383 399
CASSETTE 3170 399

polydor

RETAIL PRICE
£2.95; TAPES £3.25

CARTRIDGE 3820199
ORnrn MOW FROM YOUR POLYDOR SALESMAN OR PHONODISC LTD.
PhonodiscSd. Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex, RM6 4QR.Tel: 01 -590 7766
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BEACH BOYS
20 Golden Greats. Capitol EMTV 1.
As all dealers will know by now,
EMI is putting massive promotional
effort, including intense tv
advertising, behind this album. It
incorporates all the Beach Boys
classic performances, among them I
Get Around, Help Me Rhonda,
Barbara Ann, California Girls. God
Only Knows and Good Vibrations,
to name but six. The company is
betting that the timeless summery
appeal of the group's surfin'
harmonies will remain as potent as
ever, despite the fact that all the
group's most popular recordings
have been comprehensively reissued
on various compilations and at
various prices over the past six years.
However, Jim Reeves has been
comprehensively reissued on various
compilations and at various prices

over the past six years. However,
Jim Reeves has been similarly
treated and it didn't hold back sales
of Arcade's collection. So big sales
can be anticipated — and all the
promotional activity may well rub
off profitably on the forthcoming
WE A release of the group's latest
LP' 15 Big Ones.
o
THEBEATLES
Rock V Roll Music. Parlophonc
PCS 719. Producer: George
Martin. A double album which will
obviously provide grateful dealers
with a fillip to Bagging summer
sales. It tracks 28 of their gutsiest
recordings from the old 1963
flagwaver Twist And Shout through
to Get Back from 1970. It includes
12 songs from the classic rock era
which are not original group
compositions, among them Long
Tall Sally, Kansas City, Roll Over
Beethoven and Money, all pulsating

with energy. A minor criticism is the
failure to maintain proper
chronological order, for the Beatles
196-4 were a vastly better band
technically than a year earlier, as
was the quality of recording, and the
early tracks arc not without their
Haws. Also some may wonder why
such dynamic rock performances,
Sgt. Pepper, She Came In Through
The Bathroom Window, and Lady
Madonna were not preferred to
some of the weaker material.
Nevertheless, it is a good
repackaging job, as sales will
undoubtedly prove.
©
SLIK
Bell SVBEL 8004. Producer: Phil
Coulter. Impressive debut album
from a group which has much
potential, and on the evidence of this
effort should have no difficulty in
convincing any doubters of their
musical competence. It is tunefully

*5

marketed by
0 phonogram

■' '

For the answers to
these and fifty thousand
other leading questions on
tape and record, turn to
the TAPE AND RECORD
GUIDE. Buying or selling,
there's nothing more upto-date or comprehensive,
in both POPULAR and
CLASSICAL editions... with
substantial discounts for
bulk orders.
To order copies:
fill in and post coupon to
Tape Guide Sales, 25 Crown
Street, Kettering, Northants,
NN16 8QU.
POPULAR: Single copy sales
75p -f 15p P&P; 1-15 75p each,
16-99 60p each,1004-55p each
CLASSICAL: Single copy sales
65p T 15p P&P: 1-15 65p each.
16-99 60p each, 100+ 55p each
Dealers - the perfect guide for
customerreference and overthe-counter sales!
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unpretentious, easy on the ear and
occasional (lashes ot individual
instrumental expertise and. particularly, J i m M c G i n I e y s
plaintive singing on Darlin' should
help Slik avoid being forever tagged
as a wecnybop unit. Requiem was
not yet proved a satisfactory followup to the chart-topping Forever And
Ever, but given another substantial
hit — and there are tracks on the LP
which are obvious contenders tor
release as a single — then good sales
should be in prospect, although a
chart entry is not a foregone
conclusion.
DONOVAN
Slow Down World. Epic EPC
86011. Producer: Donovan Lcilch.
This album took seven months to
appear and follows, rather late
perhaps, on Donovan's brief concert
appearances last year. Not the most
productive of artists, and not the
easiest to pin down, Donovan
perhaps relics too much on his
reputation, based on much earlier,
excellent product. He's still coming
up with the same son of songs —
gentle folksy things, sung cither in
smooth tenor or slightly
staccato/vibrato, thus being one of
the few artists who can combine this
style successfully. However, the
success of this album is largely
dependent on the extent of his discbuying following, which nowadays
is not what it was.
HANK MIZELL
Jungle Rock. Charly CRL 5000.
Producer: Royce Clark. The
onetime minister (for the church,
not the government) will probably
live on his memories of what
happened with Jungle Rock in the
British charts for the rest of the life.
Meanwhile, a new album — and it is
new, for 11 of the dozen tracks were
freshly recorded with such session

' ' ..

;•

.» n

(•

\
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luminaries as D.J. Fontana —
arrives to offer more MizelL His
voice is surprisingly strong, and he
wisely has cut songs in the Jungle
Rock vein which don't stretch his
abilities. Top tracks are probably
Singing In The Jungle, Ubangi
Stomp and Animal Rock And Roll,
and some judicious in-storc play
might help sales along. The package
includes Mizcll's latest, Kangaroo
Rock, as well as his last. Interesting
prospects.
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Rare Masters. Phil Spector
International 2307 008. Producer:
Phil Spector. Now Polydor and its
PS I label really gets down to the
goodies! After Stirling work reissuing the obvious material by the
Crystals, Ronettes and others, it has
now put together what is arguably
the most interesting Spector album
ever. Rare masters indeed, such as
the Ronettes' never-issued Soldier
Baby Of Mine and Paradise,
Darlene Love's once-withdrawn
(He's A) Quiet Guy and Stumble
And Fall, and Bonnie and the
Treasures' Home Of The Brave —
this last one with a classic Barry
Mann/Cynthia Weill 'rebellious'
lyric. There are no duff cuts here,
not even the anachronistic
instrumental, Torpedo Rock, by
Spector's orchestra. Masterly
material, and surely good for solid,
and long-term, sales,
**
HAZZARD & BARNES
Hazzard and Barnes Warner Bros. K
56233. Producer: Peter Sweltcnham.
Very professional duo who have
recently been touring with Camel
but perhaps are destined to remain
opening act. The songs are gentle,
warm and whimsical, a little dated,
but well thought out and nicely
TO PAGE 36
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QUEEN
f /
X
You're the best friend
That I ever had
I've been with you such a long time
Al
You're fny sunshine
And I want you to know
That my feelings are true

You're

my best friend...

Due to continuous airplay and [mbte demand,
on
EMI Records Ltd. EMI 2494

m
FMI Records
a Limneo,
i .m.ted ^20 Manchester Square. London W1 A 1ES
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Cotillion

is back

and way out in front!

W078t

,

Itl only the beginning!

•>

Cotillion Records, associated in the
past with The Velvet Underground, Brook
Benton,Tyrone Davis, the Woodstock
albums and many others, has been
reactivated and is exclusively distributed
worldwide by Atlantic Records.
Along with Luther, whose single
"It's Good for the Soul (Baits 1 fit 2)" is the
first release, Cotillion's current artists arc
Margie Joseph, Sister Sledge and Lou
Donaldson - sensational RfitB names for
a sensational RfitB label.

©
r^r^-r
COTILL10N
Disinbuuxi by Atlaiuic KccoaU

Obtainable from your WEA Salesman or the CBS/WEA/A&M Depot. Telephone 01-960 2155
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uses one track of multiirack tape to
encode signals from the faders which
are being operated by the engineer.
The information is stored in floppy
disc form, and used by a small
computer to operate tape rewind and
fader positioning.

samma a-ioornoia in the market
here; in fact it is widely said that
while each assisted the engineer's
memory, both were practically
rather complex and time consuming
to use, making mixdown slower.
Second generation Allison and
Compumix systems have been

Important

tooiitflc

engineer

EDITED
by
TERRI ANDERSON
announced, but it is uncertain when
either will be on the market for
reasons which include the fact that it
is common practice in the US to
announce a development in its
earliest stages, rather than wail until
the finished product is available —
as tends to be done in Britain.
Both new systems will continue to
be fully electronic — Allison
indicating remembered fader
positions by means of an endless
band running beside the fader, and
Compumix employing a small
colour tv screen to indicate the same
information. Both require several
deliberate moves on the part of the

contribution

to tte studio world
committee comprising Richard
experience that they "have a duty to
THE FLYLEAF of the newlyPctricand Michael Bcvillc
keep abreast of developments in the
published book Sound Recording
His own atiiiude to the subject is
technical and artistic spheres of their
Practice states "Although inevitably
clearly explained in the opening
profession" he is expressing the
technical, the book is intended to be
sentence of his tccnhical
attitude of the APRS as a whole.
read and consulted by those, such as
introduciion, The Programme
The Association has given ample
producers, who use studios but may
Chain: "Sound Recording is
practical proof of its view in that
have no specialist training".
artistically rewarding occupation".
respect by establishing its audio
Any non-specialist who has
engineers course — to take place
He deals in detail with the making
wrestled with technical literature in
soon for the third year running — at
of a record and also writes a later
the audio field at any lime would be
chapter on Microphone Circuits.
Surrey University, Guildford.
entitled to a wary attitude towards
This course, limited though it is in
Succeeding chapters include
such a claim, but if the courage to
time and places available, is an
Acoustics, by Alex Bard of Sandy
plunge into the text is summoned up,
acknowledgement of the need for
Brown Associates: Mixing Consoles
the statement is proved to be
those already in the profession to
and Mobile Control Rooms, both by
Justified.
refresh and expand their knowledge,
Richard Swettenham, of Helios
Certainly there is a wealth of
and of the general lack of formal
Electronics; Monitoring Systems, by
technical information, but there is
courses of study for studio engineers
Stephen Court of Court Acoustics;
more than sufficient material in the
in this country.
Magnetic Tape, by Angus
body of the text which is very
This course is run by John
McKenzie, of Angus McKenzie
readable.
Berwick. Lecturer in Recording
Facilities, who also contributes
It would be quite fair to say that
Techniques at Surrey University —
"chapter on Tape Machines and
the sincerely interested reader
another on Equipment Alignment;
an establishment which olfers the
particularly anyone who is at any
Tannemeistcr course, probably the
and Maintenance, by L. G. Harris of
lime involved in the recording
Olympic Sound Studios, while
only study programme in Britain
industry, would gain a satisfying
which approaches a full training tor
Michael Bclville of Audio Design
peripheral grasp of the subject by
would
be
engineers.
Ltd and Ted Fletcher of Stancoil Ltd
going through the narrative skipping
Berwick
is
the
editor
ol
the
deal with Extra Facilities and
the really difficult passages and
Communication
Circuits
handbook.
In
his
preface
he
sets
out
sheets of data.
respectively.
the
book's
objectives
by
slating
that,
Sound Recording Practice is the
"In planning this handbook the
In the Techniques section of the
first English language handbook
APRS saw no need to duplicate the
handbook topics explored include
designed for the users of audiomore
formal
and
theoretical
Speech
and Drama, Classical,
electronic equipment rather than the
material already available in
Sythesiscd and Popular music, and
designer or engineer. A handsomely
numerous textbooks. . . Rather. . .
the Role of the Producer.
produced 400-odd page volume,
to present in one comprehensive
Headings in the Manufacturing
with additional comprehensive
volume a digest of the experience,
Processes section are Disc Culling
glossary and detailed index, this
techniques and philosophy ol
and Manufacture and Tape
book has been compiled by the
leading practitioners currently
Duplicating; and the final section of
AP'R'S, and its birth is rightly
working in sound recording and
the book covers Allied Media —
regarded as a very important event
broadcasting."
sound and tv broadcasting, and
in the sound recording world.
He adds later. "By turning to
film.
In his foreward APRS chairman
experts in the various branches ol
The absolute tyro would probably
Jacques Levy says that the
sound recording, the Association
find that just reading the contents
Association
is proud to present it as
a
ensured a degree of up-to-dateness
pages and looking ai the pictures
contribution to recording
and personal involvement that
would be a useful nursery class in the
knowledge and standards.
would have been lacking in a
but, even at its price of £16.
He describes it, with Jusiificanon.
textbook writer, however subject,
as a "distillation of the experience
the book must surely represent an
competent",
and
he
closes
unn
investment in profession to any
and knowledge of a score ol sound
Ss ,0 the APRS Execmtve
studio.
recording experts". In reminding
Committee
and
to
studio personnel at all levels ol

engineer to update his mix.
This is the chief concern of Geoff
Watts, Neve's Technical Manager,
whose background led him to bear in
mind the situation in an aircraft
when it is flying automatically — all
the controls move so that the pilot
can see at a glance what the plane is
doing, and can override the
automatic control at a moment's
notice if he wants.
Feeling that the engineer during
mixdown also took a visual
approach to his work. Watts wanted
Necam to have that same facility -—
giving the engineer the ability to use
his instinctive response to his sight
of the fader positions.
Further, the engineer has "instant
update"; he only has to put his
finger on a fader to override the
automatic process. He can change
the poshion, release the fader, and
have automatic cut in again.
Necam has been sold in this
country to Air London, whose
manager David Harries stated at the
lime of making the order that he was
buying automated mixdown because
Air Was determined to keep up with
any worthwhile development in
studio equipment, and he was
buying Necam because none of the
other systems he had looked into
satisfied Air's requirements.
Firm orders have also come from
Wembley Music Centre and EMI
Abbey Road. All three systems
should be installed by the end of the
year.
Derek Tilsley, Neve Marketing
Director, who is prepared to say that
the development of Necam has taken
the lion's share to the research
budget in the last year or so. says
that there arc three further orders,
and makes the final point in favour

of Necam by pointing out that
during tests two different engineers
were able to produce good mixes
easily, each using the system
differently, to aid his own individual
method of working.
The competitor in Britain in
Cadac, which although an
appreciable time behind Neve in
completing development, expects
very soon to present its own system,
and Clive Green, the company's
head, has revealed that there arc
already two firm orders for the
finished product.
Green wrote an article over three
years ago on the subject, and,
interestingly enough, postulated thai
automated mixdown should involve
servo operated faders. Cadac did do
some negotiating with another
company with the intention of
jointly developing the idea, but it
failed to get off the ground.
The present Cadac development,
while still very much "under wraps"
differs from Necam in that it is
purely electrical on the console and
differs from US systems in
employing a voltage controlled
attenuator, rather than a voltage
controlled amp.
General comment on the subject is
well represented by remarks from an
involved party — Tilsley, who
frankly agrees that Sound recording
is in some ways a "gimmick
industry", and as such automation
will be an irresistible investment to
those who can afford it — and
APRS chairman Jacques Levy, who
is in the capacity of observer, and
who feels that while a certain
amount of keeping up with the
Joneses will ensue, and keen
competition between big studios will
lead to automation being installed
quite widely to please customers,
equally there is room in the industry
for the smaller studio, which does
not need and can offer iis own kind
of good service without such
sophisticated equipmcm.

Feminine touch at
the exhibition
ANY VISITOR to this year's APRS committee urgently considered the
exhibition, the ninth to be held, who possibility of holding the exhibition
needs help with finding his way elsewhere this year. However, none
around the stands will be able to of the available venues were
suitable, and, rather than consider
enlist the aid of a pretty lady.
Because of the various changes of the possibility of cancelling the
plan necessitated by the fire at the event, APRS Secretary Edward
Masek and other committee
Connaught Rooms early this year —
members got down to rearranging
which left the main hall usually
all their carefully laid plans for the
occupied by the exhibition unusally
layout.
occupied by the exhibition
The 81 exhibitors — eleven more
imusuable — it was thought that
than last year, and nearly five times
some visitors might find themselves
as many as in 1970 — were informed
a trifle disoriented. To avoid any
of the changes, and strenuous
possibility of spectators getting lost,
attempts were made to provide
or of any of the stands (which now
everyone who had to change site
occupy pans of four floor levels
instead of the usual two) finding with as much and in some cases
themselves ignored because their more, area as before.
The committee's hope that the
presence was not well enough
advertised, four young ladies have revised plan sent out in February
been engaged to act as guides and would solve all the problems proved
over-optimistic. The GLC placed
informers.
As there is usually a dearth of further restrictions on the site in
female company in electronics April, and some exhibitors had to be
exhibitions, their presence will resiled a second time.
The committee's efforts to be fair
probably be much appreciated — on
a decorative as well as a practical to exhibitors in a very difficult
situation led to instances such as
level.
When fire badly damaged the Cadac, in the person of committee
member Clive Green, volunteering
Connaught Rooms and it was
lo take one of the possibly less
announced that repair and
advantageous sites in order to make
redccoration would not be complete
it easier to place another exhibitor.
in time for the APRS '76. the
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Its only the beginning!

1

Cotillion Records, associated in the
past with The Velvet Underground, Brook
Benton,Tyrone Davis, the Woodstock
albums and many others, has been
reactivated and is exclusively distributed
worldwide by Atlantic Records.
Al o ng with Luther, whose single
"It's Good for the Soul (Parts 1 St 2)" is the
first release, Cotillion's current artists are
Margie Joseph, Sister Sledge and Lou
Donaldson - sensational RStB names for
a sensational RStB label.

©
COTILLION
Distrihuicd hy Ailamic Records

Obtainable from your WEA Salesman or the CBS/WEA/A&M Depot. Telephone 01-960 2155
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covering the professionol recording studio world
AUTOMATION IS a topic which
lias been smouldering gently for
quite some time lias this year been
fanned by British technical
development and can now be
described as burning.
The term itself is cause for
discussion: the developers of this
country's first marketable system,
Rupert Neve & Co, contend that the
word automation is being wrongly
used, because the mix is still mostly
carried out by the engineer, and any
of the available or proposed
automated systems will only assist
him, not do n "automatically" for
him.
However, "automation" is likely
to win the usage battle simply
because it is quicker to say than
"computer assisted mixdown".
Earlier this year Neve unveiled the
Nccam system, which has been
written up in detail in a previous
Studioscenc. Very briefly the system
uses one track of multitrack tape to
encode signals from the faders which
are being operated by the engineer.
The information is stored in floppy
disc form, and used by a small
computer to operate tape rewind and
fader positioning.

Thi

aytimitis

The vital feature of Necam, and
one which has aroused considerable
argument — and a lair amount of
sniping from competitors — is that it
employs both electronics and
mechanics. The computer not only
remembers where the faders were at
any given point in a number of
diftercnt mixes, but instructs the
faders, which are servo-powered, to
return to the desired position
whenever necessary.
The system's two predecessors
and its main American rivals arc
those developed by Allison and
Quad Eight (Compumix).
Inherent disadvantages in both
prevented their earliest models from
gaining a foothold in the market
here; in fact it is widely said that
while each assisted the engineer's
memory, both were practically
rather complex and time consuming
to use, making mixdown slower.
Second generation Allison and
Compumix systems have been

Impirtant

inpniir

EDITED
by
TERRI ANDERSON
announced, but it is uncertain when
either will be on the market for
reasons which include the fact that it
is common practice in the US to
announce a development in its
earliest stages, rather than wail until
the finished product is available —
as tends to be done in Britain.
Both new systems will continue to
be fully electronic — Allison
indicating remembered fader
positions by means of an endless
band running beside the fader, and
Compumix employing a small
colour tv screen to indicate the same
information. Both require several
deliberate moves on the pan of the

contribution

to tk® studio world
committee comprising Richard
experience that they "have a duty to
THE FLYLEAF of the newlyPctricand Michael Bevillc.
keep abreast of developments in the
published book Sound Recording
His own attitude to the subject is
technical and artistic spheres of their
Practice states "Although inevitably
clearly explained in the opening
profession" he is expressing the
technical, the book is intended to be
sentence of his tecnhical
attitude of the APRS as a whole.
read and consulted by those, such as
introduction. The Programme
The Association has given ample
producers, who use studios but may
Chain; "Sound Recording is
practical proof of its view in that
have no specialist training".
artistically rewarding occupation".
respect by establishing its audio
Any non-specialist who has
engineers course — to take place
He deals in detail with the making
wrestled with technical literature in
soon for the third year running — at
of a record and also writes a later
the audio field at any lime would be
chapter on Microphone Circuits.
Surrey University, Guildford.
entitled to a wary attitude towards
This course, limited though it is in
Succeeding chapters include
such a claim, but if the courage to
lime and places available, is an
Acoustics, by Alex Bard of Sandy
plunge into the text is summoned up,
acknowledgement of the need lor
Brown Associates:- Mixing Consoles
the statement is proved to be
those already in the profession to
and Mobile Control Rooms, both by
justified.
refresh and expand their knowledge,
Richard Swettenham, of Helios
Certainly there is a wealth of
and of the general lack of formal
Electronics; Monitoring Systems, by
technical information, but there is
courses of study for studio engineers
Stephen Court of Court Acoustics;
more than sufficient material in the
in this country.
Magnetic Tape. by Angus
body of the text which is very
This course is run by John
McKenzic, of Angus McKenzie
readable.
Borwick, Lecturer in Recording
Facilities, who also contributes
It would be quite fair to say that
Techniques at Surrey University —
"chapter on Tape Machines and
die sincerely interested reader
another on Equipment Alignment;
an establishment which offers the
particularly anyone who is at any
Tannemcister course, probably the
and Maintenance, by L. G. Harris of
time involved in the recording
Olympic Sound Studios, while
only study programme in Britain
industry, would gain a satisfying
which approaches a full training for
Michael Bclville of Audio Design
Peripheral grasp of the subject by
would be engineers.
Ltd and Ted Fletcher of Stancoil Ltd
going through the narrative skipping
Borwick
is
the
editor
of
the
deal with Extra Facilities and
the really difficult passages and
Communication
Circuits
handbook.
In
his
preface
he
sets
out
sheets of data.
respectively.
the book's objectives by staling that.
Sound Recording Practice is the
"In planning this handbook the
In the Techniques section of the
first English language handbook
APRS saw no need to duplicate the
handbook topics explored include
designed for the users of audiomore
formal
and
theoretical
Speech
and Drama, Classical,
electronic equipment rather than the
material already available in
Sythesised and Popular music, and
designer or engineer. A handsomely
numerous textbooks . . Rather . .
the Role of the Producer.
produced 400-odd page volume,
,o present in one comprehensive
Headings in the Manufacturing
with additional comprehensive
volume a digest of the experience
Processes section are Disc Cutting
glossary and detailed index, this
techniques and philosophy of
and Manufacture and Tape
book has been compiled by the
leading practitioners currently
Duplicating; and the final section of
Am. and its birth is rightly
working in sound recording and
the book covers Allied Media —
regarded as a very important event
sound and tv broadcasting, and
b
•n the sound recording world.
'TLdCS"EiaKT, "By .urning .0
film.
In his foreward APRS chairman
experts in the various branches of
The absolute tyro would probably
Jacques Levy says that tbo
sound recording, .he Assoc.a,.on
find that just reading the contents
Association
is proud to present it as
a
ensured a degree of up-to-dateness
pages and looking at the pictures
eontribution to recording
and personal iuvolvetncni that
would be a useful nursery class in the
knowledge and standards.
would have been lacking w a
subject, but, even at its price of £16,
He describes it. with justincaiion.
book must surely represent an
ks a "distillation of the experience
S'he do^rf the
investment in profession to any
and knowledge of a score ol sound
si udio.
srecording experts". In reminding
Committee ana
iudio personnel at all levels ot

engineer to update his mix.
This is the chief concern of Geoff
Watts, Neve's Technical Manager,
whose background led him to bear in
mind the situation in an aircraft
when it is flying automatically — all
the controls move so that the pilot
can see at a glance what the plane is
doing, and can override the
automatic control at a moment's
notice if he wants.
Feeling that the engineer during
mixdown also took a visual
approach to his work, Watts wanted
Necam to have that same facility —
giving the engineer the ability to use
his instinctive response to his sight
of the fader positions.
Further, the engineer has "instant
update"; he only has to put his
finger on a fader to override the
automatic process. He can change
the position, release the fader, and
have automatic cut in again.
Necam has been sold in this
country to Air London, whose
manager David Harries stated at the
time of making the order that he was
buying automated mixdown because
Air Was determined to keep up with
any worthwhile development in
studio equipment, and he was
buying Necam because none of the
other systems he had looked into
satisfied Air's requirements.
Firm orders have also come from
Wembley Music Centre and EMI
Abbey Road. All three systems
should be installed by the end of the
year.
Derek Tilslcy, Neve Marketing
Director, who is prepared to say that
the development of Necam has taken
the lion's share to the research
budget in the last year or so. says
that there are three further orders,
and makes the final point in favour

of Nccam by pointing out that
during tests two different engineers
were able to produce good mixes
easily, each using the system
differently, to aid his own individual
method of working.
The competitor in Britain in
Cadac, which although an
appreciable time behind Neve in
completing development, expects
very soon to present its own system,
and Clive Green, the company's
head, has revealed that there arc
already two firm orders for the
finished product.
Green wrote an article over three
years ago on the subject, and,
interestingly enough, postulated that
automated mixdown should involve
servo operated faders. Cadac did do
some negotiating with another
company with the intention of
jointly developing the idea, but it
failed to get off the ground.
The present Cadac development,
while still very much "under w raps"
differs from Necam in that it is
purely electrical on the console and
differs from US systems in
employing a voltage controlled
attenuator, rather than a voltage
controlled amp.
General comment on the subject is
well represented by remarks from an
involved party — Tilsley. who
frankly agrees that Sound recording
is in some ways a "gimmick
industry", and as such automation
will be an irresistible investment to
those who can afford it — and
APRS chairman Jacques Levy, who
is in the capacity of observer, and
who feels that while a certain
amount of keeping up with the
Joneses will ensue, and keen
competition between big studios will
lead to automation being installed
quite widely to please customers,
equally there is room in the industry
for the smaller siudio, which does
not need and can offer its own kind
of good service without such
sophisticated equipment

Femiinm® toyefli at
the exhibition
ANY VISITOR to this year's APRS committee urgently considered the
exhibition, the ninth to be held, who possibility of holding the exhibition
needs help with finding his way elsewhere this year. However, none
around the stands will be able to of the available venues were
suitable, and, rather than consider
enlist the aid of a pretty lady.
Because of the various changes of the possibility of cancelling the
plan necessitated by the fire at the event, APRS Secretary Edward
Connaught Rooms early this year — Masek and other committee
members got down to rearranging
which left the main hall usually
all their carefully laid plans for the
occupied by the exhibition unusally
layout.
occupied by the exhibition
unusuablc — it was thought that
The 81 exhibitors — eleven more
than last year, and nearly five limes
some visitors might find themselves
as many as in 1970 — were informed
a trifle disoriented. To avoid any
of the changes, and strenuous
possibility of spectators getting lost,
attempts were made to provide
or of any of the stands (which now
occupy parts of four floor levels everyone who had to change site
instead of the usual two) finding with as much and in some cases
themselves ignored because their more, area as before.
The committee's hope that the
presence was not well enough
advertised, four young ladies have revised plan sent out in February
would
solve all the problems proved
been engaged to act as guides and
over-optimistic. The GLC placed
informers.
As there is usually a dearth of further restrictions on the site in
female company in electronics April, and some exhibitors had to be
exhibitions, their presence will resiled a second time.
probably be much appreciated — on
The committee's efforts to be fair
a decorative as well as a practical to exhibitors in a very difficult
situation led to instances such as
level.
When fire badly damaged the Cadac. in the person of committee
member Clive Green, volunteering
Connaught Rooms and it was
to take one of the possibly less
announced that repair and
rcdecoration would not be complete advantageous sites in order to make
it easier to place another exhibitor.
in lime for the APRS '76. the
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Show Preview
AMONG THE exhibitors occupying
the 99 stands F. W. O. Bauch Ltd
will have a number of well-known
names, including Siuder, Neumann.
EMT, URE1 and Allison Research.
Items to be shown which are being
exhibited in Britain for the first lime
are the 169 portable mixer, the A6S
stereo power amp and the Unisetie
tape deck, all from Siuder; the EMT
250. and the Gold Foil EMT 240
reverberation units (EMT gained
considerable interest at the AES in
Zurich with these units); new
response plotting system,
compressor-hmiter. leveller and
variable band pass fillers from
URE1; and Transco disc recording
blanks and Sontec parametric
equalizers.
THE DIGITAL audio 'Universal'
Delay Line, a general purpose
effects unit for production work and
live performance will be shown by
Philip Drake Electronics Ltd,
together with a basic rack-mounted
talkback system for up to eight
sources and destinations.
SCENIC SOUNDS will be as well
supplied with personnel as with
equipment. Dave Harrison, designer
of the new US Harrison Recording
Console, Tom Hidley, head of the
newly formed Eastlake Audio design
company, Larry Blakely of DBX in
America, and Wayne Jones of
Amber Electro Design will be
available to talk about their
products, all of which are
represented by Scenic Sounds in
Britain, and all of which will be
among the wide variety of
equipment on this stand. Dave
Hawkins, Pauline Cook, and JeanJacques Leton, of Scenic Sounds
will be attempting to be seen and
heard also.
Of particular interest on this stand
is the dbx K9-22 noise reduction
system plug-in replacement for
Dolby A. which allows a studio
engineer to convert Dolby A361,
MI6 or M24 to dbx within minutes.
Hawkins description of the
equipment as "cheeky" is quoted
without further comment!
THE MAIN feature on the LeeversBias (Lecvers-Rich Equipment Ltd
incorporating Bias Electronics) will
be the Proline 1000 professional
recorder, an improved version of the
E200 recorder will also be shown,
and the Ampro NAB broadcast
cartridge recorder will make its
European debut.
THIS EXHIBITION will be the first
major event in the commercial life of
the Emitape 830 range of
professional audio tape. EMI Tape
Ltd, of Hayes, Middlesex, launched
their brand new range of tapes only
a few weeks ago at a reception for
people on the technical and
managerial side of a large number of
studios. APRS is obviously an
opportunity for much wider
exposure of the new product.
The 830 range is based on a high
output, low noise, professional tape,
developed specifically for high
quality reproduction in studio
mastering and broadcast
applications. EMTs most significant
claims for it are increased high/low
frequency magnetic remanence
values and an excellent signal to
print ratio; also, low modulation
noise and low head wear properties
associated with the successful
Emitape 815 broadcast quality tape
have been incorporated in the new
product.
The 830 range will initially be
available in three formats; 831 nonbacked standard play, 832 maitbacked standard, and 833 long play.
Further innovation is to be seen in
the packaging. These tapes are
packed in a new two-piece "shell
and slide" studio box with centre
spool lock, and the tape itself is
wound on a new professional spool
with stronger flanges than
previously,
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THE FOCUS of the Millbank
Electronics Group stand will be
upon the PAC-SYSTEM range of
amplifiers and associated
equipment.
There are three amps at present in
the range; 30-watt, 50-wau and 100
wait, each with a six input capability
but usable as slave amps to provide
up to 1000 watts when wired
together.
Also on show is the new PAC 3-15
programme distribution amp which
can supply up to three separate
amplified music/speech channels;
the MIL 60, and the 1001E — a high
quality 100 watt monitor.
ALL THE existing models of
Lockwood high quality monitoring
speakers will be on Stand 81, with
three models of professional disc
reproducing equipment which arc
new to the company's range.
Also on show, and possibly
already familiar to many, is the
Lockwood Speaker Protection
Device — SPD for short.
AS IN all previous years, a major
exhibitor is Rupert Neve and Co,
which this year shows a brand new
series of standard consoles, titled the
Compact range.
Model 8068, (first model sold to
Dublin Sound Studio, Eire) is a 30
track sound recording and
quadraphonic mixdown console,
with 28 mike and line inputs, type
1102 channel amp. routing selectors
direct to track or through stereo
panning to 16 groups, independent
levels to auxiliary groups 1-4, solo
and cut facilities. Other models in
the range are the 8058. for 24 track;
and the 8056, for 16-irack recording.
Neve are also showing one of a
new series of multi-purpose consoles
— Model 5305 — designed for mono
or stereo broadcasting or four-track
recording.
Perhaps of greatest interest to
some visitors will be the
complementary tickets available on
the stand for the Neve presentation
of their NECAM computer-assisted
mixdown system. The presentations
are taking place at intervals at a sue
near but not within the APRS
exhibition.
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS follow
their well-tried practice of showing
something old. something new (there
may well be something blue, but
nothing borrowed).
Familiar products arc the range of
professional portable sound mixers
— the AD 007 and AD 031 being the
best-selling lines. The Super system
AD 075, steadily increasing in
popularity, will be on display in an
example, which demonstrates the

stands

at

Exhibition
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THE NEWEST of i he Klark Teknik graphic equalizers, the DN15.
unusual routing system employed.
This year's new product is the AD
045 Pico mixer, which aims to offer
a more economical solution to the
problem of getting professional
performance in a small package.
Audio Developments' emphasis is
now heavily on international
business, with groups of agents
established in Europe and Canada,
and the firm is on the lookout for
further overseas expansion.
SURREY ELECTRONICS men,
Trevor Brook and John Hulin, will
be demonstrating their Stereo Coder
output — displayed on a spectrum
analyser to show its exceptionally
low beat tone distortion.
They will also happily talk
knowlcdgeably about the other
exhibits, including their latest
stabilizer, with electronic floating
input and balanced output. A unit
which aims to eliminate
transformers from the signal path.
AGFA-GEVAERT arc showing a
wide range of high quality tapes,
including bulk 3.81mm tape,
professional PEM and the recently
introduced SFD cassettes, on their
stand.
TRIDENT AUDIO Developments
Ltd are exhibiting the newest
addition to its range of professional
sound mixers — the Flcximix
system. This innovative and budgetconscious system has already been
on view at the AES exhibition in
March.
This flexible system provides the
user with an expansion capability
which would permit a small mono

format to be built up to 40 input
channels, ten mixed output groups,
and 24-irack monitoring, without
any commitment to prewiring. The
process would involve only adding
extra modular units, and the
mainframes (which incude power
supply) to support them. The
compact mainframe size allows easy
mounting in Right cases.
The A series console is designed

for multi-track studios, requiring a
very sophisticated system, while the
B series is intended to offer
comprehensive facilities, but has
dispensed with some of the
sophistication to allow prices to be
lower.
Trident will also be showing a new
parametric equaliser type CB 9066.
WOW AND flutter meters such as
those to be seen on the Leonard
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EXPLODED MP the Millbank PAC-SYSTEM amp, with inputs "exploded"
to show the way they plug in. This amp is ready for rack mounting, hut can he
supplied with a separate case.
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7H/5 SECTION through a Tannoy integrated loudspeaker system shows the speaker to be as much as a symmetrical work
of art as a sophisticated piece of audio design and execution.
Developments Lid stand are in
constant use in this country by radio
and t.v. companies, by
manufacturers of turntables and
tape transports and by a great many
recording studios. LD arc showing a
range of meters manufactured by
Woel k e M agne t ban d t cch ni k.
A new unit on display will be the
ME102/CE, which has the same
characteristics as the ME 102 meter.

but additionally has an "NAB/JIS"
facility for measuring flutter
according to NAB and JIS
standards.
MAKING A first appearance on the
market is the Sonaplan XT-14
autolocaior — to be seen on the 3M
United Kingdom Ltd stand.
The autolocator is designed for
rapid location and selection of
H
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ADDING a certain something to this picture of a Bose stage amp is
Herbie Hancock — one of the company's customeis.

I'll

Mil!
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^tOENTA
UDIO Fleximix modular system mixing consohs
0,1
stand 16.

material recorded with 3M M79
series studio recorders, and is
encased in a pocket-calculator-style
control box. The XT-14, like the
Sonaplan tape timer, will be handled
exclusively in the UK and Europe by
3M.
The 3M stand also features two
M79 scries recorders, API MagLink
and MiniMag synchronisers, and
examples of Mincom test equipment
plus examples from the range of
Scotch professional audio tape.
PENNY & GILES Conductive
Plastics Ltd, of Gwent, South
Wales, arc using the APRS 1976 to
promote their Quad Pan
potentiometer — a new addition to
the firm's range of audio products.
The Quad Pan accepts a single
channel input signal and divides it
into four outputs, each representing
the sound level needed in each
speaker of a quadraphonic system.
With the infinite resolution available
from the Penny & Giles conductive
plastic tracks (the design and
development of which won the
company a Queens Award to
Industry last year) the operator can
make very fine settings.
Also on show will be the already
well known Penny & Giles range of
studio faders. and solid slate peak
programme meters.
SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS
Ltd will be unveiling its new
specification Series Two range of
recording mixers at APRS. The
revised specification for 1976
embodies all the features of the
original, plus several new facilities,
and a new modular form of
construction.
Custom built configurations of
the new range will be available and.

to demonstrate the flexibility of the
system, it is hoped to exhibit a 28
into 24 console with continuously
variable multi-band equalization
and switchable VU/PPM L.E.D.
meters on every channel, and an
extensive patch bay,
TWEED AUDIO, based - as the
name might indicate — in Scotland,
arc showing the Roxburgh 128. The
Roxburgh range of consoles which
have been designed economically,
arc being exhibited for the first time
at this exhibition.
The console can be ordered as
four output group, and expanded
later to eight by simply adding more
plug-in modules. The number of
input channels can be increased by
ordering further input units.
Other exhibits from Tweed are the
Standard 24-8/16 console using
newly designed narrow modules; the
Standard 12/2 portable, a recent
design aimed to be used in the studio
and elsewhere, and new filter units.
THE NEW Klark Tcknik Ltd '/i"
master recorder is now in full
production and will be exhibition,
with the firm's range of graphic
equalizers.
The SM2 recorder is available in
two models — for studio and for
broadcasting (designed for the
BBC). Among the features of this
high technology machine are a
unique tape tension system using a
digital comparator, and variable
speed spooling.
Four new graphic equalizers will
be shown, three superceding
previous models but the fourth, the
DN15, being completely new.
THE LARGEST exhibit, comprising
four stands, is that of Industrial
Tape Applications, which will be
showing products by ham, Rcvox,
Teac and Otari.
Respectively, items on show are
an eight-channel tape deck, costing
less than £1800 and a range of
mixers; a variety of Revox machines
based on the All scries, including a
new cassette pancake quality
checker; a completely new eighttrack, the Teac 80-8, and the A3340S
industrial recorder; a new compact
professional recorder and a new oneinch eight-track master recorder,
both from Otari.
DOLBY WILL be exhibiting a full
range of noise reduction equipment
— the popularity of which is aitcsied
by the fact that in the ten years since
the first A301 units were sold, some
25,000 channels of A-type noise
reduction have been installed in over
50 countries.
On show for the first time will be
the two units in the 330 scries. The
330 tape duplication unit is for the
preparation of master tapes for high
speed duplication of pre-recorded
Dolbyized cassettes etc while the 334
FM broadcast unit allows radio
stations to encode FM broadcasts
with the Dolby B characteristic,
while reducing the effective high
frequency pre-emphasis to 25
microseconds.
FELDON AUDIO arc exhibiting
and demonstrating items from their

-•

QUAD WILL be showing the new 405 current dumping amp: technical and
application questions about this, and about the familiar 303 and 50E power
amps which will also be on show, will be answered by staff on the stand.
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range of imported equipment by
Eventide Clockworks, F. M.
Acoustics, Orrofon and Pandora.
Among these is an item surely
aiming for the record in length of
title, being an expander,
compressor, limitcr, noise gate and
dynamic reverser combined —
Omnipressor for short. There are
also two new amps incorporating
delayed turn on, and a modular
construction digital delay unit.
RACAL-ZONAL state that they
now offer a tape for every
professional application, the latest
being the Triple Six — designed
specifically for stereo broadcasting
and developed to BBC requirements.
The Triple Three is the version
designed for mono broadcasting.
SCAMP IS a word which was
dropped here and there at the AES
in Zurich, and it reappears at this
exhibition. This mnemonic comes
from the title of Audio Design
Recording's comprehensive range of
modules — Standardised
Compatible Audio Modular
Package. The units include dynamic
noise filters, equalisers, microphone
and mixer pre-amps compressor —
limiters, and effects units. Other,
well-established ADR goods will
also be on show,
THE VITA VOX Thunderbolt
loudspeaker system, which was
introduced at last year's APRS
exhibition, will again be the
centrepiece of the company's
display. New Vitavox products on
the stand will be a mullicell
dispessive horn, with a flexible range
of adaptors, and a new metal thread
insert for the Vitavox S3 pressure
unit.
HAMPSTEAD HIGH Fidelity,
distributors of the CE (formerly
STC) range of professional
broadcast quality mikes will be
exhibiting the entire range on stand
36, together with a number of
Nakamichi products for studio
work. There will also be a number of
amp models, and a range of Keith
Monks mike stands.
BOSE. KNOWN already in the hi-fi
field, is a less familiar name in PA,
but requests from musicians wanting
to use their domestic Bose 901
speakers on stage prompted the
expansion of operations.
In the past four years the 800
loudspeaker system and then the
1800 professional power amp have
been launched In the case of the
latter the design goal was to produce
an amp with no audible distortion
sound colouration, noise or hum,
and the company feels it has
succeeded. Customers Bose lists
include James Last, Bruce
Springstein and Herbie Hancock.
CAD AC, ALREADY known for its
custom, E type, and large recording
consoles for studio and broadcast
use will this year be exhibiting a
range of smaller equipment for tape
transfer and stage sound
reinforcement applications. The
firm also wants to bring to public
attention the lesser known range of
ancillary equipment
it
manufacturers — such as vehicle
mounted consoles, foldback
speakers, limiter-compressors,
equalisers, effects devices and other
items; also the service offered via the
Cadac wood machine and spray
shops — to studios and other
manufacturers who require
specialised studio furnishing
services.
MONITORING EQUIPMENT by
AMS will be shown on the Amek
stand, together with an Amek M
series console, featuring two types of
input module; and an X series desk
— a high performance console
designed both for sound
reinforcement and multi-track work.
TANNOY PRODUCTS will be
displaying a complete range of
professional integrated loudspeaker
systems and driver units, including
five enclosure systems — Arden, the
largest; Berkeley, more compact;
Cheviot, the smallest free standing
cabinet; Devon, large bookshelt
speaker; and Eaton.
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THE APRS as a body, and many
individual members of ihc
professional recording industry,
have been increasingly concerned
over possible hearing damage
resulting from high monitoring
levels.
A spur to this concern has been
proposed legislation to curb sound
levels at all places of work, or to
ensure at least that ear protection is
worn in areas where sound levels are
high for appreciable portions of the
working day.
The report by the Industrial
Health Advisory Sub-committee on
Noise was issued last year, and was
the result of their investigations
based on a 1972 Department of
Employment Code of Practice "for
reducing the exposure of employed
persons to noise."
Both these documents refer to
measured sound levels in places of
work, over a supposed continuous
period of eight hours, in terms of
dB(A).
Where exposure is continuous
over eight hours to a reasonably
steady sound level, it is stated as
desirable that the level should not
exceed 90dB(a). For exposure of
more or less than eight hours, or if
the sound level fluctuates, an
equivalent continuous sound level
may be calculated, and should not
exceed that same level These A
weighted sound levels are subject to
an all-important condition that the
unprotected ear should not be
exposed to pressure level exceeding
135dB, or, in the case of impulse
noise, to an instantaneous sound
pressure exceeding 150dB.
The 1974 Health and Safety at
Work Act which did not exclude
recording studios, lay responsibility
for the protection of employees on
the employer, with a reciprocal
responsibility for employees.
The already mentioned Subcommittee's report of 1975 agreed in
principle that new noise legislation

Ears

under

was needed, and any new legislation
will affect, possibly to a
considerable degree, recording
studios (although in a recent letter to
the APRS the Factories Inspector
"clarified" the position of studios
under the 1974 Act by stating "mere
recording of impulses on magnetic
tape is not sufficient for the studio
to fall within the definition
studios which do fall within the
definition are ones where, on the
premises, tape editing and cutting is
carried out").
All this information, when
ruthlessly pared to the bone, means
that studios are, and will continue
under proposed legislation to be,
subject to the same noise laws as a
steel works, cotton mill, or for that
matter a pop festival.
At the most irritating end of the
scale of possibilities, regular
metering of sound levels in studios
may reveal — as is certainly the case
with many bands — that monitoring
is persistently done at above the
permitted level because the artists
like it like that. That being the case
the next step insisted upon by law,
but clearly totally impractical in the
context of a recording studio, would
be that sound engineers cither wore
ear muffs under their headphones,
or regularly left the control room for
prescribed periods to conform with
the scale of time-against-noise-levels
laid down in the original Code of
Practice. Or the studio manager
could make scrupulously sure that
all tape editing was done in the
street, outside the studio building
itself.
In the less fanciful area of
possibility — or rather probability
— most recording studios would be
obliged to maintain a strict watch on

the Act
machines" a possibility of monitors
which would be incapable of
exceeding say, lOOdB?
The Code of Practice recommends
— and doubtless its expected redrafted form will also recommend
— that employers maintain suitable
noise level records, and a start has
been made by a small number of
studio managers who are members
of a specially set-up APRS subcommittee. They are monitoring
sound levels during recording and
mixdown at their studios, and will
report to the APRS when they have
sufficient data.
The Association has already made
its position clear to the Health and
Safety Commission, and feels that
studios, being very much a minority

control room and studio noise levels
in an attempt to conform to the Act,
and would have to apply such rules
as providing car protection and,
labelling areas of risk.
While the obligation laid upon
studio managers would be chiefly
moral — now that the dangers to
hearing have been clearly spelled out
they cannot be airily ignored — and
the idea of regular swoops by noise
police is melodramatically unlikely,
the Sub-committee report does state:
"new legislation
should
comprise minimum requirements
which must be complied with by all
sections of industry to achieve
protection of hearing, taking into
account the wide range of industrial
premises and practices, and the fact
that criminal penalties are laid down
for failure to comply with the Act
legislation will have to be
directly enforceable."
The 90dB(A) limit has not been
chosen at random; it is the most
practicable standard and has
widespread international
acceptance.
It is interesting to note that a
factory inspectors' pilot survey
showed that between a half- and
one- million workers arc exposed to
noise of that level and over. If the
limit were lowered to 85dB(A) that
number would double.
Another recommendation of the
sub-committee which could have
interesting repercussions is that
which states that manufacturers of
machines would be obliged to warn
purchasers that they are likely to
cause hazardous noise levels, and "it
is expected that purchasers, bearing
in mind their obligations, would
bring powerful pressure on
manufacturers to provide quiet

area in the proposed legislation
should make their opinions heard
early. An informative paper entitled
High Sound Levels and Impairment
of Hearing was Compiled by th?
APRS in 1972.
• TO REFLECT the professional
recording industry's concern over
possible hearing damage from high
monitoring levels, Edward J. Vcale
& Associates will be offering free
hearing tests to any interested
visitors to the APRS exhibition.
The tests will be carried out using
an automatic recording audiometer,
provided courtesy of Amplivox Ltd.'
This machine is capable of
demonstrating temporary threshold
shift which occurs after prolonged
exposure to high sound levels, and
readings on visitors will be obtained
by doing pre- and post-session
audiograms.
E. J. Veale and Associates is a
firm very well known for its work in
studio design and construction.

Pursuit of perfection
IN THE never-ending search for the
newer and better in audio
equipment, KEF Electronics
engineers at their laboratories in
Maidstonc arc using a £70,000
digital computer to analyse
loudspeaker response.
Using 3M-produced Scotch disc
cartridges, the KEF boffins arc
busily recording music at 2,400
r.p.m. converting the audio signals
into digital ones, and with the aid of
the said computer, calculating such
things as frequency response, phase
response and decay in terms of
frequency, amplitude and time. All
this stems from their basic theory
that the performance of a
loudspeaker can be assessed by
analysing its response to a signal
consisting of a single impulse.

The aim is, as one would expect
from the foregoing information,
nothing — or as little as possible —
short of perfection in the matter of
loudspeaker design.
Keen interest in KEF's
psychoacoustic research methods is
being shown by electronic experts
abroad, especially in Japan and
America.
One can only hope that the
average consumer's car appreciates
all that is being done for it.
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WEA Records Ltd. have pleasure
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in announcing

arrival of oms
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This will include a full listing of all our currently available albums, tapes, singles, and
quadraphonic releases.
Singles will be listed numerically (with both A and B sides shown).
artist
Albums will be listed three ways; numerically, by artist alphabetically, and by
oinliahpf irallv bv label. This final category will also provide full listings of all album tracks,
tape configurations, and full colour illustrations of album jackets.
u/TT
A necor
Rppnrds Ltd will
record arelease
information
on a basis
which
WLA
^ then
^ issue
^ subsequent
t the rear
of the catalogue.
And
a separate section
1

ents will be made available periodically to up-date the main body of the catalogue.

ij ,;kp in be the proud owner of the new WEA catalogue, please return the
If you
r fu|| name and address and your WEA account number. We will debit
attached slip wi
.
^ anCi Vour catalogue will be mailed to you within one
your account wun uiL c
\
'

r-rc AMn qENT TO:
PLEASE COMPLETE AND btiN

uuea
Record* LimUed

ir"
w.E.A. 69 NEW OXFORD ST-., LONDON, WC1A 10G.

✓a r npx/v
Please send me... copy/copies ofC y?ur
new FULL COLOUR CATALOGUE K999. Please Debit my account with £.
NAME
ADDRESS
SIGNATURE
WEA ACCOUNT No
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Moon

makes

BREAKING DOWN ihc musical
barriers, a largci frcquemly sei by
many aspiring groups, is already
being well achieved by Cajun Moon.
In a relaiively shon period of lime
ihe irio's pasi inilucnces have
combined 10 win over ihe followers
from numerous diverse camps.
Cajun Moon is a group well
enirenched in influences. Founded
by folk singer and wriier Allan
Taylor, the musical realms are
spread out by Brian Golbey, a
sialwan of ihe Briiish country music
scene wiih numerous awards to his
credit, and Jon Gillaspie, an
American wiih experience in
classical, electronic and rock music.
Together they've combined to create
a sound that they've refrained from
classifying, prefering to leave the
task to the various media outlets.
"We're not conscious of drawing
from our own backgrounds," says
Taylor. "When we have a new song,
we iust play along until it sounds
right. It's not a case that a certain
song has to sound a certain way —
we all more or less know what we
want on a song now."
Gillaspie adds: "It's also a
question of not duplicating your
influences and roots, but rather to
acknowledge them and build on
from there."
The original concept for Cajun
Moon started out while Allan Taylor
was living in the United States
during 1973. He started to write
material with a specific sound in
mind.
The following year he came back
to England and first contacted
Gillaspie and six months later
around February '75, played the new
songs to Golbey and asked if he
would help out on the demos.
There was. however, never any
intention originalb of Golbey
joining the group's lineup because
— as Taylor points out — "he was
doing very well in his own field. I
just couldn't see any reason why he
should want to give up his solo work
and come and work wth me. I had
asked him to sit in on the demos
because he was the only person I
knew who could play the way I
wanted a song played after only
hearing the song once or twice'
Once the demos were completed.
Taylor struck up a management deal
with Robenon-Broun Associates
and, within a month, the group had
found themselves as the support act
on the nationwide Steeleyc Span
tour at the tail end of last year. Later
a recording contract was negotiated
with Chrysalis, resulting in Cajun
Moon's debut album released a fewweeks back.
The group's success, as was its
original intentions, has been built
upon its members' differing
influences. Now Cajun Moon is
reaping its rewards bv drawinu the
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Cajun Moon
attention of many different
audiences.
Taylor and Golbcy's association is
longstanding, having first met at the
Stanford Arms Folk Club in
Brighton 12 years ago. and later —
for a period — they joined forces in
running the club.
"Strangely enough we've always
been associated although, basically,
we've always worked at different
ends of the spectrum" says Golbey.
"I've recorded a number of Allan's
songs, and there have always been a
number of country enthusiasts
aware of him."
In 1972 Taylor, having visited
America on a number of previous
occasions to play folk tours, decided
to move over there, to prevent
musical stagnation.
While in the States Taylor cut his
American Album — one of three
releases for United Artists — and
made a substantial impact on the

WESTOfOOD RECORDliOS
SELLING THE SOUND OF
BRITISH COUNTRY MUSIC
Current Best Selling Albums:
JEANNIE DENVER - QUEEN OF THE SILVER DOLLAR (WRS 094)
JON DEREK - SONGS I HAVE WRITTEN (WRS 098)
SLIM PICKINS - FIDDLIN' FOOL (WRS 086)
DICKDAMRON - SOLDIER OF FORTUNE (WRS 099)
MARVIN RAINWATER - SOME OLD, SOME NEW (WRS 101)
BILLY ARMSTRONG - MR FIDDLE (WRS 104)
also distributors of;
BEAR FAMILY RECORDS
THE AUTHENTIC SOUNDS OF BLUEGRASS & OLD
TIME MUSIC
For full listing and enquiries, contact:
WESTW00D RECORDINGS LTD.,
Montgomery SY156LU Phone: Montgomery 427
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folk scene, as well as deepening his
interest in country music. Strangely
enough, though, it wasn't during
this period that he commenced a
musical relationship with Jon
Gillaspie, but earlier when they met
up at the Trowbridge Festival in
England.
Brian Golbcy's association with
the Briiish country music scene
stretches over a considerable period
of time. He started out with banjoist
Pete Stanley concentrating on
traditional material and working
lolk venues but, as the country
venues developed in the late - Sixties
and early-Seventies, mixed the
roots music with more
contemporary songs and rapidly
gained a loyal following with
country audiences. More recently
he's been concentrating upon his
writing, and his original material,
along with his vocal work and skill
on the fiddle and guitar, all lend
themselves to the Cajan Moon
formation
The third member of the group is
keyboards player Jon Gillaspie, who
settled in England in 1973 to
continue his anthropological studies
commenced at the University at
Pennsylvania.
"When Allan wrote to me, it came
completely out of the blue and was a
turning, point. I had been five years
in academics and putting music
completely to one side, I came to
that traumatic realization that I
wasn't happy just studying it but
would be much happier playing it.
and combining the two that way".
The group feel that their debut
album — Cajun Moon (Chrysalis
CHR 1116) — lays down the
directions in w hich they're heading.
"It represents exact I v what we

wanted to do" says Taylor, 'and the
way it turned out is exactly how wc
wanted it. Now — a few months
later — I'm sure we would do a few
things a little differently, but we're
perfectly happy in the material
content and the sound".
Perhaps breaking down the
barriers wasn't Cajun Moon's
original intentions, but rather
present music for its own sake. But
the group's current success is built
upon the attention drawn from the
folk, country and rock camps.
Success, therefore, could be
determined because of the lack of
classification Here Brian Golbey
has the final world: "Because you
can't put the music in a bag, the
followers of each camp tend to be a
little more open minded about it ,"

country
AMERICAN TRADITIONAL and
old timey country music is now
finding a regular outlet in the United
Kingdom on Bear Family Records.
The label, which is West Germany
based and ow ned by Richard Weize,
is being handled exclusively by
West wood Records.
"Obviously the market is far more
limited for this field of music than
for modern country music"
explained Gordon Davics, managing
director of West wood Records, "but
it is appealing to the specialist
collectors. Many of the recordings
have been out of circulation for a
number of years, and we are
currently picking up regular business
with the retainers who carry
extensive country music stocks."
Veteran blucgrass entertainer Bill
Clifton, now living in England and
regularly working the country music
venues, has a number of albums on
Bear Family and all are selling well,
including the double album Going
Back To Dixie (BF 1500-2). Other
strong selling releases include
albums by Sam & Kirk McGce,
Uncle Dave Macon and The
Carolina Tar Heels, all of which
were recorded in the thirties and
forties.
W e s t w o o d Records, w h o
extensively release product by local
country acts, have recently set up a
distribution deal with Clyde Factors
for Scottish representation, and are
currently negotiating for
distribution in other areas of the
United Kingdom.
Kenny's deinit
LIVERPOOL'S KENNY Johnson &
Nonhwind, recently seen at the
Eighth International Festival of
Country Music and on tour with
Marty Robbins, have their debut
album available on North West
Gramophone Records. The album is
tilled Lakeside Highway (NWG
76103). and retailers' information
can be obtained from North West
Gramophone at Richmond House,
Station Road, Hcsketh Bank,
Preston PR4 6SN (telephone:
077473 3698/2136).
Following initial interest from the
release, 2 of the album's tracks —
I've Never Loved Anyone More and
She's Mine — arc to be re-recorded
and released as a single in the near
future.
Kenny Johnson was formerly lead
vocalist with the award winning
Hillsiders. but split from the group
— after a 10 year association — in
earlv 1975 to form Nonhwind.

Top Country albums
THE OUTLAWS. Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson, Jessi Colter,
Tompall Glaser, RCA RS 1048
IT'S ALL IN THE MOVIES, Merle Haggard. Capitol E-ST11483
TOUCH OF COUNTRY, Various Artists, Topaz TOO 1976
HARMONY, Don Williams, ABC ABCL5177
LITTLE ROSA.. Red Sovine, Hit HITL5008
HAPPINESS OF HAVING YOU, Charley Pride, RCA LSA 3262
THE SONG WE FELL IN LOVE TO. Connie Smith. CBS 81212
TIL I CAN MAKE IT ON MY OWN, Tammy Wynette, Epic
EPC
K
81182
THE SOUND IN YOUR MIND, Willie Nelson. CBS 81252
BLACK BEAR ROAD, C. W. McCall. MGM 2315354
JOLENE, Dolly Parton, RCA AFLI-0473
THE BATTLE, George Jones, Epic EPC81194
LIVE IN LONDON, John Denver. RCA RS 1050
13= DOUBLY DEVINE, Syndey Devine, Philips6625019
ELITE HOTEL, Emmylou Harris, Reprise K 54060
YOU RE MY BEST FRIEND, Don Williams, ABC ABCL5127
BEST OF BUCK OWENS Vol 3. Buck Owens, Capitol E-ST11471
S 0F SL VI
IArtistsV^/oono
" WH'TMAIM, Slim Whitman, United
UAS 29898J
PART0N Dol|
Parton,MCA
RCA2743
LSA 3236
THE KITTY WELLS STORY,' Kittyy Wells.
Information supplied by the Country Music Association (Great
in^w a a!fd T sales
Jn specialist
Country Music Shops in the
are
cho m k nolec,^ that
?Ve albums
consistent sellers in all shops, it
man ar
y
tists
register
average
1
specific areas which
may not be reflected inabove
the CMA
(GB) sales
chart.in
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HUSH

AMLK/CKM/YKM/64581
10 brand new tracks featuring
There's A Kind Of Hush',' "Breaking Up Is Hard To Do'
and their new single"! Need To Be In Love'.'

Massive radio promotion

Quarter page

on the following stations:

ads in:

Capital

Clyde

Daily Mirror

City

Metro

Daily Mail

Forth

Trent

Swansea

Pennine

Sunday Times

B.R.M.B.

L.B.C.

Hallam

Piccadilly

Victory

Tees
Thames Valley

Beacon

Orwell

Plus heavy nationwide window displays.

Be ready for the huge demand
rw-Hprnow! From: CBS/WEA/A&M Ladbroke Hall,
Barlby Road. London W.10. Phone: 01-960 2155
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references to Garvey. Natty Dread,
Jah, Africa etc., and positively oo/.e
social comment. The LP collects
previously recorded singles like 1
consiruclccl. Makes good casyNeed a Roof. Right Time, and Have
Mercy, the latter now released as a
lisicning and natural bedsit fodder if
single for the first time in Britain.
not exactly chart material. Hazzard
Donald Sharpe's lead vocals,
and Barnes will reach a public by
liberally laced with echo, are strong
hard touring and continuous
production of good material — their
and tuneful; the production is solid:
names are separately known: Tony
the fresh, hopeful quality that makes
Hazzard as writer of Fox On The
reggae so attractive to the jaded
Run. Ha! Ha! said the Clown, and
European soul is there in
Listen To Me, Richard Barnes as
abundance.
*+
singer of Take To The Mountains
and Go North, (hits about five years
AUTIN ROBERTS
ago) plus playing the title role for a
Private Stock PVLP 1004.
while in Jesus Christ Superstar. This
Producer: Bob Montgomery. The
is the duo debut LP and though not
success or failure of this album
the ultimate, does show potential for
depends to a large extent on Private
future albums. Names to watch.
Stock being able to promote his
current single, the strongly melodic
This Time Tm In It For Love, into
THE MIGHTY DIAMONDS
the charts. Otherwise his chances,
Right Time. Virgin V2052. Prod:
based on one hit. Rocky, must be
Joseph Hoo Kim. Virgin continues
rated as iffy, for Roberts remains
its forays into the reggae field with
unestablished as a personality here.
this debut album from Jamaican
You're A Beautiful Place To Be,
vocal trio the Mighty Diamonds,
Walk Your Kisses, Just To Make
who have been recording since 1969.
You Mine indicate the romantic
and have enjoyed good singles sales
content of the album, and Roberts
in Britain. Vocal style is somewhat
sings with all the beguiling charm of
influenced by black American
a John Denver. The potential is
outfits like the Stylistics, but the
certainly there — if another hit
music is pure reggae, and likewise
single is fonhcomine.
the lyrics, which abound in
D
D

a
n

TONY MONOPOLY
Tony Monopoly. Buk BULP 2000.
Producers: Paul Murphy. Some tv
promotion lined up behind this
album, plus extensive press advertising — the several times winner of
Opportunity Knocks may find
himself with a useful-selling LP for
his recording debut. The British
music scene seems to be lacking in
big-voiced singers now but
Monopoly could remedy the
situation — he gives attractive
readings of 1 Believe (sung at
breakneck speed), I'll Have To Say I
Love You In A Song, One More
Mile and Macarlhur Park. An
album to watch.
MISCELLANEOUS
Tliis England. Decca DPA 3029/30.
Producer and JEditor: Raymond
Ware. A splendidly-packaged twoalbum set which gives a musical
picture of England, and must
become a popular souvenir amongst
tourists this summer. Making their
contributions are such names as
Stanley Holloway, George Formby,
Vcra Lynn and Grade Fields, with
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra

and King's College Choir,
Cambridge adding to the music —
and for good measure there are the
chimes of Westminster Abbey too!
Somebody has made an astute move
at Decca producing this set. Two
other albums are also likely to have
plenty of sales potential — Here Is
Wales (Decca DPA 3025/6) which
has 28 selections including the voices
of Richard Burton, Max Boyce and
Stuart Burrows, and contributions
bv various Welsh choirs. Bonnie
Scotland (DPA 3027/S) includes
Kenneth McKellar, Moira
Anderson, Jimmy Shand and
Alasdair Gillies in its line-up.
RAY THOMAS
Hopes Wishes and Dreams.
Threshold THS 17. Production: Ray
Thomas and Derek Varnals. The
most recent and the least interesting
of the various Moody Blues
members' solo efforts. Thomas
offers it as a collection of songs he
hopes people will enjoy, and it is
getting heavy press advertising. It's
hard to find anything to recommend
it. The Hayward/Lodge LP did well,
the Graeme Edge LP not so well,
and this one is destined for a long
shelf life. It smacks of anything-you-

can-do-I-can-do, and was probably
a lot of fun in the making, but as a
serious offering to rock audiences,
iet alone Moody Blues appreciators,
it is well below expectations.
ACKER BILK
The Very Best Of. EMI EMC 3125.
This familiar haunting melody of
Stranger On The Shore kicks off this
20-1 rack collection which also
includes Never On a Sunday, Petite
Fleur. The Bells of St. Mary's and
Limehouse Blues. Should be a
steady seller.
ROBERT YOUNG
Sings Great Songs From Great
Shows. EMI EMC 3119. Producer:
Norman Newell. A rather underrated singer, Young has been
working the Northern club circuit
and doing European engagements
with great success, yet it has never
really been converted into high
record sales. Here he gives tasteful
versions of Try To Remember, The
Sound of Music, Maria and What 1
Did For Love which should appeal
to his fans.

U.S. Top 30
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ALBUMS
WINGS AT THE SPEED OF SOUND, Wings
FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE, Peter Frampton
BLACK AND BLUE, Rolling Stones
HERE AND THERE, Elton John
ROCKS, Aerosmith
DIANA ROSS, Diana Ross
FLEETWOOD MAC, Fleetwood Mac
BREEZIN', George Benson
PRESENCE, Led Zeppelin
RASTAMAN VIBRATION, Bob Marley & The Wailers
HIDEAWAY. America
HARVEST FOR THE WORLD. Isley Brothers
LOOK FOR THE NUMBER ONE, Brothers Johnson
SILVER CONVENTION, Silver Convention
I WANT YOU, Marvin Gaye
AMIGOS, Santana
TOO OLD TO ROCK 'N' ROLL TOO YOUNG TO DIE,
Jethro Tull
DARYL HALL & JOHN OATES. Daryl Hall & John Gates
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA, Queen
NATALIE, Natalie Cole
THE ROYAL SCAM, Steely Dan
FLY LIKE AN EAGLE, Steve Miller Band
SILK DEGREES, Boz Scraggs
MOTHERSHIP CONNECTION, Parliament
TAKIN IT TO THE STREETS, Doobie Brothers
A LOVE TRILOGY, Donna Summer
THEIR GREATEST HITS. The Eagles
CONTRADICTION, Ohio Players
JAILBREAK, Thin Lizzy
THE DREAM WEAVER, Gary Wright
SINGLES
SILLY LOVE SONGS. Wings
GET UP AND BOOGIE, Silver Convention
MISTY BLUE, Dorothy Moore
LOVE HANGOVER, Diana Ross
SARA SMILE, Daryl Hall & John Gates
SHANNON, Henry Gross
SHOP AROUND, Captain EtTennille
MORE — MORE — MORE (PART I). Andrea True
Connection
AFTERNOON DELIGHT, Starland Vocal Band
I LL BE GOOD TO YOU, Brothers Johnson
HAPPY DAYS (From the Paramount TV Series), Pratt &
McClain
KISS AND SAY GOODBYE, Manhattans
LOVE IS ALIVE, Gary Wright
TAKIN' IT TO THE STREETS, Doobie Brothers
MOVIN', Brass Construction
I WANT YOU, Marvin Gaye
G0NNA FALL IN
LOVE
AGAIN, Eric Carmen
MOONLIGHT FEELS RIGHT.
Starbuck
Steve
I^rXH^iy/THEME
l0NEY A1NJD
Band
(Keep Your Eye 0n The
u
u
■
Sparrow),
Rhythm Heritage
FOOL TO CRY, Rolling Stones
THE BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN, Thin Lizzy
You Ever Win)
\a/c'
' Fleetwood Mac
WELCOME
BACK. John Sebastian
BOOGIE FEVER, Sylvers
GET CLOSER, Seals & Crofts
YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND, Queen
E
HE HAPPY PEOp
^nrrn
LE GO,
Trammps
GOT TO rcT
GET ^M
YOU INTO MY LIFE, The
Beatltes
TODAY'S THE DAY, America
By Courtesy of Billboard
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Carlv Simon's new album: Another Passenger.
New single: "It Keeps You Running" b/w "Be With Me" K12217
On Elektra Records and Tapes.
[E
K52036

Obtainable from youf WEA Salesman or the CBS/WEA/A&M Depot,Telephone 01-960 2155
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RADIO ONE RECORDS 01 THE WEEK
Goodbvc— Manlraiiaiis(CBS43lT)
Noel Udmondv
and S.nWonderful
Tonv
Blackburn;Kiss
Number
— Jay A The Techniques (Polydor 20(r6.64S)
Johiinv Walker; I lash Of Tire — Uoyi Amou ( AAM \\1S 7236)
Oj\id H imihon; Man To Man - Hoi Chucolaie IK AK 236)

STATION PICS
■ i. ci<ii»a» s-inf•uin (C
I Uoliovc (When 1 I all In Lo\o Ii Will Uc I orcvcri An Garfunkc! (CHS4.US)
Sue'ir Mou.naiii - Rock l ollies (Island W1P 63101
Tiger Bay - Silver Conveimon (Magnet MAG69)

METRO RADIO
C low ns - Ed Welsh (Arista 58)
Hie Old Fashioned Way — Promises (CBS 4283)
You Are My Love — Liverpool Express (Warner Bros K. 16 -13)
Lei's
Bryan Ferry
W1P 6307)
SunnvSlick
Dav Toeeiher
— Screio —MendesA
Brasil(Island
77 (Warner
Bios. K 1.-141
Rock And Roll Music — Beach Boys (Warner Bros. K 14440)

CAPITOL CLIMBERS
ROBBIE

VINCENTS ROCKET
LONDON)
Kiss and Sav Coodbve — Manhaiiens (CBS 4317)

(RADIO

SWANSEA SOUND
Gins Harper: Moonliidn Feels Rielu — Siarhusk (I'rivaie Siotk PA 161)
Da\eBovven: Har\es| For The World — Mey Broihers (Fpie SI:PC4369)
Phil Foihercill: 3 arrabaneee — Rolph Harris(F.MI 2462)
Michael Hooper: For The Lasi Time — Sandpippers (Sairil SAT III)
\'n Evans: (Wc Gei Alone So Easily) Don't Von Apree —Morcombe & Wise (EMI
2475)

BRMB PERSONALITY PICKS
Say Gooi
lans (CBS SCBS 4317)
Adrian Jusie; Sunday - Busier ((RC A 2678)
Ed Doolan: Varrabangee— Rolph Harris(EMI 2462)
Dave Jameson; This Is The Me Me — Brenda Jones (RCA 26SS)
Brian Savin. A Dunerfly For Bucky — Bobby Coldsboro (Uniied Artisis Up 36127)
Robin
ValkOneDon't
McTlicre
— Tubes
1 ee Ross:
PieceTouch
Ai A Time
— Johnny
Cash(AAM
(CBSAMS
4287)''239)

RADIO TEES
David Hoare: My Friend The Wind — Demis Roussos (Philips DEM IS 001)
Brian Anderson: Rain Oh Rain — Fools Gold (Arisia60)
lan Fisher; Sail Awav — Nilsson (RCA 26S7)
Dave Grecorv; L.O.D. (LOVE ON DELIVERY) - Billy Ocean (C.TO GT 62)
Alasiair Pirrie: Rock And Roll Music — Beach Boys (Warner Bros. K 14440)
Tonv Gilham; Hearraches In Hcanaches — Andrew Gold (Asylum K 130339)

Hold Your Head Up High - Argent (Epic SEPC 43.1
l58 5)
Ciood
Vibranons
Be Nice-Beach
Suspicious
Minds Wouldn'i
-Waylon hJennings
& Jcssi t oller ( R( A ) '
Ii Onlv Fakes A Mimiie — One Hundred Ton & I earner (UK l J.s)
1 t-ader Of The Pack - Sliaugri Las (Charly CS 1009)
Y ou're My Be-i Friend — Queen (L.MI 2494)

RADIO CLYDE
Dave Marshall; A Uurterllv For Bucky — Bobby Goldsboro (U ed Anisis UP
36217)
Sieve Jones: Come
On Ov er — Olivia New ion John (E.Ml 2466)
Richard Park- Man To Man — Hoi Chocolaic (R.AK 238)
Tom Ferric; Rock And Roll Music — Beach Boys (Warner Bros. K 14440)
Brian Ford: Sail Away — Nilsson (RCA 2687)
Bill Smilh. Foxy Lady — Crown Heights Affair (Poly dor 2001.664)

RADIO TWO ALBUM OF THE WEEK
Look Mv Way — Rosemary Clooney (United Artists UAS 29918)

CLYDE'S CURRENT CHOICE
Siar In My Life — Sieve Marriou (A&M AMS 7230)

RADIO HALLAM
Keith Skues: LoveStealer — Hello (Boll 1482) The Surprise Sisicrs (Good Earth
Roger MalTaf Goi To Get You Into My Life
John Moran: I leariachcs In Heartaches — Andrew Gold (Asylum K 13039)
Colin Siade- Woolv Body — Eddie & The Hot Rods (Island WIP 6306)
Rav Siuan: Me And Babv Brother - War (Island WIP 6363)
Brenda Ellison: Man To Man - Hoi Chocolate (R.AK 238)
Bill Cro/ier: I Want You'She's So Heavy — Ann C. Sheridan (Bradley s HI. AK
1003)

PENNINE RADIO
PENNINE PIC
Got To Get You lino Mv Life — The Surprise Sisters (Good Eanh GD 3)

PICCADILLY RADIO
It's So Nice (To Havc You Home) — New Seekers (CBS SCBS 4391)
Me And Babv
(Island(Private
WIP 6303)
Moonlighl
FeelsBrother
Right —— War
Starbuck
Stock PV 161)
Freedom Enouch — Caiherine I lowc (RCA 2693)
Doina Dc Jale - Gheorghe Zamfir (Epic EPC >310)
Rock And Roll Music — Beach Boys (Reprise K 14440)
Tliinkine Of You — Paul Davis (London HL.M 10530)

PRESENTERS PICS.
Siewan Francis; Harvcsi For The World — Isley Broihers (CBS 4369)
Peier Levy:- Superman — (Bus Stop BUS 1045)
KoeerI
Roger IKirk elcotnc Back — John Sebasiian (Warner Bros K 14434)
Julius
Scragg; Man To Man - -1 lor Chocolate (RAK 238)
Li/ Allen: Good Vibrations Beach Boys(Capi(ol Cl. I5S75)

DOWNTOWN RADIO
John Paul's Power Play; Man To Man - Hoi Chocolaic (RAK 23S)
Candy Devine's l-lii Pick: Goi To Gel You lino My Life — The Surprise Sisters
(Good Eanh GD3)
Paul Prcnicr's Personaliiv Pick: Sail Awav — Nilsson (RCA 26S7)
Big T s Biggie; Dance Wiih Me — Orleans (Asylum K 13040)
MeSharrv's Sure Shor Come On Over — Olivia Newion John (EMI 2466)
Hendi'sHoi One. Harvest For The World - Islcv Brothers (Epic SEPC4369)
Engineer's Hit Pick: Flesh Of Eire — I loy t Axtori (A&M AMS 7236)

RADIO FORTH
Steve Hamillon: Mean To Me — Rita Coolidge (A&M AMS 7240)
Mike Scon. L.O.D (Love On Delivery) — Billy Ocean (EMI 2466)
Ouis John: The Womble Bashers of Walihamsiow — Grimms (DJM D.IS6
Mike Cower Heanacliosin Heanaches — Andrew Gold (Asy lum K 13039)
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Order na/v from your U.A. salesman or EMI Records Disiribuiion Coniro 'hI. (01) 759 4532/4611 & 848 9811
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INDEX
ANTHONY, Miki
Y
AYRES. Roy
0
ATOMIC ROOSTER
D
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN
M
BIG ROY
I
BARBER. Chris
G
BRASS CONSTRUCTION
C
BRENDAN
G
BEACH BOYS
R
CLARK, Nobby
S
CARTER. Errol
R
CLARK, Jimmy Soul Band
S
CARPENTERS
I
CRUISE, Pablo
L
CORKY
L
CARVELL. Alan
G
CANNON', Freddy
P
DUDEK, Les
C
DENVER. John
L
DOORS
H
ELTIGRE
B
FAME, Georgie
S
FRASER, Albercrombie.
M
FIVE PENNY PIECE
W
GRAVES, Carl
M
GOULTET, Robert
A
GIBBONS, Sieve
J
GILSTRAP. Jim
M
GROOVY WINSTON
L
GOLDEN FIDDLE ORCHESTRA
S
JAMES. Stuart
I
JILL BABY LOVE
M
JARVIS BROTHERS
S
JORDAN, Louis/Chns Barber
F
K.G.'s
H
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A - Pye. CW - CBS/VVEA. E - EMI. F
Phonodisc, H - H. R. Toylor. I — Island L —
Lugtons. R — RCA. S — Selocto. X - Clyde
Factors. Z - Enterprise. CR - Creole. P —
Pinnacle. T
Transatlantic, SH —
Shannon. SA — Saga.
LISTINGS
ABO
A MAN AND A BABY BOY. Sky
High, RUBY WILSON. JAYBOY
BOY 106 (Z).
AFTER ALL IS SAID AND DONE. The
Little Prince, ROBERT GOULET.
London American HLO 10531 (SI.
AS TIME GOES BY. Melaine, BRYAN
MARSHALL. PYE POPULAR 7N
45603(A).

LOFGREN, Nils & Grin
S
MASON. Barry.
C
McCOY. Charlie
B
MARLEY, Bob & The Wailers
R
MARSHALL, Bryan
A
McKENNA, Mae
C
MILLER, Lloyd
W
McGEAR, Mike
D
MISTA CHARGE
S
NESM1TH. Michael
S
NEW SEEKERS
I
OUTLAWS
B
OHIO PLAYERS
W
PRIDE, Charley
M
PITTONS PARTY
F
PURPLE GANG
G
PARKS, Lloyd.
W
ROCK FOLLIES
S
RILEY. Billy Lee
F
RE1D, Denny
E
RUNDGREN, Rod
G
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS &
QUIVER
W
STARBUCK
M
SCREEMER
I
SIGHT AND SOUND
D
SHAW, Marlena
I
SANTANNA, Carlo
H
STREETWALKERS
D
SHADI CINNANON
. R
TWO MAN SOUND
D
TURNSTYLE..
D
TRADER
S
TAYLOR. James
S
URIAH HEEP
O
VIVAKAKI
R
WOOSH, Jah
J
WILSON. Rudy
A
WORTHING, Sonny
L
WIDOW MAKER
P
BREAKER-BREAKER, South Carolina,
OUTLAWS. Arista 54(E)
BOOGIE WOOGIE, Keep On Harpin',
CHARLIE McCOY. Monument MNT
4383 (CW).
BABY. Happiness Is, EL TIGRE. Decca
FR 13655 (S).
CHANGIN' Dance. BRASS
CONSTRUCTION. United Artists UP
36134 (E).
CITY MAGIC, Sad Clown. LES DUDEK.
CBS 4352 (CW).
COPACABANA NIGHT, Waiting In The
Wings, BARRY MASON. Magnet
MAG 68 (CW).
CRYING IN THE RAIN, Losing You, MAE
McKENNA Transatlantic BIG 540
(T).
DANCE WITH ME, Truth, SIGHT AND
SOUND. Transatlantic BIG 544 (T).

u
n
DADDY ROLLING STONES, Hole In
Your Pocket, STREETWALKERS.
VERTIGO 6059.144 (F).
DEVIL'S ANSWER. The Rock, ATOMIC
ROOSTER Mooncrest MOON 52
(S).
DO NOTHING ALL DAY, A To Z, MIKE
McGEAR. EMI 2484 (E).
DISCO CHARLIE . BROWN, Balaffon,
TWO MAN SOUND MINT CHEW 6
(Z).
*
DON'T THINK WE CAN MAKE IT, True
Love, TURNSTYLE. PYE POPULAR
7N 45605 (A).
EVERYBODY'S GOT TO HAVE
SOMEONE SOMEHOW, Loving You,
DENNY REID. PHILIPS 6006.534 (F).
FLYING SAUCER ROCK AND ROLL,
Betty & Dupree, BILLY LEE RILEY.
CHARLY CS 1008 (Z).
50 CENTS, Is You Is Or Is You Ain't My
Baby, LOUIS JORDAN WITH CHRIS
BARBER. Black Lion BSP45104 (T).
FRIDAY NIGHT (PAY DAY). Pay Day
(Friday Night), PITTONS PARTY.
RIVERDALE RR 101 (Z).
GRANNY TAKES A TRIP, Bootleg
Whisky, PURPLE GANG.
Transatlantic BIG 101 (T).
GOOD VIBRATIONS, Love Of The
Common Man, TOD RUNDGREN.
BEARSVILLE K 15524 (CW).
GIVE ME AN OLD FASHIONED SWING,
Oro, CHRIS BARBER. Black Lion
BSP 45106 IT).
GEORGIA ON MY MIND (Disco Version),
Georgia On My Mind, ALAN
CARVELL. United Artists UPS 9(E)
GO ALL THE WAY, Make Me A Dollar,
Make Me A Dime, BRENDAN. UK
139(F).
HI
HELLO I LOVE YOU, Love Me Two
Times, DOORS. ELEKTRA K 12215
(CW).
HOLD MY HAND (ARIA), Judy, CARLO
SANTANNA. PHILIPS 6006.504 (F).
HUSTLE WIT EVERY MUSCLE. Let's
Boogie. THE KG's POLYDOR
2001.675(F)
IN THE DESERT, Naaty Judge, BIG
ROY. ROCKERS RRS6(I).
INTERPLANATARY TWIST, Billy.
SCREEMER. Bell 1483(E)
I NEED TO BE IN LOVE. Sandy
CARPENTERS. A&M AMS 7238
(CW).
I'M IN THE MOOD, Fire Fly, STUART
JAMES. Bradley's BRAD 7614 (A).

ROOTS ROCK REGGAE, Stir It Up BOB
MARLEY & THE WAILERS. Island
WIP 6309 (I).
ROSY, Come Along To The Rock Show
VIVIVAKI. Sonet SON 2079 (A)
ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC, The TM
Song, THE BEACH BOYS. REPRISE
K 14440 (CW)
RAM GOAT MALISH WATER, Renkinq
Dub, ERROL CARTER, Cactus CT 96
(ECR).
RAINBOW IN MY HEART, Be Easy
SHANDI CINNANON. ASYLUM K
13036 (CW).

IT'S SO NICE (TO HAVE YOU HOME),
Hey Look High, NEW SEEKERS.
^ CBS 4391 (CW),
IT'S BETTER THAN WALKING OUT
(Disco Version), It's Better Than
Walking Out, MARLENA SHAW.
United Artists UP 10 (E).

JAH-JAH DEY DEY, Collie Sound, JAH
WOOSH. CactusCT95 (ECR),
JOHNNIE COOL, Speed Kills, STEVE
GIBBONS. POLYDOR 2058.745 (Fl.
LIFE TIME Good Ship Pablo Cruise,
PABLO CRUISE. A&M AMS 7241
(CW).
SWEET DARLIN', Sweet Darlin', JIMMY
LEAVING ON A JET PLANE, Sunshine
SOUL CLARK/JIMMY SOUL
On My Shoulders. JOHN DENVER.
CLARK BAND. Black Magic BM 115
RCA 2712 (R).
(CW).
LET'S KEEP LOVIN' TOGETHER, All I Do
SAME TIME SAME PLACE. Disco
(It's For You), CORKY. Sonet SON
Version, JARVIS BROTHERS Decca
2076(A).
F 13652 (S).
LA BELLE FRANCE, Round And Round.
SWEET PERFECTION, Thanking
SONNY WORTHING Transatlantic
Heaven, GEORGIE FAME. Island
BIG 542 (T).
LAUGH AND GROW FAT, I Like The _ WIP 6311(1).
Way, WINSTON GROOVY. Trojan ^ SUGAR MOUNTAIN. War Brides. ROCK
'
FOLLIES. Island WIP 6310 (I).
TR 7984 (S).
SILVER MOON, Lady Of The Valley
MICHAEL NESMITH. RCA 2692 (R).
MO
SOFT FUN, Slippery Fingers, NILS
MY WAY OR HIT THE HIGHWAY, My
LOFGREN & GRIN. CBS 4339 (CW).
Way Or Hit The Highway
STEADY LOVE, Na La Lady, NOBBY
(Instrumental) JILL BABY LOVE.
CLARK Epic EPC 4381 (CW)
Black Magic BM 116 (CW).
SWEETS FOR MY SWEET, Yes I Would,
MOVE ME, Move Me Pt.2. JIM
TRADER. Transatlantic BIG 543 (T)
GILSTRAP CHELSEA 2055.071 (F).
SELECTED
ITEMS FROM THE GOLDEN
MY WHOLE WORLD ENDED, Baby
FIDDLE AWARDS, THE GOLDEN
Don't Knock, CARL GRAVES. A&M
FIDDLE ORCHESTRA. TOP 13 (E).
AMS 7235 (CW).
SHOW ME (WHAT YOUR MADE OF),
MOONLIGHT FEELS RIGHT, Lash
Down Arcturus, MISTA CHARGE.
LaRue, STARBUCK Private Stock
TARGET TGT 112(E).
PVT61.
SHOWER THE PEOPLE. I Can Dream
MARIE'S WEDDING, Edinburgh Music
Of You, JAMES TAYLOR. WARNER
Box. ALBERCROMBIE FRASER.
BROS. K 16776 (CW).
Pinnacle P 8426 (P).
MY SWEET ROSALIE, Sugar Honey
WY
Love, BROTHERHOOD OF MAN.
WHEN THE TRAIN COMES, Love On
Pye 7N 45602 (A)
The Moon, SUTHERLAND
MY EYES CAN ONLY SEE AS FAR AS
BROTHERS & QUIVER. CBS 4336
YOU, Oklahoma Morning, CHARLIE
(CW).
PRIDE RCA 2690 (R).
WATER COLOUR MORNING, Old
ONE WAY OR ANOTHER, Misty Eyes,
URIAH HEEP. Bronze BRO 27 (I).
England. FIVE PENNY PIECE. EMI
2485 (E)
OBIQUITY EVOLUTION, Mystic Voyage,
ROY AYRES. POLYDOR 2066.671
WONDER OF YOU, I Be Your Man,
(F).
LLOYD PARKS. Trojan TR 7985 (S).
WAY OF LOVING, Sweet Lorraine,
LLOYD MILLER. Trojan TR 7986 (S).
PR
WHO'D SHE COO, Fopp, OHIO
PALISADES PARK, Action, FREDDY
PLAYERS. MERCURY PLAY 001 (F).
CANNON. PHILLIPS 6000.200 (F).
YOU GIVE ME GOOD LOVE. Hey
PIN A ROSE ON ME, On The Road,
Suzanne, MIKI ANTHONY. Bradley's
WIDOW MAKER. JET 782 (F).
BRAD 7613 (A),
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[market place!

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
0
I4p per word. C6.00 per single column inch.
Box number charge 50p. Minimum order £2 00,
SERIES DISCOUNT: 6 insertions 10%, 13 insertions IBo-o
The copy deadline is Thursday 5pm, one week prior to publication
•
1 D ,ca,lon
flat artwork or typed copy for typesetting
- Advertisements may be submittori «
0r f..rth
,Urther
payment
full, must accompany each advertisement For
r ™afcn contact Grace" "ea
Q ,n,0
Tel:
01-437in8090
Greenas
^USIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for ctaims arising out 0f advartising on tbe ciassifiecJ pages.

DISCS

S. GOLD & SONS
WHOLESALE
To alle Record
and Tape rotailers
™,
"P
r
Great Britainsupply
at anywhere
strict tradeIn
terms, plus small handling

[

fUrther d0tailS: Rin9

pst

CASSETTES

BRAND
NEWSINGLES
r? 00 per
too inc
VAT & Carriage.
Amsis inc. Monty Python. Free. Cat
Sievens. Lindisfarne. M Jackson
Splmior. Hoi Choc, C.W.O. J. & J
Records Ltd., 21 Dukes Way,
Berkhampstead, Herts.
No Callers

£1.00~£1.50
JUNE LISTS NOW AVAILABLE
MIDLAND RECORD
COMPANY
115 GUNNERSBURY LANE,
LONDON W3 8HQ.
TELEPHONE 01993 2134-5.

im
RockiABman
Jojj Ailisis
Like
'TheDead.
Bros.BcallevI
Arerha.OakHend/itt,
O.no
Players,
Black
Arkansas.
BB
King,elc
Beck. Byrd. King Crimson. REO.
BESTSELECTION
US OVER RUN
A
CUT
OUT
AVAILABLE
Dealers only call or mile 'or catalogues
FATHER
S AND Blvd
SUN'S
4100 Industrial
Indianapolis.
462S4 USA
PIT)Indiana
293 5310
Telex 272127 attn KARMA

SUMMER
SALE
We are awaiting delivery of 1/2 million LPs.
And wish to clear large quantities at special sale
prices.
Current Full price IP's
Deletions.
Imports.
All at Attractive Prices

it^

PRICES
TO DEALERS EVERYWHERE
We can now present you with the plain and simple tacts and these are
LIGHTNING RECORDS give up to 35% oft for the Top 100 LP's. all the new
releases, all basic stock LP's.
In fact up to 35% off ail that you would want to sell.
LIGHTNING RECORDS give you a selection of singles 2nd to none from our
own catalogue of over 2.500 lilies.
LIGHTNING RECORDS con supply you with all the latest singles, cassettes
and cartridges at up to 35% off.
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF TV ALBUMS
In fact WHAT YOU WANT WE CAN SUPPLYII
As a further convenience to all our customers wo will be open Saturday
10am-4pm and every SUNDAY between the hours of 10am-2pm.
For further details write or call: Alan Davison, Lightning Records. 841
Harrow Rood, Harlesdon, London. NW10 5NH.
Tel: 01-969 5255/6/7/8

JAVELIN RECORDS
(WHOLESALE)
The North's leading record wholesalers
LPs — Top LP's and New Releases always in stock. All major
labels stocked including EMI. CBS, RCA, PYE, DECCA
POLYDOR
at35% off R.R.P.
Also T V. Albums always in stock
SINGLES — Current Top 50 and Golden Oldies always in
stock. Juke Box operators supplied. All leading labels, at 40%
off R.R.P.
TAPES — Cassettes, as Records, all leading labels
Discounted as LPs
Thousands of titles, far too many to list, but callers welcome at our
warehouse. Turn off the M62 at 6046 Heywood. Within minutes of
motorway. All prices subject to VAT.
JAVELIN RECORDS (WHOLESALE)
Javelin House, Furness Avenue, Heywood, Lanes.
All 'phone enquiries to Heywood 621311.

AN OFFER
FOR A
SCOTSMAN?

GREAT

We are offering good
selling LP's (even to the
English) at up to 40% off
trade price (while stocks
last). No delivery charges
to anywhere in U.K. Send
for lists or telephone; 031228 1565.
S.IE (Wholesale), 52A
India Street, Edinburgh.
EH3 6HD.

1
s'f
S

Phone now for details
01-807 8666
ASI<

$■
FREE STORY
Umited Edition £2.95 VAT each.
Available in Boxes of 12 Tel: 01-579 9331.
Charmdalo Ltd.. 3 Sandringham Mews,
Ealing, London W63DG

FOR BRIAN OR JEFF.

PYRIL SPENCER LTD
11 SHAFTESBURV ROAD,
EDMONTON,
LONDON N.18.

HOT

♦

TOP CASH PAID
For any quantities.
RECORDS/TAPES
Tel; 01-965 6673.
01-951 0992.

STEREO ALBUMS 8p EACH.
Famous artists and labels. For
information send 2
International Reply Coupons
to: Colosseum Records, 134 S.
20th St., Phila., PA. U.S.A.

r

More Inflation
beaters
U S A DELETIONS PRICES INC.
ROYALTY - ADO VAT 70p each.
Lulftar Ingram I've been nore af rho
omu
Luther Ingram If Lomg you is wrong
Herman's Hermits On tour
Herman's Hermits Blaze
SpKlerman From Beyond the grave
Dusty Springfield Cameo
Leoz Zavaroni Ma' He's making eyes
ar mo
£1.00 each
David Bowie The man who sold the
wo/Id
David Alan Coe Penitentiary Blues
Dillards Roots and Branches
Marvin Gaye That's the way love is
Islcy Bros. It's your thing
Hawkwind Hall of Mountain Gnft
Doctor John Anytime Anyplace
Love Out here
Man Slow Motion
Dory Previn Reflections >n a mud
puddle
£1.25
Ohio Players Ecstasy
Steelove Span Pleased to see the
King
Stovie Wonder Where I'm coming
from
£1.50
The Beatles Let It Be
SPECIAL DEALS
Rolling Stones Rolled Gold £2.£
Rolling Stones Through the past
darkly £1.50
Rolling Stones High Tide & Green
Grass £1.50
Roxy Music First £1,60
AND MANY MORE ASK FOR
LISTS OR VISIT OUR WAREHOUSE.
TEL 015799331
CHARMDALE LTD..
3 SANDRINGHAM MEWS.
BALING. LONDON W53DG

SERVICES
1
SINGLE MASTERS
11%
Whether you are a Producer, Manager,
Publisher or Performer, Paladin Records
will pay a flat royalty of 11% on 90% for
commercial finished product. We will also
pay royalties monthly. Sorry absolutely no
advances as we need the money for
promotion.
For full details ring Mike Willis or
Norma King at 01-486-7601 or write to
Paladin Records at 11 Bingham Place,
London W1.

MAINLINE RECORDS
(Wholesale Division)
We aie the experts for a personal
wholesale service for all your Record
and Tape requirements The fastest
and most efficient service you will
find. Current offers include; Blank
Cassettes C60 30p, C90 — 45p.
0120 60p.
plus 8% VAT
7" cardboard record sleeves. £3 95
per 250 i 8% VAT p.&p. 20p
Write or phone;
Mainline Records.
53 Queens Road.
Buckhurst Hill. Essex.
Tel: 01-505 7466
Tel. 01-505 4024
EXPORT FACILITIES
AVAILABLE

AGENCY
[

I

CATHY BURNS
EMPLOYMENT
Wo specialise in female jobs in the
Music Business. Please contact us if
you need a job or if you have any
staff problems temporary or
permanent
Telephone: 01-937 8807
MORE MARKET PLACE
PAGES 46 + 47
PAGE 41
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ON RADIO
ON TOUR
ON RECORD
RADIO STATIONS PLAYING E.L.O.SINGLE'STRANGE MAGIC
■orth, Edinburgh-194
orthFller

r

Radio Luxembourg-208
Bob Stewart's Hot Shot

rao\oone

0nNoe»yEdmonds
DaVid

Hamdton

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA: New Album 'FACE THE MUSIC
Jet IP 11 • Jet MC11 ■ let TG11
New Single'STRANGE MAGIC Jet 779
7^5
M
ECORDS

And As Special Guests Of E.L.O.

THE STEVE GIBBONS BAND
New Album:'ANY ROAD UP'2383 381 • IVI/C3170281
New Single: 'JOHNNY COOL' 2058 745

'v

Dc^^dor
PAGE 42

ORDER FROM POLYDOR is OWN DISTRIBUTION COMPANY: PHONODISC LTD, CLYDE WORKS. GROVE RD, ROMFORD. ESSEX. RM6 -lOR TEL: 01-590 7766

vM

Mvv jlbum choris arc calctjorised
from on® listing of 120 records
compiled by BMRB on returns from
300 conventional record outlets
Sales througb other than- regula
fnops and departments are not
indicated. Chart covers LPs retailinq
,49 and upwards.
lt
CHART POR WEEKENDING
JUNE 5

..onu- week Chart
11
1 1
5

8
'9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

8
5
17
23
7
15
14
33
12
30
11
21
13
39
25
35
19

15
13

12
8

13
11

4
21

33 31
34 28
35 36

6
2

11

37 16
26
4
42 134
32 21
_
41

|

1
4

_
_
1
T

NEW ENTRY
-- PLATINUM LP
If million sales)
= GOLD LP (£250.000
sales LPs rolensed Ist.
Sept 74)
- SILVER LP
□ (£100.000
sales as from
1st. Jon. 76)
RE-ENTRY

1

T,TLE
~
GREATEST HITS
LIVE ll\J LONDON

artist
O Abba

CHANGESONEBOWIE
WINGS AT THElpjED^TsOUl^
INSTRUMENTAL GOLD
THE BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT& THE PIPS
BLACK AND BLUE
FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE

24
22
18
16
29
27

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
30
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PRODUCER
B. Andersson/B. Ulvaous
Milton Okun

David Bowie
Wings
Paul McCartney
Various
Gladys Knight a The Pips
Rolling Stones
The Glimmer Twins
Peter Frampton
Peter Frampton
I'M NEARLY FAMOUS
Cliff Richard
Bruce Welch
BREAKAWAY
Gallagher & Lyfe
David
Kershenbaum
FLY LIKE AN EAGLE
Steve Miller Band
Steve Miller
HIT MACHINE
Various
THEIR GREATEST HITS
® The Eagles
DIANA ROSS
Diana Ross
Berry Gordy
HAMILTON'S HOT SHOTS
Various
A TOUCH OF COUNTRY
Original Artists
SOME OF ME POEMS AND SONGS
i Pam Ayres
Dick Rowe
RAINBOW RISING
Martin Birch
Ritchie Blackmore
WHO LOVES YOU
u Four Seasons
Bob Gaudio
ROYAL SCAM
Steely Dan
GaryCatz
FABULOUS
The Stylistics
Hugo/Luigi
THE BESTOF JOHN DENVER
• John Denver
SIMON 6t GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS
Q Simon B Garfunkel
S&G
ROCK FOLLIES
Andy Mackay
Rock Follies
Paul Murphy
Tony Monopoly
TONY MONOPOLY
Rolling Stones
ROLLED GOLD
Various
JUKE BOX JIVE
Jimmy
Page
•
Led
Zeppelin
PRESENCE
Streetwalkers
Streetwalkers
RED CARD
JohnAlcock
Thin Lizzy
JAIL BREAK
lOcc
^ lOcc
HOW DARE YOU
Bellamy
Bros.*
Phil
Gernhard/Tony
Scotti
BELLAMY BROTHERS
Gus Dudgeon
Elton John
HERE & THERE
Sutherland
Bros
&
Quiver
R.
& H. Albert
REACH FOR THE SKY
Pink Floyd
o Pink Floyd
THE DARK SIDE OFTHE MOON
FROM ELVIS PRESLEY^BOULEVARD. MEMPHIS TENNESSEE Elvis Presley
David Hentschel
□ Genesis
A TRICK OF THE TAIL
Bob Ezrin
Kiss
DESTROYER
o M. Oldfield Oldfield/Newman/Heyworth
TUBULAR BELLS
Don Devito
o Bob Dylan
DESIRE
rZ^T-uc x/cdv RFST OF u Roger Whittaker
-run QPrnND ALBUM OFTHE
"" VERY BEbMJr
O*
«y-ly VftZ-kW r^OWirtO
Tommy Scott
Sydney
Devine
DOUBLY DEVINE
P. Simon/P. Ramone
® Paul Simon
STILL CRAZY AFrERALLTHESE_YEARS
David Bowie
David Bowie
STATION TO STATION
Various
MUSIC OF AMERICA
Milt Okun
John Denver
WINDSONG
Roger Whittakei
TMT^RYBESTOFROGER WHITTAKER
Various
MOTOWN GOLD
—
Slim Whitman
Tom
Dowd
The »frv best of slim whttman
Q Rod Stewart
^Tf ^'T'C CROSSING
/•< >

LABEL & NO
Epic ERG 69218
RCA Victor RS 1050
RCA Victor RS 1055
Parlophone PAS 10010
Warwick WW 5012
Buddah BDLH5013
Rolling Stones COC 59106
A&MAMLM 63703
EMIEMC3122
A&MAMLH 68348
Mercury 9286.177
K Tel TE 713
Asylum K 53017
Tamla Motown STML 12022
Warwick WW 5014
Topaz TOC 1976
Galaxy GAL 6003
Polydor 2490.137
Warner Bros. K 56179
ABC ABCL 5161
Avco 9109.008
RCA Victor APL1 0374
CBS 69003
Island ILPS 9362
BUK BULP2000
Decca ROST 1 /2
K-Tel NE 709
Swan Song SSK 59402
Vertigo 9102.010
Vertigo 9102.008
Mercury 9102.501
Warner Brothers K 56242
DJM DJLPH 473
CBS 69191
Harvest SHVL 804
RCA Victor RS 1060
Charisma CDS 4001
Casablanca CBC 4008
Virgin V 2001
CBS 86003
EMI EMC3117
Philips 6625 019
CBS86001
RCA Victor APL1 1327
Ronco TRD 2016
RCA Victor APL11183
Columbix SCX 6560
Tamla Motown STML 12002
United Artists UAS 29898
Warner Brothers K 56151

NEXT
TEN
CRY TOUGH, Nils Lofgren,
A&M AMLH 64573.
GLITTER BANDS GREATEST
HITS, Bell BELLS264
24 ORIGINAL HITS, Drifters
Atlantic K 60106
HAPPY TO BE, Demis Roussos,
Philips 9101 027
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA,
Queen. EMI EMTC 103
THE BEST OF HELEN REDDY,
Capitol E-ST 11467
TROCADERO, Showaddywaddy. Bell SYBEL8003
NO EARTHLY CONNECTION,
Rick Wakeman, AftM AMLK
64583
59 TOO OLD TO ROC* 'N' ROLL:
TOO YOUNG TO DIE, JethroTull.
Chrysalis CHR 1111
60 COME ON OVER, Olivia
Newton-John, EMI EMC 3124

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

ATOUCH OF COUNTRY
16C
ABBA
1CW
AYRES, Pam
17ZLH
BELLAMY BROTHERS
32CW
BOWIE, David
3, 44R
BLACKMORE. Ritchie
18F
DENVER, John
2,22,46R
DEVINE, Sydney
42F
DYLAN, Bob
40CW
EAGLES
13CW
FOUR SEASONS
19CW
FRAMPTON. Peter
8CW
GENESIS
37F
GALLAGHER & LYLE
10CW
HIT MACHINE
12K
HAMILTON'S HOT SHOTS . . 15M
INSTRUMENTAL GOLD
5M
JUKE BOX JIVE
27K
JOHN, Elton
33A
KISS
38E
KNIGHT, Gladys & The Pips . . 6A
LED ZEPPELIN
28CW
MILLER. Steve, Band
11F
MONOPOLY, Tony
25CW
MOTOWN GOLD
48E
MUSIC OF AMERICA
45B
OLDFIELD, Mike
391
PINK FLOYD
35E
PRESLEY, Elvis
36R
RICHARD. Cliff
9E
ROLLING STONES
7CW, 26S
ROCK FOLLIES
241
ROSS, Diana
14E
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
23CW
SIMON, Paul
43CW
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS &
QUIVER
34CW
STEWART, Rod
50CW
STYLISTICS
21F
STEELY DAN
20CW
STREETWALKERS
29F
THIN LIZZY
30F
10CC
. . .31F
WINGS
4E
WHITMAN, Slim
49E
WHITTAKER, Roger
41. 47E
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A — Pye, CW — CBS/WEA, E —
EMI, F — Phonodisc, H — H.R.
Taylor. I — Island, L — Lugtons,
R — RCA, S — Selecta, X —
Clyde Factors, 2 — Enterprise,
CR — Creole. D — Arcade. T —
Transatlantic, K — K-Tcl, B Ronco, C — Croxwell. M —
Multiple.

CRESOENCE CLSARWATER REVIVAL CHRONICLE
BJ EXPRESS ENERGY TO BURN mm
KISS (DOUBLE ALBUM) AUVECBSP401
p
All albums available on tape.
ifei «nd D iIHBul-on Ceil'o. 1; 3 Uitutfgt fi£>«d H4,cj W.ai)lcic« Te| <01)'SSJSaj-JSt l bS^aian
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-FORECAST
' MILLION (PLATINUM)
,/, MILLION (GOLD)

DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A — Pyc, CW — CBS/WEA, E —
EMI, F — Phonodisc, H — H.R.
Taylor, I — Island, L — Lugtons,
R — RCA, S — Sclecta, X —
Clyde Factors. Z — Enterprise.
CR — Creole, T — Transatlantic
D—Saydisc. P—Pinnacle

MUSICWEEKJU^^9
Last WkS.on TiTLE
ARTIST
IH'i week Chart
COMBINE HARVESTER (BRAND

LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
PRODUCER
NEWKEY)TheWur?0i,
Bob Barrett
EMI 2450 Keith Prowse
YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING
"
Ken Gold
Pye Int. 7N 25709 Screen Gems
SILLY LOVE SONGS Wings
P.
McCartney
Parlophone
R
6014
McCartney
Music/ATV
YOU JUSTMIGHTSEEME CRY Our Kid
T. Sadler
Polydor2058 729 B. Mason/Cookaway
NO CHARGE J. J. Barrie
01
Power Exchange PX209 London Tree
Bill Amesbury
HEART ON MY SLEEVE Gallagher & Lyle
> 6
ABM
AMS
7227
Rondor
David
Karshenbaui
JOLENE Dolly Parton
£ 7
Bob Ferguson
RCA 2675 Carlin Music
TONIGHT S THE NIGHT Rod Stewart
£ 8
Riva3
Copyright
Control
Tom Dowd
MY RESISTANCE IS LOW Robin Sarstedt
DeccaF 13624 Chappell Morris
Ray Singer
SHOW ME THE WAY Peter Frampton
£ 10
Peter Frampton
ABM AMS 7218 Rondor
LET YOUR LOVE FLOW Bellamy Brothers
P. Gernhard/T. Scotti
Warner Brothers K 16690 EMI Music
FOOLTO CRY Rolling Stones
12
Rolling Stones RS 19121 Essex
Glimmer Twins
SHAKE
IT DOWN Mud
M3
Pip Williams
Private Stock PVT65 Evolution/Island
THIS IS IT Melba Moore
BuddahBDS443 Warner Bros.
Van McCoy
DEVIL WOMAN Cliff Richard
15 12
EMI 2458 Chappell Robinson/Sparkle Bruce Welch
MIDNIGHT TRAIN TO GEORGIA Gladys Knight B The Pips
16
Tony Camille
Buddah BDS 444 KPM
THE BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN Thin Lizzy
24
Vertigo
6059
139
Pippin
The
Friendly
Ranger
John Alcock
OH
13 FERNANDO Abba
Epic
EPC
4036
Bocu
Music
B.
Andersson/B.
Ulvaeus
•li
YOUNG
HEARTS
RUN
FREE
Candi
Staton
Dave
Crawford
Warner
Bros.
K
16730
Warner
Bros.
019 26
LET'S STICK TOGETHER Bryan Ferry
Island WIP 6307 United Artists
C. Thomas/B. Ferry
<%20 34
LEADER
OF
THE
PACK
Shangri
Las
Redbird
Charly
CS
1009/Contempo
CS
9032
Robert
Mellin
021
(See Writers)
Philadelphia PIR4250 Gamble Huff/Carlin
SOUL CITY WALK Archie Bell B The Drells
22 21
Eric
Malmud/Tom
Sellers
Chrysalis
CHS
2087
Island
YOU'RE
MY
EVERYTHING
Lee
Garrett
£ 23 28
Carl
Maduri
20th
Century
BTC
2222
Chappells
THE CONTINENTAL Maureen McGovern
<">24 32
Philips 6146. 700 Schwartz Music Co. Inc.
Glen Stuart
£ 25 27
5 THE WANDERER Dion
H. Davis
Tamla Motown TMG 1024 Jobete London
LOVE HANGOVER Diana Ross
26 14
Howard
&
Ron
Albert
CBS
4001
Island/Smash
Brothers
27 10 12 ARMS OF MARY Sutherland Brothers/Quiver
Route
RT30
Warner
Bros.
Fusion
Enterprises
Inc.
THE FLASHER Mistura With Lloyd Michels
28 23
Tony
Hiller
Pye 7N 45569 Hiller/ATV
0 29 25 14 SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME Brotherhood of Man
Mike Holoway Senior
Pinnacle
P 8419 Arretta
{■>30 39
DAWN Flintlock
Sonny
Limbo/Micky
Buckins
Epic
EPC
4294
Kags
£>31 49
2 WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD Johnny Nash
Mercury
6167
324
Lowery/Chappells
18
I'M YOUR PUPPET James B Bobby Purify
Bell 1478 Martin Coulter Bill Martin/Phil Coulter
REQUIEM Slik
33 30
Gerry Bron
Bronze BRO 26 Osibisounds
DANCE THE BODY MUSIC Osibisa
O 34 45
Gregg Diamond
Buddah BDS 442 Intersong
35 20 10 MORE MORE MORE Andrea True Connection
Detlef Petersen
Spark SRL1139 Southern/MCPS
SOLD MY SOUL FOR ROCK 'N'ROLL Linda & The Funky Boys
Billy Sherrill
Epic EPC 4091 Gallico/KPM
DON'T WANNA PLAY HOUSE Tammy Wynette
Philadelphia PIR4144 Gamble Huff/Carlin K. Gamble/L Huff
LET'S MAKE A BABY Billy Paul
Bob Gaudio
Warner Brothers K 16742 Jobete London
39
SILVER STAR Four Seasons
P.
Bellotte/G.
Moroder
Kamiazi/Carlm
GTO GT 60
40
COULD IT BE MAGIC Donna Summer
Fatback
Band
Polydor 2066 682 Clita/lntersong
41
PARTY TIM F Fatback Band
Allen Reynolds/Don Williams
ABC 4098 Mems
RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN Don Williams
Manhattans
CBS 4317 April
KISS AND SAY GOODBYE Manhattans
Marc Bolan
EMI MARC 14 Wizard
David
Batchelor
Iger/Panache
I LOVE
TO
BOOGIE
T.
Rex
Mountain
TOP
12
BC)SToiTrEX^ARTTsensationa^A|exJHarvey Band
Tony
Hiller/ATV
Tony
Hiller
THE
Pye 7N 45602
46 KhVldH/yi MY SWEET ROSALIE Brotherhood Of Man
Tom
Couch/James
Stroud
Contempo CS 2087 Intersong
Moore
47 KEEniS MISTY BLUE DorothyJOE
Magnet
MAG 69 Magnet/Butterfly/Meridian/Siegel S. Levay
Silver Convention
RCA 2678 Mighty Music/RAK Mackay/Scott/Wolfe
TIGER BABY/NO NO
49 HSBzina SUNDAY Buster
Patrick Boceno
Philips 6006 519 Virgin (MCPS)
0 1
> 2

50

TUBULAR BELLS Champs Boys

panel of 300 shops by British Market Research Bureau.

STAR BREAKERS
CMON MARRIANNH. Donny Osmond
Polydor 2066 683
SOMEBODY'S ROCKING MY DREAM
BOAT. Murray Head. Island WIP G304
YOU ARE MY LOVE Liverpool Express,
Warner Brothers K 16743
THE TWO OF US, Mac b Katie Kissoon.
State STAT 21
ME AND BABY BROTHER. War, Island
WIP 6303
YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK, Bob &
Marcia, Trojan TRM 3001
TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN. Steve
Miller Band. Philips 6078 800
THE ROUSSOS PHENOMENON, Demis
Roussos, Philips DEMIS 001
KANGAROO ROCK. Hank Mizell. Charly
CS1011
IT ONLY TOOK A MINUTE One Hundred
Tons & A Feather. UK 135

DISTRIBUTORS A-Z
Arms of Mary
27W
Combine Harvester
IE
Could It Be Magic
40F
Devil Woman
15E
Dance The Body Music .
341
Dawn
30P
Fernando .
18CW
Fool To Cry
12CW
Heart On My Sleeve
6CW
I Don't Wanna Play House
37CW
I Love To Boogie. .
44 E
I'm Your Puppet
32F
I Recall A Gypsy Woman
42CW
Jolene
7R
Kiss and Say Goodbye
43CW
Let Your Love Flow
IICW
Leader Of The Pack
21ZLHX,'A
Let s Make A Baby
38CW
Let's Stick Together
201
Love Hangover
26E
Midnight Train To Georgia
16A
Misty Blue ...
47A
More
More
More
.
.
.
35A
My Resistance Is Low
9S
My Sweet Rosalie .
46A
No Charge
5ZLHX
Party Time
41F
Requiem
33E
Save Your Kisses For Me
29A
Sunday
. . 2R
Silly Love Songs
3E
Shake It Down
13E
Show Me The Way
10CW
Silver Star
39CW
Soul City Walk
22CW
Tiger Bay/No No Joe
48CW
Sunday
. . 49R
Tonight's The Night
8CW
The Boston Tea Party
45E
The Continental
24A
The Wanderer
25F
This Is It
14A
The Flasher
28A
The Boys Arc Back In Town
17F
Tubular Bells
. 50F
What A Wonderful World
31CW
You're My Everything
231
You To Me Arc Everything . .
2A
You Just Might See Me Cry
4F
Young Hearts Run Free
19CW

TOP 50 WRITERS
1 Safica. 2 Kenn Gold/Micky Denne. 3
Paul McCartney, 4 Barry Mason/Roger
Greenaway. 5 Harlan Howard, 6 Gallagher
&Carmichael/Adamson.
Lyle. 7 Dolly Parton, 8 Rod10Stewart.
Peter9
Frampton. 11 L E. Williams. 12
Richards/Jagger. 13 Rob Davies. 14 Van
McCoy. 15 Kristin/Britten. 16 Jim
Woatherly, 17 P Lynnot. 18 B.
Andorsson/S. Andersom B Ulvaeus. 19
Dave Crawford./Morton.
20 Wilbert Harrison, 21 22
B.
Greenwich
Whitehoad/McFadden. 23 Lee Garrett/R.
Taylor. 24 Con Conrade/Herb Magidson,
25 L Marcsca, 26 Sawyer/McLeod. 27 T.
Sutherland. 28 L. Michaels. 29
Miller/Lee/Shoridan, 30 Mike Holloway
Senior. 31 H, Alpert/L. Adler/S Cooke, 32
Oldham/Penn. 33 Bill Martin/Phil Coulter.
31 Osei/Tontch/Am'ardfio/Gyan. 35 Gregg
Diamond, 36 Peterson/Hopkins. 37 B.
Sherrill/G. Sutton, 38 K. Gamble/L, Huff.
39 Gaudio/Parker. 40 Barry Manilow/A,
Anderson, 41 Smith/Thomas/Gibson. 42
A Reynolds, 43 W. Lovett. 44 Marc Bolan.
45 Harvey McKonna, 46
Hiller/Leo/Sheridan, 47 B. Montgomery.
48 Lovay/Prager. 49 R. Scort/S Wolfe. 50
Mike Oldfiold.

TMG 1029
I'M GONNA mMY HEART W THE WALKING

1

-I V V/j ^
rrW

/ WANTYOUmm
IT'S BAD FOR ME TO SEE YOU,TMG 1025
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MARKET PLACE
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EQUIPMENT
CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.

Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691

0ra
:

2^4

PVC ALBUMS COVERS
LP size ONLY C47 50 per 1.000
Double LP size from C80.00 per
1,000. 200 & 500 gauge Polythene
Covers alsoVAT).at C.W.O
best prices,
to; (plus
M & G PACKAGING
53 Pavilion Drive,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel: 0702 712381
YOUR OWN PRINTED
Polythene Record Bags in
small quantities. Samples and
price. Dept. RC. C & H. Vale
Grove, London N4. 01-802
1884.

f

Quick delivery, carriage Free.
For further details & samples send coupon or
telephone: 01-889 5693/4.

"SIGNS FAMILIAR"
smooih, while plaslic lecord dividers
wiihsman ulira legible headings
(plus bade symbols in colour il required)
Unbeaiahlc prices. Fasl service Ring or write.
SIGNS FAMILIAR 10 Queen s Road
London SClb 2PR
Phone. 01 639 3422
CARRIER BAGS
PRINTED YOUR
ADVERTISING
MATTER
Minimum 1000 runs
upwards
WALSH AND
JENKINS
46 Balls Pond Road,
London, N1
Tel: 01-254 7747

M. YOUNG & CO.
Protect-a-Disc Record
Covers
Southgate Ave., Industrial
Estate, Mildenhall, Suffolk.
Tel; Mildenhall 712553
manufacturers of
POLYTHENE LINED
COVERS
MASTER BAGS
AND CARDBOARD
RECORD COVERS

CLEAR POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIER/
DUST COVER

MW

Printed with your name etc.
with a minimum of only
500.
A Free Dust Cover for your
customer. Constant
advertisinq for yourself.
WHITE POLYTHENE
RECORD
CARRIERS
still
available
orinled also
in
500 lots upwards.
Prices and samples-.
AIRBORNE PACKAGING,
Dept. Ml 03, Beatrice Road,
Fosse Roaa Norm,
Leicester. Tel; (0533) 25591.

records
WHEi
MimfiB

Is nothing sacred? SP&S have been flattered by imitations over the past few years,
but we're not letting it go to our heads. OK we're No 1, but we re working flat out
bringing all our customers super service, excellent new product and the highest
profit margins.
They choose from 1.5 million major label deletions, IP's, cassettes and 8 tracks;
backed by the SP&S Quality Guarantee. All this available from our London,
Manchester and Dundee showrooms and warehouses.
Or how about a door-to-door call from one of our fleet of racked sales vans? Each
carries a range of 6,000 recordings and there's always one in your area.
Is it any wonder people get excited about SP&S?
Phone for our current list today - and save yourself a lot of aggro. OK!
SP&S rule in Europe too!
Glampor House
Hega House
Taygate Trading Estate
Ullin Street
47 Bengal Street
Coldside Road
London E146PN Manchester M4 6AF Dundee
Tel: 01-987 3812 Tel: 061-236 4086
Tel: 0382 812525
5P&5 RECORDS
Telex 666300
Telex 666300
Telex 666300

EMI RECORDS LIMITED
SHOFriTTIKC L ACCESSORIES DIVISION
1i. Uxbndgc Road, KAYES. Middlesex.
phone: 01-848-4515

ADVERTISING
SALES
PERSONNEL
Experienced, hard working and
mtelligeni. Salary + Commission by
arrangement. Tel; for interviewMr David 01-439 6037/8
At Pathfinders we specialise in
SECRETARIAL AND
GENERAL OFFICE
PERSONNELWITHIN
THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY
on a Permanent or Temporary
basis.
So if you are job hunting or staff
hunting, call us on.
01-629 3132
and leave the rest to us.
PATHFINDERS Bureau,
32 Maddox Street,
London. W.I.

WE WANT YOU
It you are into Jazz, Soul.
Progressive Music.
If you like and can handle
people
If you are honest, if you want
more than just job, if you are
efficient.
If you have at least 2 years
retail experience. Wages
negotiable. Please telephone01-7481595
(5pm-6.30pm only)

SlEiTS
PLEASE
MEiTlOW
MUSIC WEEK

POSITIONS
1
jtepfe sfeipiap life
requires the following personnel
Display Co-ordinator to plan and organise
schedules for our nationwide team of display
representatives. An ability to work under
pressure and keep a cool head is an essential
requirement. This position would suit a budding
chess master!
Dispatch Person to receive, collate, pack and
arrange for the distribution of all display materials
and keep accurate records Occasional driving,
so licence essential.
Display Representative to cover mainly
London and Home Counties. This permanent
position requires a creative and reliable display
artist with driving licence. Vehicle supplied and
opportunities for overtime.
Also
Independent/Freelance Display Personnel
We have plenty of work in all areas for
independent and mobile dressers of proven
experience and reliability and especially in
Herts, Beds and Anglia.
Write or phone for full details to:
Malcolm Parry, General Manager, Topic
Displays Ltd.,
10, Wendell Road, W123RT01-7430108

JOHi McCREADY

REPLYliG TO
A0WERTSSE-

SERVICE
«. COMKJTI flfRVICl ton RtCOHO
S'lOfS. INSTALLATIONS.IOUIPMINT
AND ACCISSOPHS. WRTTf Oil PHOM
tOK CArALOGUL AND 01 TAILS

PAGE 46
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CARRIER BAGS
Printed both sides complete with your name, address
and design in any 2 colour print.
Full size 14" x 16" x 4" 200 gauge 10,000 lots
£17.50 per 1000.
THIS MONTH'S VERY SPECIAL OFFER
14" x 16" 150 gauge 25,000 lots
£13 PER 1000
Big discounts on larger quantities.

m

With record dividers from

RECORD

I
| Name
Address
I
I
Type of business
Tel:

JN*

F?

POLYTHENE

DANDA
PACKAGING
CO. LTD.
198 Whittington Rd..
Bowes Park,
London N.22
01-889 5693.4.

'

Ch

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.

DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION of
ARTISTS. COMPOSERS, etc
Enquire for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co.. 119
AJtenburg Gardens. London SW11
1JQ. Tel; 01-223 3315

>■ --

SEPARATE!
SOui

SECURETTE TAPE RACKS
for sale 2 cassciic 1 can ridge,
£30.00 each or £75.00 the loi.
Jiffy bags, padded no; 7. 250 to
clear, £35.00. Telephone
Rowsiock 502 (evenings).

V;\V-N

SHOPS
NEW RECORD
SHOPpiem
Long ItMsehold
on auf.inivo
Stock, oqiiiumeni. finings oic , ..(oi
stlo Excelli-m London W 8 location
Only open 8 months, must soil fine to
urgoni commitmonts abioacJ No
proniinm. Stock at cost Call 01 937
0400 hetwoen 11 00am-6 00pm

AT IVIOTOWi iiTERSMTIONAL
Needs a great Secretary/P.A.
If you are interested please call Vivien.
01-580 6075.
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elapsed since she last night
was
slightly Can You Sparc A Dime), and
performed in town.
underwhelming in terms of
Wcslbrook
11 was, as one might expect, a pulsating exeiicmeiu. Ii might an unusual
based on words by
pcrformanee which proved to not have been jazz cither — at original,
Blake. Let The Slave.
be a trip down memory lane for least in its entirety, in which William
leader again directed from
ihc larger pan of the audience. case the total absence of a Ibc
piano, and with Minion's
Ol course all the musical rhythm section is Wcsibrook's strong
vocal, Rutherford's
excerpts were there, reminding privilege.
speech and the effective use of
everyone of Miss Andrews'
However, the roots of the wordless vocal background's
tremendous successes, both on band arc with jazz and of a behind Chamber's tenor solo,
Broadway and in the West vintage kind, for the opener this was more the kind of
End; Cameloi, Show Me from was the classic High Society cxperimenialisation
My Fair Lady, and other and later Jelly Roll Morton's Westbrook which can from
be
musical standards, combined Steamboat Stomp was admired
he idea of the brass
with the hits from her films, featured. But with no rhythmic band has. I potential
— hut a
Mar\ Poppins, The Sound of base to knit the music together, rhythmic base, such
as
Music and Thoroughly Modern if often sounded as though the Westbrook
provided from the
Millie.
musicians were groping for a piano, would
improve
things
Miss Andrews was obviously point of contact which they
pleased to be back in town — couldn't find. Westbrook enormously.
BRIAN MUI. LIGAN
she (old the audience that when occasionally smacking together
impressario Harold Fielding a pair of claves or shaking a
invited her to play the tambourine wasn't good
Palladium (where she made her enough and with the best will in
debut nearly 28 years ago in a ihc world, more satisfying John Miles
Royal Variety Performance) he examples of the disciplined JOHN MILES added London
told her that she could sing skills of the brass band have to his growing list of conquests
anything, making the most of been found in the local park on last Sunday (6) in a concert that
was triumphant tcstimony^ro
that invitation, she added Paul Sunday evenings.
Williams' I Won't Last A Day
There was nevertheless a the hard work which he and his
Without You, and a great deal of enthusiastic effort four-man band have put in
tremendous number from put into the proceedings by over the past nine months.
Stephen Sondeim's musical Westbrook (euphonium), Kate
The basic ingredients for a
Company, called Being Alive.
Barnard (tenor horn), Paul show such as they performed at
Julie A ndrews isn't Ruthcford (trombone), Phil the Hammersmith Odcon have
everybody's favourite singer Minion, trumpet and an been there since the beginning,
but she's professionalism with exciting virile vocalist, and ol course; good, memorable
a capital P — and that's what Dave Chambers, an and meaty songs, substantial
the Palladium audiences love. outstanding soloist on both and tight combo work from
The puzzle is. why has it taken tenor and soprano saxes. each player, breathlessly
her 18 years to come home?
Chambers was particularly forceful guitar work from
CHRIS WHITE impressive with a lengthy solo Miles, and, probably most
on Mood Indigo, n number important of all, his distinctive
which more or less gained lift- and remarkably flexible voice.
off simply because Westbrook But the opportunities of
fVlske
underlayed the proceedings headlining a British tour, after
with lovely rolling piano. There a successful support spot
Westbrook
was other less traditional items, earlier this year with Robin
MIKE WESTBROOK is one of including three 15th Century Trower, have obviously
the bold experimentalists of marches, which adapted brought out the best from each
British jazz and his present themselves adequately to the musician. The cohesion,
combination, a five-piece brass rhythmlcss presentation, a particularly during the
band is typical of his sense of hammed-up version of a uptempo material, was
adventure. But if rhythm is yesteryear Europop hit, Evostik-firm.
accepted as the bedrock of all Brigitte Bardot, atrociously
Most of the repertoire came
good jazz, then what sung by Rutherford (matched from Miles' debut album,
Westbrook was playing at for mediocrity only by including the single hits,
London's 100 Club on Sunday Chambers singing on Buddy Highfly and Music (the latter
now virtually a showstopper),
plus the sensitive When You
Lose Someone So Young and
}( BUSINESS OPPCHRTUiWIIES )| the energetic Rebel, but there
were a couple of fresh items.
Both of them. The House On
Tlie
Hill and Stranger In The
TOP AMERICAN
WRITER PRODUCER HAS
City, are powerful numbers,
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
Established
Record
Mail Order
business
'/i MILLION DOLLARS
musically and lyricalK as good,
for sale Suit
retired
or redundant
TO INVEST
if not better, than anything
person, easily run part-time. Current
in
a
young
beatle
sound
alike
groups
T 0 CROOO P A. but easily expanded
vdio have no other commitments in the Miles has recorded to date.
and plenty of scope, asking price
U.S.A. Kindly send tape and pictures Stranger In The City, in fact,
rZ.500. Box TT 288.
to: Russell Lavitola, PO Box 105.
might be considered as a 45.
Whippany. N J 07981 U.S.A.
The night's ephemera —
flashing lights, fan-blown
confetti and so on — did not
detract from the show, but it
wasn't necessary. John Miles,
aided by Bob Marshall (bass),
Barry Black (drums), Gary
EXPAS\SDSi\SG RETAIL GROUP
Moberlcy (keyboards) and
Dave W eil beloved (guitar), is
is looking to acquire single or multiple
now producing music which
excites and pleases totally on its
record shop in Londofibr Home Counties.
own merits. Frills are
All replies treated in strictest confidence.
supcrfluoiis, especially when
the five deliver a finale as
ixncnt as their versions of Roll
Box TT 287
Over Beethoven and Jailhousc
Rock. Chuck Berry and Elvis
Presley would approve."and
that is no mean compliment.
ADAM WHITE
D

Leonard
Cohen
-.III-; HXPnCTR) sophisii.-jii'd. trendy audience
!,*! tlie Alben Hall gave an
juiliusiasnc welcome 10
jconard Cohen as he oj^ened
^ili ilie familiar Bird On The
Wire.
number which has
leaded most ol his concerts
over the years and amply

T~

demunsirates his poetry
Cohen carerully balanced
his well-known songs with
newer up-tempo numbers. In
fact, generally he seemed to
have ujxlated his entire act,
making it more appropriate to
today's standards, and
although his first set lasting
about an hour comprised
perhaps too many slow
numbers, he had obviously
made some effort to ]•>lease the
uninitiated in the audience. He
also appeared to be very

POSBTBOIMS
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financial Director Designate
A rapidly expanding Artist Management
Recording and Music Publishing Group of
Companies urgently requires hard working
adaptable CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
initially to take over the post of Financial
Controller directly responsible to the main
board for all financial matters of the group
covering not only the supervision of internal
systems cost controls and the preparation of
monthly management accounts but also the
Groups international interests. The right person
will soon be invited to join the board. Salary
(not less than £6,750 p.a.) and terms by mutual
arrangement.
Telephone: Diana Saunders now on 01-493
4256.

conscious of his eriiies,
re I erring several limes to his
monoioue' voice and even
saying ihai his appearance was
unnecessary.
Cohen started his second set
with several unaccompanied
numbers and one was
conscious of his ability to hold
a complete audience merely by
his presence onstage. One
number, Lover Come Back To
Me, when he was given great
support by his backing band
(under the direction of Johnny
Miller) and singers, was very
funky and nearly brought the
house down.
Two encores, Suzanne and
Sisters of Mercy, added much
to the delight of his now
ecstatic audience. It was a very
good concert — and nowhere
near the depressing occasion
that some cynics had
belorehand suggested it would
be.
HILARY BENNETT-COLES
Jyfie
Andrews
THE FIRST line of lyrics from
Wouldn't It Be Luverly? sung
off-stage heralded Julie
Andrew's return to the London
Palladium last Wednesday —
and the standing ovation which
greeted her as she walked
onstage was a sincere tribute to
an artist whose work has
brought pleasure to millions
in the 18 years that have

Training Officer
(Audio)
RETAIL SALES STAFF
The range of audio merchandise being sold in our retail branches is becoming increasingly complex and sophisticated, extending from simple transistor
radios to expensive music centres. This situation is making greater demands
on the sales staff concerned, both in the form of basic product knowledge
and in answering queries from increasingly knowledgeable customers
We wish to appoint an Audio Trainer, who will be responsible to the Training and Development Manager for the training of retail branch staff. The
successful applicant will probably be aged under 40 and could come from
one of a variety of backgrounds, but the ability to communicate technical
ideas in a simple language, a knowledge of electronics and enthusiasm for
the subject is essential. Evidence of a successful record in education and/or
training will be expected. The appointment is based at our Nottingham Head
Office, but a limited amount of travel and some evening work will be involved. It is open to male and female candidates.
Conditions of employment are first class and include a Profit Sharing Bonus
Scheme.
Plsase apply in writing to; John Hobbs, Employment Services Manager

y/t

The Boots Company Ltd
Station Street, Nottingham NG2 3AA.
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The newalbum
On Riva Records
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Album: RVLP1 Also available on cassette; RV 41 and cartridge: RV 81

\
d, Ladbroke Grove. London W10. Order from your WEA salesman or teleph
Em

